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HI TOBIC464,y1 ALYSIOV

PAST C ZEN CATION ,FFORTS:

_ FINAL liEPoRT

4RTAI .SUMMARY

The workscope of the Citizen Education component of' Research

4

for

Better Schools (RBS) calls for, the development of an historical analysis

of past citizen education efforts.

This VePOrt Fresents the purpose used toose of the task; the 'procedure Useto

';fulfill it; the topic 4, the colloquium* th
cast of participants a

aary of selected'recopmendations and issues/questions raised; initial use

- of this material tiOn prbgram; and documentation,in the CitiZgP

Purpose

intentThe task was to formulate guidelines, sug-

gestions,

this workscope

and (and future) titizeh education.efforts.gestions, caveats for present

',.4 historical frame of reference and an analysis:of past experience were to

1?asisof A number of models for achieving"this intentform, he that task:

was cOnsidered. It was ult
o ...--

imateiy decided that a, psrticularly:fruitful'

wouldapproach for leading professionals 11V,4[111C4471)e ,to convene a forum

1
,

major objective was to present diverge per---ography. The
, .

.
.

.

spectives '0 history .arid to consider how theywill and/or
,

citizen education history

''should affect current 'efforts to-rece riceptualize the

Procedure

The day -and-a-half eolloquiuM format called for presentation of three

commissioned, papers, critiques of each paperby a five-member panel of °'

Tf
.

Op



expert reviewers

and reviewers.

.114n the bailie of An examination of,0e-hiStopiof-e4Licition literature: .

.and' general disCnssion.betweap, and, a:sot* presenters

;

And the adVAce of experts,ja list of persons preeniinent in the field was
L..,

\

i.

deVeloped. Selection criteria.14ncluded broad repreSeilativeness,,

'those representing the divergent; tiaterical viewpoints of traditionalism,

revisionism, and liberalism. Frail: this proposed list, three7preSenters

and five reviewers were chosen.

Prior to the Meeting, the three major papers were sent to th
.

.viewers as part of their aseignment;:andto observers as backg und ifOr,
', '

oration. All'those attending were informed of thetWofold objective

the.colloquium: (a) to formulate recommendations for the development of

citizen education progtaMs; with special attention to significaat caveati;

.1

and (b) to identify priority issues in the field WhiCh call for further,.

-.exploration and research.

The colloquium took,place on April 19 and 20, 1978, at the-1194day

Inn 7 Independence Mall, Philadelphia.

Topic.

Each author was invited to prepare a paper On the bistory.of citizen

education. and to present it in summary form dt the colloquium.: Five

his or expertsnaere'asked to serv-ereview panel at the

colloquiui and to critique the papers individuaTh.' and asa gioup. Authors

and reviewers w e asked to participate in a general colloquium disC asiOn

. , ,

of, recOmmendations and issues/questions concerning citizen aduca

0
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1,11,0c1 ontheirretrospectiVe:critiakanelySiS. SASkedrhat the peOes,

3': '

.

ill4i**Pated, rev#00:Of them,/refleCt the writer's judgment
. .

,
.-.

.thempoi'401t "do 6 and don f citizen educstion;'dUbstantiated by
.

y..

documentation and experience in the field. MajOr ornrs:Sugsted.gaize ke/
for .(1) What were the citizen edtication,movements of

the Pest? (2). Whitt were the characteristics of these moVements1 (3),UThat
r

1 !I . , ,. , .
.

.
.

were the strengths', and 'weaknesses of these movements? (4') What Csn'we
!,

learn. from these moVemeilts?

Participants

Authors selected to write papers,were R. Freemen Butts of San Jose
P .

UniVersity; Clarence J. Karier'of the University of Illinois, 'and Marvin

Laterson of the University of Bri
4

B. Best of The PFfipsylvanie State

Temple University, Allen F."Davis

ash Columbia. Reviewers Included John'

University, William W.CUtler0II, of.

of Temple University; and MicheeLR,

Katz of York University' (Torento). Finally, ieOme iridiVi.difals.were

Asked to attend thecollOquium as

observers is attached,to'thiereport.)

. )

Aervers, (A list of Oerticipents and

A summary rempilation of selected Viewpoints expresseSet.the meeting

follows, ,r 's

4 '

SuMinary-of Seletted,Colloquium Highlights

The selected highlights:whiCh follow were-cpllectfrom,a study' of the

colloquium transcripx...4e'ai'ase of the "Variety and scoPe-of the dial

., .-

it wasdecided.not t'd:iippoe,,,an arbit:rary'categotizatiOi-lon them.
.

in

k
, , -. .. '

.list the, points in 4, content flow; insome cases, it wis possible to
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others not. It'should also be noted that, as intended, conflicts, contro-
,'

'vetsy, and contradictions occasionally arise.' Two major divisions; recom-
'

mendations and issues/questions, have been'used to&uide de 'reader.

Recommendatibns are largely.directive or'prescriptive The issues/ques-
,

'tions embrace those areas where it was found that unresolved queries best
.. i .

. .. ' .
. ' .

represent the state of the art in the history of c Oizen education. .

.
w

3.
Recommendations

4 i
/

The proper.end of citizen education. is to promote achievement of one's
potential, not-service to the state-. Thus citizen education should
stress personErstriving toward self-development; not citizens serving

.

the state.

There should be limits to state influence
wits: should reflect asocial philosophy

izeiopment Which value human freedOm,t

on citizen education. : The
and psychology of human...de-

Cititen' education should use'Our Civic/public life as a-vehicle for
analytic, Cognitive inquiry into real current and/or controversial and/or

. critical community issues. or example, ecological conflicts, apparent
ifiegualitieS,of opportunity, and public housing factors typify such
.issues : This postion calls for students to understand real, problems
(vs. textboo kno4ledge) and the complex issues involved.

Citizen 5ducation should'inc de critical analysis of Aterican social,
political, and economic, instit sand realities.

Citizen education shoad.not ignore the conflicts in our culture. Stu-.
dente need to Understand where and why the real'and the ideal divetge.

tizen education should teach the skills of7politlical participation and
4.,1 action, e.g., engaging in civil discOurse, being dOkive'in a candidate's.

campaign.

4 Character development should,have,a prominent place in citizen.education.
. This element shoUld not be overshadowed by political knowled#e and

activism.

- - ,

Formal citizen education curricula Should be first and foremost politi-
,.

-cal in character; that is, do not Ziffuse it. with, say, interpersonal:-

'.1

;
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s (e.g., transposing problems of demqcracy ihto problems of
cence). Nevertheless, student involvement, (feeling, affect)
not be neglected In a chiefly cognitive; informatio al approach.-

..

A-c alition of community groups,should be_formed. Such a coalition
co d help to minimize or contain potential Opposition to citizen echl-
ca ion from:potentially threatened power blocs in a particular communi-
t or a number of communities.

julographic approaches may be usefulyhere direct intervention would
e opposed. Both beachera.and studerits may -find ethnographic studies

more a4cepssble.

'Me citizen education approach must be deliberately limited it1 defini-
tion, content, scope, outcomes, and goals. If it tries tO'be alI'things
to all people, or everything in general, it will fail. A disclaimer to
this effect in any citizen edpc ion statement or prospectus would be
desirable.

5

Prpgram architects must take one model program now and run with it. 'We
cannot wait for the mythical.'!perfect" program.

.

et Citizen education should be(in pait preparation for work as well as
leisure time. That is, it 4hould address the many facets of contempo-

,

It
rary life.

.

Citizen education should teach .a commitment to our common values and
our traditional civil liberties. These values and liberties include
freedom, equality, obligation to the public good, and popular consent.

Commitment to values should not be included in citizen education.

d(
. ,

itizen education should address both the skills and knowledge of par-
ticipation.' There are important issues to resolve in this liosition.
For instance, with regard to knowledge,'to what Aegree do citizens
participate? Who? What does participation' mean? Is it invariably
beneficial?

Citizen education should breed distrust of the top-dovo."expert," for
reliance on so-called expertise can be antithetical to democratic values.

o. Citizen education should stress how such factors as socioeconomic level
impinge on the American ideal of individual accountability. The real .

world needs to be clearly seen.

le Citizen education must make a conscious attempt to act at several levels.i.
'in rvarious school classrooms (e.g.; language arts), in aspects of the

\



school Climate and the invisible cUrriculUm, and in informal activities
calling for a values decision.

Teachers require special training to be effective in citizen education
instruction. o

Since the contemporary scenehculture defines citizen education approaches,
models developed or implemented at other times would probably not be ef-
fective today. Our approach must be determined by our times.

; Citizen eduCation.shoUld not let.huManistiecontent.(e.g.,consequence
training, interpersonal relations) mask deeper societal problems.' Such
'techniques enliv6 the educational procesi; but there is a danger that
they distract from the real; hard citizenship concerns.

.6 Citizen education Should not transform the school into a."dumping'Irgund",
for societal problems. It 'is ' f i ibilitys not educations,uncton or responsibility
to tackle society's.problets.

In order to formulate a new definition ofd citizen education; there is a
:ned to rethink the role' of the state and to deal with fundamental issues='.

concerning economic, neqUality in our culture. Without this preparation;
our visisp is skewed.

Citizen education should be far broader than the school: It should. ex*
tend'to other agents of socialization and accUlturation:For instance,
the family, the mediS', and the community play' socializing roles and can
A important reinforcers of citizen `education ,programs.

Citizen education should,reflect both the valuesof multicultural, diver*
sit)'T and democratic pAnciples held in common. ./

Citizen education should avoid the purely descriptive, idealized (and
tedious) approach of old civics courses. It has been neither-An effec-

t tive nor an instructive approach.

Issued' /Questions

'Should there be a differentiated citizen education curriculum -in the
school? If so, are appropriate ones available, or need we develop one?

Prior to the advent of TV, what were the major educational' forces in the-4
Area of character formatign? Can we make use'Of.them today?

How can we move on with citizen education when so many of our fundamen-
tal historic assumptions (e.g., equating Protestantism with patriotism)
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i

. 1

are now. called iht6 quet4tiOle Should we not deal' with these fundamen,
tale first?

. , .

How can we regliiive the idealistic, rhetoric Of American democraeicjAn=,
tiplee:with such realitiee'as racism, economic inequality, discrimina-
tion Against ethnic groups, and difficulty of upward mobilit3i?'.,-

. . . . . .1

. 9

. Since ethnicity As ,obviously a factor in citizen education, how cap we
deaith'aociety's Palpably. differential rewarding (and puhishing) of
different ethnic groups? How about our

1

melting,Pot rhetoric?
. ' . .'- .

' OA IS the ''.redefinition "' -ofof citizeh-educatibn "up tor grabs"?' Does the
. . .

t

currentacotifusion:greate a vacuum which will perforcebe filled? ..

, ,

Is there a danger
current incompatible and
and group equality/

Can we influence 'citizen
guide the developtnent'or
.Piograms?'

"new" citizen.educatiopOgill fail because of
unmanageable pressurep for indIVidual ;rights

4,

v.

education textbodk publishers? How canwe
materials to be?Usedin,citizen education,

.

We need hard data regarding. the actual citizen education experience of
the past (as Opposed to, .for instance, formal curricula, written objec-
tiv '.14/Hat really tobk-placein the classroom? What have been the
in ended and unintended results?

Theinipact o V is a crucial consideration'. Has it usurped the school
as a citizen's dializar/informer? Caheschools counter the influence of
the media?' Do s the'schOO1 atill.retain its-- distinctive role in the
life of Child n? What is'its current impact,A1 light of the power of
TV,,especial y.on''children? Can TV be useCto,reinforce citizen educe-

. ,

tion ip:the schoolA?

Will a community's power elite permit the school to encourage students
to critically analyze the powerstrucr:ure? the teacher and the
.

educational.establishmentcOndone it.?

If citizen.educatioPihcluded training in Anthtican democratic principles,
who is to define the terms like "the public goOd"? Whose authority is
to prevail in these matters? Whose responsibility is it?

Have the_schooI-,and the teacher lost their legitimacy in_our society?
4f this is, true to some extent, what, options do. we have?

Has the legitimacy of our social order, which the schools once 'fostered;
also lost credibility? If this is true to:some eNtent,' how pervasive is
the 'attitude



. Has the schdol lost its effectivenesS in prepaying students f
mainstream? Id it out' of touch with the students' world?

Whose values 'should citizen ZS4 tion espouse?

sThs citizen education field,
frOmHdiffUsiOn., fragmentation

.

4w.e. pull it,together? .

e civic

snew-so, richand active that it suffers
''and sparse areas of agreement. How can

Are citizen education curriculh differenhallyconceived and taught.
accordinglto class, econeltic level, and prevailing values? If 'so; how
can thft be contr011ed?._

How can citizen education foster a-sense of Community, if in fact that
sense of community no longer charaierizes American culture? . /

* Staents prefer studying visionary rhetoric rather than the contemporary
realities, such as economic inequality. How ca we wean them to.the

,

Should citizen education.outcomes be specified as, for instance, behav-
iors, dispositions, or:kno4ledge?t

P , ,

w . .

.i7

O DO fundamental problems,in our society and governmental policies (e.g.,
;Viet Nam, CIA abuse of power) militatOginst a valid,'Convincing re-
definition of citizeneducation? Are

the,
times notconducive to an

. emphasis on citizenship?.

Initial Use of Colloquium Material

;':The foregoing eu Ty of recommendations and issues/questions repre-
s

sents.the.essende of the colloquium proceedings. The' points have been

'collected and analyzed for relevance and importance to the"developing

ci+zen education work of RBS.

The. highlights;.along with the commissioned papers, have already been,

N

and will Continue to,b ,,instrUMental in shapingprogram.direction. For '

instance$,-Clarence ,K.hrier elahor ted on a state versus citizen dialectic;

this.Viewpoint.added an importan dimension to the conceptualization prepa-
.,

ration .172.: Freeman Butts stress d the importance of. p" education;



thii orientation is'refleCted in the classroom practices survey'dealgP and

ilight

ool-selection tasks related to 4chool organization and climate. 4hally,,

Marvin Lazerdon addressed multicultural' factors; Ma, ,emphasis is reflected.
, -

';in several elements of the Rug 18-mofith'41.an fOrtfitizen.education which
.,

... I

relate to,urban and multieth4ic considerations.. tn .flditinn, :selected
)

.

. . ,

colloquium highlighte may becive the basis'fpr,:,or'generate, futu
....

I:knowledge-'- ConsOlidacion tasks.
. .

position papers

DocuMentation.

The commissioned papery are attached apd?censtitute a major su

:tie part Of this final.rePart%

distributed lt the colloquium..

.- 9

ings,'a further important input

Also attached are copies of thematerisls

The transcript of the colloquium proceed-

to this revi:OW appears .irr Part 13 of.. rhis.

final reiert.. RBS plans to disseminate the colloqUioM papers and selected

aectioneiLf'the proceedings. PuliAdatiroo and Airitribution will be carried

, a
out according to the general dialeminatiqn plan, to be.deveioped,forthe..

entire Citizen EducationdLcotp onent: While?this_plan will be prima/lay- fOt-

thetri-state region; a 14ider.disseminatiphgtrategy is poibiblelor ihe-
,.

146
colloquium paperS,
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"What Should We Learn from the History of CitizenshipEdUcatioh in the
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WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN FROM THE HISTORY OF
CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES? .

R. Freemalt Butts
Distinguished Professor of Education

San Jose University

Visiting Scholar
Stanford University

April 11, 1978
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What Should We Learn From the History of
Citizefthip Education in the United States?

R. Freeman Butts

Civic education has been the product of a three' -way tension among the

value clainis of a democrptic political Community, the value-claims of segment-
,

ed,pluraliams,,and the pressures df the world-wide modernilation process. The

interplay of these major elements in Atherican history has resulted in the

various pushes and pulls that have buffeted citizenship education throughout

our national existence. So, there have been persistent dilemmas: we believe

that universal education is fundamental to the welfare of the'republ, but

we draw back from political indoctrinatidn in the schools (especially if, it

doesn'tagree with our particular views). The urgency to prpomoSe civic edu-

.cation rises in times of national crisis or very rapid social change. Pro-
f

gressive reformers have 40 one kind of prescription; conservative tradition-
,.

alists hgrve had another.. My own -view is that the reformist trends have been

more in tune yvith the best of our demoCrati goals and practices. But modern

society;r7 Iiires a much different kilid of civic education from that of the past.

It should,dealwith the political values, p laical knowledge, and skills of

political participation required of a modern democratic politiF.n1 community.



Distinguished Professor of Education
San Jose University

What Should We Learn From the History of
Citizenship Education in the United States?

R. .Freeman Butts e

f

.
,

.

. . _.
.The historical interpretation upon which this discussion paper'} based

. -,... -
.

. .

,

been sec forth briefly' in a chapter entit16'd "Historical PersPOtive on

Civic Education in the United tates".contained in the report. ofl National'

Task.Force on,aitizenship Education, Education for Responsible Citizenship

(NecYOrk: McGraw-HilL 1977). That chapter in turn was based upon the more

inclusive historical interpretatioii embodied in Public Education in the United

States: From Revolution 6n. Reform (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1978). Variation's, on the theme regarding prescriptions for the civic role

of public schools have been sounded in several different artl'cles over the

past five years. If; perchance, anyone should b[Ave read all of them, the re-

action could easily be "If you've seen one, you've seen them all." But I.list,

' them here because they were addressed to different public and pro essional

audiences, and they were produced during the period when I was do ng teSearch

and writing the larger single volume of the history of public education. The

interaction between my concern for good history and good policy is-obvious and,4

I believe, defensible:

"The Public School: Assaults on a Great Idea," The Nation, April'30, 1973.

"The Public Purpose of the Public School," Teachers College Record,
December 1973... ,

V

"Public Education and Political CommUnity," History of Education Quarterly,
Summer 1974,.

"Foundations of Education and the New Civism," Educatnal Studies,
Fall/Winter 1975.

"The Search for Purpose in American Education," Colle4e Board Review,
Winter 1975/1976.



,

"Once Again the Question for Liberal Public Educators: Whose Twilight?"
Phi DeltaYappan, September 1976.

1

. . e
. .

,

1
40.

,

TPubilc Education in a Pluralistic Society," Educational Theory,,Winter 1977,

"The Public SchOol as Moral Authority" in Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, he:Schools Role as:Moral Authority (Washington, D.C.,
ASCD, 1977). ,

It might 4r said that the first thing one should learn, from history it'

, '-'
.

4 -to learn sothe g abouti the conceptual framework(of,the historian. My Own
. .

L'A.... -
. ,

, . -
.intellectual, histoiiipgraphical, and political orientatiOn is set forth in

. .

.
, (C.

Public. ducation.in the United StAtes. I'can only-hint 'at it'he;e, but i,
'

should say that it is considerably different' (and I hope impro+ed) from that

set forth in TheEducation.of the West (1473) and "The Public Purpose ,bf the

Public School" (1973). In those pieces I was playing vigorously on the moder7)

ization theme. I still believe that it is an essential in4iedient-in.social.

`change, but a more satisfactory interpretation can be achieved by viewing the,

history the civic role of public education as a product of the three-way

tension' rising from the interplay of modernization, the cohesive value claims

that uhdergird the oversall democratic political community, and the differ-

entiating value claims of segmental pluralisms that give identity to various

groups in the society.

In the interest of conveniene for discussion I identify four ingredients

of each of these three building-blocks 0.11! the civic role of public education:

Cohesive value claims of the democratic political community

Liberty

Equality

Popular consent

A

Personal obligation for the public good



Differentiating Value claiffis of segmental plurali4ms

A

%4

Religion

Ethnipity

Race

The world -we modernization process

,

Mobilizing and centraliAing -power

'Popular Prticipation
11.

IndustPial

Secularization

Probonents of citizenship' educat ion in the schoOlsalrliost always'appeaTtd

of the State

in their rhetoric to
,.

the cohesive valud claims of democracy as
. .

the'tationale
, .

. .

. n n

, fOr a basic vvic role far schobling, Sometimes this was wraPPe41 in.the

2 ,
, C '4\4

:,e---

authority of a particular religion (say Protestant Chris )
Y.tianit

-t
,

4

ur,?ethnicity

'

(Anglo-Americanism),, or race (Wh tei superiority)',,or locallsim (states'
'-,

\ rights).

one se llIn these cases segment of the 41 luraliA s Sought to use the Public:schools
,

to promote its particular version of democratic. political values. When other

segments of pluralism grew strong or resistent they might seek to break away

from the cohesive PuPh and form their-own schools or promote their values as

building particularistic community.the basis for bU a sense of Y. When the plural-
,

.iStiC pulls to differentiation seemed.to 1-:tHreaten the cohesion of the, overall

Political community, the Claims of modernization (in the form of national

unity, national,!st rength., or economic, development) often put an overweening

emphasis on patriotic loyalty into the citizenship eductition programs of the

schools that sometimes led to a conformism stifling to dissent.
)

This analysis led the to this generalization: For 200 years the American.

'People haVe'StrUggled with the tricorn di lemna of politics and education.
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They hAv ,believed that educationj's fundamental to the health and vitality
i, e

I 4 .
of ah Ideally depOeraticTpolitical community;' but they also belieyed.in large

,

.measures: of freedom of54lie and:action fot segmental pluralistic communites;

and, especially in times bf tea). or. fancied crisit, they have believed'in:civiC

educatiohlor national unity and loyalty,

The urge eopr)Omote ditizenahiWeducation,through the school's has arisen
.

,

most insistently when the threats to natibnal.unity seem to he most critical
, .-

F Tor when drastic social changes seem to threaten 'tocial ox politicalstabilAty.
, .

.

The threats, however.; have been viewed from aery different Per§pec ,ves, and
'h

the prescription for renewed unity Mile led to quite different conclusions.
t.>"---.

,. .
.

One kind of approach'has stressed the need for greater cohesion and,
.

.
.

°
1

Mobflization of,disparate groups in order to achieve liberal social and polit-

from

ical reforms; in'Robert Wiebe's terms, to acbie a "a new social integration,

a higher fOtm of social harmony,' releasing "Pip iful feelings of liberation

from an nhibiting past and great expectations for a dawning new era." (The
t

Segmente Society, Pp. 124-125) Such were the Revolutionary, Jacksonian, early.

Reconstruction, Progressive, New Deal, and New Frontier/Great Society, periods,`..

Another kind of approach has stressed tt need for citizenship education

to .aenfOrce the traditional or conservative cohesive vales of tlie American

1"4past, its national destiny and power, its devotion to individual worth and

effort, its'free enterprise system, its superiority to other peoples and nations,'

and the necessity. to protdct the American way of life from Pluralistic threats

from "aliensources, whether of massive immigratiotymilltant or subversive

z

radicalism, hot wars, or /cold wars.

Sometimes, of cou ,the motivations and prescriptions cannot be so ,,'

easily distinguished. The complexity of the periodic urges to reform citizen-
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stiip.edUcation.increased the sharpness,,Of the borns,of the dil

ee-way pulling ad hauling aMong.the-'claims,of4 result Of this peraistolet

As a.

OeMocratic politi,:ipfsegmental pluralisms, and oCaggressiye economic and

. , nationalistic hoderhity'thp clvic edUtation pTograms of the past have seemed

to recent historians to yacillate between two extremes; between didactic

=approaches that ;fined between two extremes: those motivated by- strong moral,

.

natiOnal, or nativist fervor which gave civic

'pugnacious patriotism; and those that would

troversy in the schools and thus. turned civic:education intOpedantic, pallid,

, orTpltitudinouS-Ousiliinimous exercises.

educationsa tone of preachy or

)/.
all costs avoid 'political con-

Now, .there isno.doubt that these extremes were exhibited in the history

itlz4nihib educatlon. Marvin,Lazers6n, David Tyack, Ruth Elson.and others

have amply dogpmented the examples. But I believe that we'-can,also learn

valuable "lessons" from the history about desirable as well-as undesirable

approaches to civic. education. I shall-rty to point Ito a f:gt4 of these in each

of the four gistorical periods that I used for my.discussion im the chapter in

the Task Force Report and in.my Public Edilcation'in the United States..

"ke

The'RevOlutiondry Idea:\tinum (1726-1826)

I believe that Unum is still', a desirable goal for civic education. The

regenetation of a sense of 'political community shoUld be a prime goal for:the

education of each new generation of Americans. The sense of community as I
7

define it isja,commitment to the baSic values of constitutional governmentag,

denoted by the concepts of'liberty, equality, popular consent, and persOnal

obligation for the public good. These were values promulgated by the founders

of the Republic in the Revolutionary era and embodied in the Declaration, the

4
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights. I believe the welfare of the Republic

a
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does rest ilen educated citizenry, as the founders argued. I believe that

the prime purpose, thehighestpriority, for a genuinely public education is

he political goal of empowering thei.whole'populaN.on-to exercise the rights,

arid'cope with therespOnsibilities of a genuinely democratic cityenship.

But we also should learn that society and government and thUS th6.nature
--I

f citizenship have Changed drastically in the past 200 years., So we cannot

be content with the.prescriPtions for a, civic curriculum that were ,produced in

the late 18th or early'19th centuries. Simple literacy in.the 3'R's for; ele-
.

mentary school white bstg. is obviously not enough; Simple history as proposed

by Jefferson or the elements of civil government app proposed by Washington are

not enough, Vague preachments on the glories of liberty, as described by A,th

Elson, eve ,not enough. Textbooks should(not be left to the socially or polit-

ically conservative authors. Didattic appeals to the moral, spiritual, or

political virtues are not enough, and partisan indoctrination of particular

economic or ideological atforms is not appropriate.

Ye&,-somehow, the schools do have a responsibility for doing all they. can

to teach the values, the knowledge, and the participation skills required of a

modern democratic citizenry. Such ingredients should not be left largely to

the political parties, the newspapers, the ministers, or the coffee houses as

they were in:the Revolutionary period; nor to business or labor, or to Walter,

John, David, Harry, or even Barbara today, I summarize my guidelines for to-

day's civic education at the end of this paper.

The Post-Revolutionary Reality: Pluribus (1826-1876)

In reexamining the stated purposes used to justify the development and

spread of the common public school in the midase decades of the 19th century,

I believe that, the citizenshrp argument is still valid. The highest priority



for a genuinely public school is to serve the puLfiC purposes'of a demodratic,

political community. The "back to the basics" people 'shpuld=be:reminded that.

Citizenship is the basic 'purpose foe'universal literacy, If the fundamental -

purposes of.schoolingsre. preparing .fora job, or preparing for college, or

developing individual talents, these could be achieved in private-schools that

. select students for gar4c4lar. destinies. But I believe that the faith of the

.common school reformers,'as-of the founders,- that the civic taskd can best be

performed by public schools that,, are. characterized 'primarily by a public pur-

pose, public control,:pUblidsupport, public access, and Public comMitment'to

civic unity was soundly based.

Now, it is obvious that theypublic school reformers did not achieve these.

goals., I believe that Horace Mann was'on the right track when he argUed for

the necessity ofyhat he candidly called "political education." But I believe:'

tharhe, fell short of what is needed (then as well as now)., Whilehe stressed

s ,

the understanding of the tenstitutional regime and knowledge about;: civil govern-
t s

ment, he,batked away from the discussion of contrnVersial political or con

#. stitutional quedtions in the schoolrooM, fle thus helped to estab h the

tradition that the schools are not legitimate forums in'which to discuss.pollt-.

ically sensitive matters. This was a difficult issue for Mann,'but he conO.uded

that it was better to have "neutral" public schools than to have none, a de-

nouementhe feared would come about if the schOolitbecame "rheatres for party

politics." I think we scan and must find a way:to surmount Main's difficulties:

A second thing we should learn from the middle decades of the 19th century

s that there Were at least two lines of thought that influenced the 'civic ote

f public'education with regard to the assimilation of the immigrants-who began

o come in. large numbers prior to the Civil War. it is undoubtedly true that a

d---) 4-1

6,
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growing nativism in the period from the 1830's to the 1850's somèti1iesgave /

( to the public school movement an anti-CathOlic,..antiiradical, and Anglosupe-.

riority tone. But we should also remember with John -Higham-that there was'

another more democratic and more cosmopolitan point of view dig layed by some

proponents of the public schools who argued that they should be a humane as-

similative force- In the 1860's and 1870's ethnic rivalries declined, nativism

was muted, modernization, welcomed enormous new pools of manpower, a Christian

; .

belief in the brotherhood of man was still alive and well. All'these influences
v.

flowed into what Higham calls "The Age of Confide'nce",' i4 confidence in the

capacity of, the Republic to accept great diveitsity and'OlUralism.as a tahi

characteristic of the democratic political community. And the public sc oolsi

( could contribute to this cosmopolitan vieef'of assimulation. Bilingual public

schoods in several states exemplified this faith'.

The Civics of Modernization (i$7674926)

The main "lesson" we should learn from the gilded Age and Progressive era

is that there were two major pressures upon th4Ischoola to presCribe.their

citizenship education. The first and the most influential through most of

this period emanated from the business-oriented and nationalistic nativism

associated with a butgepning modernization movementt, The three significant'

/.

changes in civioedUcatiownOtedin:mYhistorical chapter and book reflect
..-

. 21 ,

tlbese pushes to conformity : (L) the shrill and passionate patriotism owed eo.

a great and powerful nation that, was xeroLsing its Marlift/DeStiny,' Winning

the West, Building'an Empire, and malc.f.ilg the World Safe for Democracy; (2) the

demand for instant Americanization of the millions upon millions of immigranta7,

who flooded into the United States from the 1880's to the 1920's; and (3) the



glorifi-c.Opion of the self-made man who labored (and prospered) on behalf of

free enterprise enda limited goveinment. It is not diffiCult to see these

trends Illusti4ited intextbooks'in,American histOry and civil goernment.

For much of the period these elements of the modernization mood dominated

the civic education =in the schOol As they did much 'of American public. life.

They overhsadowed the value claims of the historic dAmocratic political com-

munity and of the newly arrived and vastly varied pluralistic gommunities.

Often, some business-oriented or economy-Minded "progressives" joined in these

views.on behalf of,"soCial control:"
3

But, as Robert Wiebe so well points out, there was a send strain of the

new middle class professionals who were welfare- oriented or4cial7service pro-.

gressivee. Their concern was the use of liberal.government on behalf. af social'

reform (in prisons, sweat shops, child labor, and temperance) as well as polit-

.

ical ormjcivil'service, electoral'fhnovationa, women's:suffrage, and com-

pulsory' attendance' on behalf of universaleducation). This stream of progrea-

, sive endeavor resulted in a number of efforts to reform citizenship education,

in the schools. .These included: the stiffening of history teachi0 toy*asing

it on'primarysources and thus combating the chauVinsim of'therampent nativism;

the effort' to deVeldp a ' "community ,civics" to replace a,sterile approach to con-

atitutlopal structures; and the "new civics" embodied in the socialstudies

movement and in the Seven Cardinal PrincipleS. Souh welfare- oriented progressives
.

, f
even tried tote--ottent the Americanization process so that ssimilation would he

accomplished generously and sympathetically with respect for immigrant cultures

and traditiOns. -Thus was "cultural pluralism" born.

I hope that we have fiad done with the excesses of the nativistic and super-

patriotic conformity that marked the 4ggressivo modernization period: T think we



could learn agood deal fro; the effort"to stress4reasoneeprobleM solYing on

behalf of '!allmannervof. social efforts to imprOve.mankind.". ITask Force Re-

Port,YO. 18). hoe that schOols can take seriously the."prOblems-approach"

to.Bocial, economic, and political issues. But one result of-all these "re-
.

fore, movements in Fivfc edutation of this period was to reduce.the political

concerns of history, and of civics; : and of social studies. There hat been a

withdraWal from the study of the basic ideas of the constitutional regime and

the political community. 'The general eivic.eddcatIon.currieuium Seldom

with the fundamental concepts'and meaning of liberty, equality,. justice, and

obligation .for the public good. Still less often didthe practicelt ,of schools

reflect these ideas in their governance oi...activitie's,-

Recurring Calls for Reform Of,.divit Education .(1926-1976)-

oI bellevethat the best way I can illustrate what I believe we should learn

from't,he last 5,0 years' the history of civicyeducatiOn is tizirefer'to.two of
'416:

my'most recent artjcles apd,to quote excerpts froM them here.* These:comments:

,should be considered in the light of my general historical judgment, that the

values of segmental pluralismShave been forCefully reasserted in the recent

past And:iave gained enorouS popUi'arity atong.educators and the public. Wit-.

Peps the rise of.;tile new ethnicity, a neoL,cOnServatism in social and political

philosophy, cultural pluralism in educational philosophy, multiculturalism and-.

bilingualism in curriculum, and the 'rage of alternatives of all kinds, including

:alteKnatives'to the public twhool.

r

* "Whcisv, Twilight ?" Phi Delta Kaypan:;. September 1976; for.,

- CitizentThip," Vjtal:Ja'su0s, AprIl 1977.



Is addItio recme of fhe valUe Clapilsofthe'democratic political 'com.--

flquity,in relation to education,have been reasserted, In the past half
. k

tent6iy-the values of freedoM(for parents, teachera,end students) have ..been
,

4
.

.

;..:..enhanced. l'helialUeS of eqUality have m4de cqnsiderahlebeadway (dismantling-
..., _

-. .. .
.

.

'the Segregated school systems, equalizing financial support, compensatory edu-

.

cation, affirmative, action). But .the values of political community have been

diminished (Vietnam. War, Watergate,,. campus unrest'; corruptIOn, violence in the
- of%

;schools).-These generalizations haVebeen discussed at length in Paft Di of

`Public,Edmcation in:the:thiftedStates and briefly in an ASCD paAphTet end/tied_
1

The School's Role as 14ral Authority (Washington, D.C..:AasoCiatiOn for Super

'vision and Curriculum Development, 1977).

(Portions"of selected articles by R. Freeman Butts: Excerpted from Phi Delta

Kappan and'Vital'Issues).

"I happn to think that while economic problems are exceOloglY 1114)44,
1

the role2o(thePUblic schopl .should' be basically political rather than eco.C.Mle.
.,

(n this:I bacic to the foundOrs o.fhe republic who.viewed their revolution

iiMarily in political terms rather than economic or social., and who thus viewed

the kind of education needed in the new republic largely in politicS1 terms

rather than as a means to academic excellence or ndividual self-fUlfillMent or

preparation for a job.

They talked about public-education as'a guarantor of,,fhe republican,Values
.

of. liberty, equality, and devotion to the public good. As-.1iberalreferMera

they saw the nee&to:IMobAlize disparate socialjtnd cultural and economic groups

0
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if greater political cohesion and,unity were to be achieved:, Subsequent periods

Of reform echoed the revolutionary faith; Jacksonian liberal reformers pinned

faith on the universal common school as an integral part of the egalitarianism

of the day; liberal Reconstruction igformeri even hoped that the public common

s#hool could be extended to the South; the Progressive liberal reformers of the

early 19008 turned to the idea of a common public 'secondary stem as an en-
,

tension of the common school; New Deal liberal reformers like Counts and the N

social frontiersmen saw the public school as a means to-greater economic justice;
o

and the New Frontier/Great Society liberal.reformers hoped that open access,

firmative action, compensatory education, and desegregation would lead to/ greater

social justice for the disadvantaged poor, for racial and ethnic minorities, and

for women.

I believe all of these liberal reform movements were basically useful re-

sponses to the problems of their day.g Now, however, I believe the problem is

more acutely political than it has been since the Revolutionary era. The evidence

mounts on every side, -- from scholarly atmdiesto opinion polls to political party
74" 4

leaders -- that there is today among all classes of people a deep and widespread

disenchantment with governm t and with political institutions. Upon this, con-

servatives, radicals, and liberals all agree, the polls agree, and even President

41',Ford and President Carter agree. What they disagree on is what to do about it.

Conservatives in philosophy and politics (like Nisbet, Nozick, Reagan)

?say, Let's turn the leviathan around and have less government in the interests of

individual freedom. Radicals say, Let's have Socialist or Communist

in the interests of equality, for the masses of society, even if liberty must be

"restricted in the process. Anarchists say, Let's have no government. Nihilists ,

say, Let's have terror in all your houses, for there is no way to achieve orderly

political change.
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Liberals (like Cheri Frankel, John Rawls', Morrie Udall, and Hubert Humphrey)

say, Let's have an 'improved welfare state, a more vital and positive democritic

'government on behalf of freedom, equality, and social justice. Liberal mcholars

and journalists at the moment seem to be more forthright on the subject than the

bulk of the-teaching profession itself. Rawls argues that government should

adbere;(iiiis general conception of justice:

All social primary goods liberty and opportunity, income and

Wealth, and the bases of self-respect -- are to be distributed equally

unless an unequal distribution of any or all of these goods is to the

advantage of the least favored.

The two contributing principles of justice are these:

1. Each person is to'have an equal right to the most extensive

total system of equgl basic liberties compatible with a siiilar system

of liberty for all.

2. Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that

they are both: a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged .

and b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions

of fair equality of opportunity.

I findit epartening that such diverse black leaders as Eldridge Cleaver,

Jesse Jackson, and Bayard Rustin have recently expressed their.belief that

.''liberal,) political means may still be, the preferred road to achieving justice

and equality for blacks in America. After several yearsAs a fugitive from

the'nited States, Cleaver returned from abroad to say that despite its im-

perfections America had more liberty of thought and action than some "socialr.

ist" countries. In a letter to the Los Angeles Times, he said:

OP

1'

0;Th()

I:,
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politically, in terms of the Oevelopment of our democratic in-

Jesse

,

stit4tioni America is more than the hope of the world. kcoMpari-

lion, America is like an'advanced civilizationfrom another world.

The greatest mistake we have made as a nation is to allow our

shining principles to lapse so far into disuse,that We misname them

cliches.

Jackson recently called upon blacR Americans to-become more self-
,:

reliant,and more active in their own self-development. Politicalaction is

one key'tnthe realization of theirvisiOn, and reassertion of theirMorlit-.

authority and ethical conduct is another; but,he said, 'the greatist.

potential for self-development is to be found in'thepublic schools in our

cities.'

And Bayard Buatin, president of Social Democrats, has said .in his

criticism of the doctrine of international,Pno-growth' economics:.

. ..(T)he to abandons growth. at once symbolizes

and contributes to the weakening of the liberal will and liberal vision

in the Vest. Above all else, liberals have fought for a society offering

an^increasing possibility for the fulfillment of individual potential

within the context of a just legu. and economic order.. The failure to ;

achieve perfect justice and-perfeCt opportunity should in no way obscure

the very real progress tiat has been"made toward these ideals. Not the

least of these achievements is the perpetuation of a democratic form of

government that,..whateyer its flaws, has permitted ordinary people to

have a voice 41, and sometimes to dominate, the political system. It

is, furthermore, a system that has reduced the influence of privilege

without coercion or purges..



I have no doubt thatahe reformist, liberal pbsition requires both liberal;

government and liberal education to stand for and to work' actively for social

justice and for equality. This distinguishes liberalism from lais -fairt

Conservatism. But 1ibera;ism, as its very name proclaims, stands for political

1 bent as well. This distinguishes it from revolutionary radicalism44 For me,

the constitutional. liberties enunciated in the Bill of Rights embody the essence

of the political community that is liberal: the freedoms of religion.; ilought,

investigation,speech, teaching, communication, assembly, due,process,.privacy,

jury trial, suffrage, habeas 'cc:irpus, and equal protection of :the laws. Progress C
toward Justice and equality cannot be made by sacrificing,the constitutional'

liberties, but only by strengthening them,
r

This is no plea for 'law and order' as code words for repression of dissi-.

dent views or minority claiffis for greater freedom and equality. It is a plea

for a genuine reform liberalism.

William V. Shannon of the New. York Tiqes editorial staff ptit it well indegd:

Aside from exigent economic problems, liberals have to renew the

authority of the nation's institutions and strengthen its sense' of com-

muhity. Patriotism, a natural and essential emotion, needsto be revital-

ized in intelltctual terms as a legitimate ideal after ,the cruel excesses

.and misplaced sacrificesof Vietnam.

Liberals have ,to develop education policies that lead to genuine learn-

ing in the schools, .and health insurance, welfare, and housing policies

that strengthen the family and the neighborhood.

C-Onservatives fumble while nihilist shadows flicker. Can liberals

meet the real needs of the,nation's majority?
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W0,hundred years ago the liberal fbunders thought that/they could meet

the needs of the majority if they brought into being a pOlitical.revolution

ptpyiding self- government and individual freedoms and based upon a republican

0ibltae0.144$0.n.' One, hundred fifty years ago the Jacksonian and .Whig liberals

thought that'they,could., if state governments were used for soafal reforM purr

poses for the redress of inequities and injudtices -- in common schotils,

prisons, poor relief, suffrage, crime, immigration, women's rights, and chliid

, labor. One hundred yeikrs ago Reconstruction liberals thought that they could,

if the.federal,goVernMent,would take active steps to achi e equal rights of

.citizenship for black and white alike, incluting among other things public
4

. schools. Forty years ago New Deal liberals thought that they could meet the

'needs of the majority if government and schools alike sought to build a new

social -and economic order.

What shall we say today? I hope we will say "something like this: I be-

lieve that'educational liberals can meet the needs of the nation iE they will

mobilize education's political role in achieving

munity. The highest priority should be given to

,..viable, inclusive, and just political community.

concern for community of nation above locality, state, or region, and of world

above nation. A civic liberal education should be focused upon resolving the

tensions between the principles of fieedom and equality and promoting an active

and normative commitment to constitutional*rights, justice, and the principle

-of equal liberties. These principles should ,be applied tthe whole range of,

knotty problems of access; control, dUi5,-Art, organization, curriculum, teaching,

freedom, equality, and com-

the educational search for a

For me this means a special

and life of ttlf schools in the effort to ,Achieve the massive turn- around that the

whole educational system requires. A gm:id place to start would be ko accelerate



*fpr,t0 to focusthe liberal civic curricUlUm of the schools and colleges upon;''

heotelee, knowledge, and skills of participation 'required of citizens' in the

iliomotion,of their constitutional rights and civil libertie"

Phi Delta Kappan,

"My own view is that the 'political goal of civic education in Ameriden schools

/
.1.11 to deal with all students in dgch way as to motivate themand.enable them

fo play their part's as infolmed, responsible, and effective members of A modern

democratic political s stem. This is to be achieved by orienting them to the/
'///

';

values, the knoWledge, and the skills of participation required for making

deliberate choices among real 41ternatives in. all three aspects of the political

system.

A. The Political System '%;

(1) The political Community:, The group of persons drawn together by their

common participation in shared governing processes and bound together by a common

frame of political values. The 'iensE- of community' is marked by feelings of

mutual and distinctive identity and belongingness, sentiments` supporting 4ohesion

and solidarity, and commitments to the common welfare. Since the unding of the

Republic we,have-affirmedthat the American political community., ouId be com-

mitted to freedom, equality, justice, popular consent, and personal obligation

for the public good.

(2) The long-range constitutional order: The actual operation as well as

the -,formal and informal structUre.of the)bagic institutions .(legislative, execu-

tiVe, judicial, bureaucratic), the norms, and rules by which political demands

and interest are aggregated, regulated, and,plannelled into authoritative

.72
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A4cisions. The, political process(composed,of parties, lobbying, negotiating,

and comprOmising)'is vastly more complicatedlln a.moddern technological society

than it was 200 years ago.

(3) The day -to -day governing authorities: The temporarypcupants of

.ogfiCes of authority, ranging from those who have broad discretion in decision-

.making'in theft conduct of governmental agencies (preiident, legislators, judges)

to those who have a narrower range of discretion in bureaucracies and the public

service. These obviously vary greatly in the extent to which they exemplify or

fail to live up to the values proclaimed by the political community and the

principles underlying the. constitutional regime.

B. The Educational Program

An efficacious civic education in the schools will 4clude.not only the

curriculum, Classroom teaching and learning, but will embrace the whOle education-
,

al systeM* its organization and ad7povistration, its activities 4nd schoolgovern-

/r.r 4
ment, itio'hidden curriculum,' and its relation to the. community and to the. Other

'agencies concerned with civic education. It will not only exemplify democratic

political values and impart valid and realistic knowledge but also teach the

skills of political participation:

(1) Political values are the sets of 'attitudes, feelings, beliefs, and

commitments that contribute ,tythesupport of the political system. Without

such "Support no ;litical system can maintain itself without educating each

generation appropriately through the processes of 'political socialization.'

All modern nations have mace great use of the schools as prime vehicles of

civic education.

(2) Political knowledge, includes the various ways in which systematic

information i transmitted through reading, thinking, inquiry;,discussion, and

33



,the nom-verbal:Media of communication. Social scientists like to speak of
1

the diewiplines of knowledge;' psychologists speak of 'cognitive skills.'

In- either case he'knowledge should be based upon the most rigorous, critical,

analytical, and realistic processes available to modern scholarship, what rly

.

late colleague Lyman Bryson called 'significant truth rather. than plausible

Jar

falsehood or beguiling half-truth.,:

(3) Political participation includes the teachibg apd learning of

practical skills of political behavior through realistic involveMent of

students in exerting influence In the public affairs of the society as well

as in the'governing of the schools themselves. This goes far beyond simply

learning how to vote or to get out the vote but involves first hand practice

in the 'arts of negotiation, compromise, aggregating power, decision- making, and-

holding others as well as oneself accountable for the consequenLes of decisions

made and power exerted.

C. The School Population

Alm efficacious civic education will take full account of tho total -tange

of students to be served, their different cultural backgrounds, socio- economic

statuses, ethilit'and racial identities, and learning styles:

(1). The College-bound: Despite gains for equality of educational opportu-

nity there remains a .high relationship between socio-economic status and'those

students who expect or intend to go toc lege.

(2) The Non-College-bound: Political values, knowledge, and participation

of working class youth have often been quite different from those of profession-

al or middle class youth.

(3). The 'UriincOrporated:' Those who for one reason or another have been

blocked from access to the mainstream of American political and social life, the

disadvantaged minorities, the blacks, and the continuing poor.111

Vital Issues
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"In the best of times this is no easy task. It is doubly, difficult -- and

important -- at the present time when so many citizens;have lost,confldence.ln

the`integruy, Authority, 'and efficacy of public persons and governmental

_atiutions, and when so many youth believe that our institutions,do not priotice
.

A

whit we preach or what our schools teach.

The shortcomings of most civic education in the schools have been aptlY

appraised by the Committee on Pre- Collegiate,Educa on of the'American PolitiCal

Science Association:

'(It) transmits a naive, unrealistic, and romanticized.image of polit

'ical, lifeighich confuses the ideals of democracy with the realities of

In summary, the majority of civics and government curriculum materials

currently in use at'all grade levels eit li r completely ignore or inadeqUate-

ly treat not only such traditionally important political science conceptsas

freedom, sovereigntyt consensus, authority, class, compromise, and power but
1 t_.

also newer conceits such as role, socializatiOn, culture, system, decision-

.

Making, etc.

On the positive side, there has been an upsurge of effort to focus the

'civic instruction of the schools upon problems of civil rights of ethnic

minorities, women, and youth, the basic concepts of law and justice, the

',Constitution and Bill of Rights, and the realities of the political process.

-.Fortunately-elementary and secondary school educators are beginning to think

seriously about citizenship education again. And they are beginning to do sotrre'n-

thing about it. Two aspects of the renewal of interest in civic education are

especially impressive to me.

In the 1970s, projects under the heading° f 'law-related education' have

been snowballing under the assiduous leadership of several new organizations and



. ,

old, oundations.which haVe been encouraging the joint efforts of social science

schOlirs, practicing teachers, and relloresjntatives ofithe legal, justice, and

itcation picteseions.

I have been especially impressed by the project on Law in a Free SociA

(Santa Monica, California), which is drawing up lesson plans, case,bookst course

outlinei, and teschers'.guides on eight basic concepts that shouliAserViidi a com-

'prehertsive curriculum in civic education from kindergarten through' the! twelfth

grade: authority, justice, treedom, participation, responsibility, privacY.,

diversity, and property. These fundamental ideas necessary for the understand-

ing of a liberal.polity.should. he the core of study in a Loeyal., ciVic,education.

Such.coneepte could fruitfully` bring tot life the values, the knowledge, and the

i'practice in real-life experiences that must go togethei in.efficaCibus civic

education.

,

Another pedagogical movement that had gained widespread attention among pro:

fessionalsas well as the public has been the renewed interest in the 'teaching'

of values.' Of special significance for, civic education isthe work pioneered

by Lawrence Kohlberg atliarvard and now being applied to civic education programs

in schools in the Boston area,under)the direction of Kohlberg and Ralph Molk of

Boston Univerdity and their colleagues and in the Pittsburgh area under the di-'

_ ,

rection of'Edwin Fenton of Car ie-Mellon. The work, based on a theory of six

Stages of moral/cognitive development, has caused toneiderable stir in psychologi-

cal and philosophical circles.

The Kohlberg theory and experimentation over several_years argue that the),

motit`effective Xeaching of valuAs can be undertaken by direct confrontation of A

moral decisions in open discussions between teachers and students. Such a pro-

cess, conducted in the setting of a just school community,'will move students

from lower levels to higher stages of development.



if `there ii anything to the Kohlberg approach, and 'I T-think theti-iS.a

great deal to it, it means that. if the 'vast majority of'American youths, are ever

to reach the higher stages, then aliheral education.ihOuld not neglect'the

liberate effort to deVelOp a'-civic Morality among all high Sghooland coAlege

students. Not simOly.'clarifying Ones values,', not simply acquitini,i breiikb.

of political knowledge, notsiMply'acquaintance.with the4listOry.Snd struCture:'

oUgmiernmenCtW the past. If we are to-cOAanue. to have mass secondary and

higher education, and I think we must, there should be a common civic core to

it if we are to continue to have a'democratic political community, the schools.

must Ova priority to their civic task.

We well know that'didactic moral instruction and outward:expressions of.

patriotism through pledges of allegianse, loyalty oaths, or flag salutei haVe

lost their savor among academics. We well know, too, the danger of'attempts to
'11*,

use the schools for self-serving patriotism, manipulative prapagaWdg;:Or.,pgRtiSan

politicization. Yet, somehow, the schools must prOmote a strengthened sense of

the importance of civic morality and politicalintegrity --iryOU4V1nse, a re7--.

f.

vitalizeddiviam devotedhto,the political virtues ofconatitutional self-,goVern-
., q .

went that have snstained5us at. our best, that we have ignored or desecrated at

our worst.,
42,

In reneOing a sense of politicalc4mUnity, embodied above all in the Bill

of Rights and successor. amendments, a liberal civic eduCation should help te) 4

. ,
41.

build social, cohesion without resortYto coercion, without slavish'adherence to

. a narrow' 'party line, without succumbing to witch hunts 'against the deviant,. withH

out silencing the unorthodox, and without dwelling uponan ethnocentric'preocc4p47

tjohyl.th AMerican society to 'tifitneglectof the interd4endende of the peoples

of the'. world.- A liberal civic- education must rely upOn.scholarly7knowledge and

research without becoming bloodlessly intellectualized or rigidly circumscribed



the arbittary:bundatieS;53f.the seParaWandoapecialized academic disciplines,

00,1, lOthout degenerating into raiidOrii o enticing. games. We must .prO-

!the rights of privacy without retreating in
-

al experience as tfie norm of public morality.

prlvatism of purel person -

4

Ina desirably pluralistic society, civic education must honor cultural

Plutibus but itraOst also strengthen political linum. Somehow,' oivic education,,

. Mustpromote and protect thgAght of all persons to. hold a diversity of beliefs,

but.itttust also develop. a commitment to actions that .uphold.,,,tke.commonbonde.of--

a
- -

ftee government astheowrest guarantee oftheveryholding of a pIuralism.of

beliefs, It Must;in eersoi0s-Worda,'rehdar 'the 'people the safe,"as they are.

the ultiMataguardians of their own liberty.'

On-a recent occasiowI argued that after all we have beenthrough as a nation

in the past decade I.should think we could now face frontally and frankly the,

proposition that American education does' have a political role to.perform in,

achieving our hisfOric ideals of political 'community.
. Such a propositionAllaY

well he criticized for,the conservative right as being an effort to impose:leftist

ao4 ..(let conservatives bey.lcandidly, where they oppose Auality (At)

. Nathan .Glazer has' just don"e, in Affirmative Diigcrimination). , It may well.te

criticized from the radical left as merely imposition of middle-class capitalist

valUes'or.simply as wishy- washy, liberalism. If so, let!radicals openly say where
, (

-thayopposethe constitutional freedoths and:° dpte process. It may well becritiJcized

by empirical social 'stienti4t6 .'att,tociallyelitral scholars on the grounds that

schoOls _cannot effect social change; schoti* /simply folloW the .diCtates of society-.

..e-If,so, let them sayotO what agencies they would entrust deliberate effOrta to build

and generate a sense of democratic political community.



I would argue" that If the teaching profession. of two to:thgee-million-

sons took seriously the authority of the enduringjdeals, sentiments, and moral

commitments of our hietOrie.political comma, ityat its'best, 'as embodied in the"

' .

constitutional:regiMe:and esvecially in the Hill OCRight$, the 'school's end'ilk

c011eges!.ttioUntry could mobiliZe the majority, of'VeOple on behalf of

putting intOVractice our,vrofeseed. democratic Ideals. This could indeed amount:''

.- .

to a basic social change. Tut it would takethe dombined efforts of liberals.
, . .

.
. .

(

the legal profession, the scholarly and public service profesoiOna, the reform-

minded
,4!., ' .40'.

wings of the pdlitical partitlabor, and the media, the good citizen
,,.

.

,

groups, the civil rights and .civil liberties orgaizationsk the students, and

,.ctiric,,minded women's and 'ethnic groups.

The challenge today is even more politicsl and cultural than Itis economic.

The challenge is to achieve what we procldim to be'our hiatoric political goals:

freedom, equality,justice, and community.

..'The Josue once again is what can and should(Ithe schools do. tq meet-this

Challenge. No 'one argues thriat
\-

the schools can do it all 4- do it alone. What

lam:arguing is that the prime contribution of the schools is nottO.preach
.

specific economiceolutions favored by laissez-faire capitalismelevolUtiOnary,

socialism; it is to enhanceas far as possible the political.capabilItiesof,

stucants to think. and act as citizens who will supportand'improve the liberal

11/
political community, so that it.will'be the 'text within rAtch the economic`

ns.decisio will be made.,
,1,--k.-7.__..m.

)

''"'c This leaves Oenor study such questions as whether in the;future theJ
,

eConotic system of the United States and...of the world 'should, tip in favni'of
, , 4,. .

,,i::.'
..

'
.

capitalism or socialists, economic planning by gove-rnment Or(free
4

reinfor the
. .0

,

.,:. .

. ,

market system, state ownership or private ownership or mixed,ownerehip,of-



efietitial industries, centralized control and. regulation or' decentralized

:-.!,
ilitonomy or world- order coordination of economic affairs, hierarchical itijioage.

. ^, ,

mint by giiVernmpptalor corporate bureaucracies or participatory decision making

,- by worker -ownere. ill of th topics shoulahe coneidered studied, and die-
-.

.

misled at apprOpriate levels in ,the schools and on the hasiti of ' the .best:::

scholarship Oiainable, scholarship that rangesac oss!,the full, spectrum from
r.4

left to right. ,But what the echools should AdaboVe.all'is to try.to build.

.,,,, :`,. ; I .

PoilitiVe*.:CommipMente'in:thought and action to the democratic values of. the
:-.-':',....4,..:..,, .,,;,

liberil'Ot4itiCircommunity and torthe liberal 04,itical'processes ofthe

democratic constitutional order."
0 !4.
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EDUCATION OF THE AMERICAN CITIZEN:
AN HISTORICAL CRITIQUE

Everything should therefore be brought into harmony with
these:natural tendencies, and that might well be if our'
three modes of education merely differed from one anotheri,
bUt what can be done. when'they conflict, when instead of
training man for himself you try to train him for others?
Harmony .beComes impossible: Forced to combat either.na-

,ture or society, you must make your choice between the mari.
`and the cftized, you cannot train both.

...Jean Jacques Rousseau 1

Here, in the opening pages of,his Emile, Rousseau touched on a problem

which has toubled virtually every major social thinker in the history of

'western culture. Which is more important, the education of the person so as .

to fulfill his or her need for human development, or to educate the perdon

to fulfill the needs of organized society? At-times,in the history of the

West these?goals would not be seen as incompatible. HoweverstAnding in

the dawniug light of the national state when national education lay just over

the horizon, Rousseau, in the Emile, forced to choose between nature and

society, chose nature. Later in the Social Contract and the Proposals for

Polish Education, he chose society.

'During an earlier era of Greek civilization this construction'of the

problem would appear strange. The Greek mind could no sooner conceive of the

indiviudal standing outside of his,or her community any more than it could

conceive of the human being without a body. The problem, then, which Rousseau .

'Iposed between being a man or a citizen was constructed somewhat differently

, for most Greek thinkers. The education of the person had td proceed within

the polls. The central issue for the Greek mind was not that of choosing

between the person and the community, hur rIther between the person and the



quest for excellence was fundAmentaily a part of Greek Paideia.

aB Plato argued in The R ubli , there could be no conflict between the ideal

of the individual and the ideal aim of the community. So, too, did.

totle argue in'the Politics, "...that the virtue of the good man is neces-

sarily the same as the virtue of the citizentof the perfect state."2 The

Greek quest for human excellehce alwaya'presumed,a corresponding social, ex-

cellence. The "good" man was, thus, the "good" citizen.

What then constituted the good man? .What was virtue, and how was it to

be achieved? Socrates, the teacher. of Plato, argued that the characteristic

which distinguishes man from other forms of life in nature was his ability

to think and to know. Ultimately, he argued, knowledge was virtue. To know

Op* truth would be to know the good an to really know the good would be to

dO the good. To know the truth and thus to do the goOd was the highest form

of human excellence. The quest for truth in a perfect social order would, in

itself, be a rather pleasant experience; however; the quest for truth in an

imperfect social order was necessarily threatening to the stability of the

.existing der., Thus, Socrates was found guilty of corrupting the youth of

'Athens. Truth. is corrupting of 'any social order built on pragmatic compro-
,

.mises witja vested interests. True to his educational ideal, Socrates took

the hemlock. By fulfilling the demands of society and taking the required

hemlock, he gave dramatic witness to a fundamental problem of Western culture,

a problem which hasopeen reenacted. in one historic age after another,. in a

variety of forms.

Thus, standing in the midst of the declining power of the Medieval Church

and the rising tide of the modern state, Jean Jacques Rousseau once again

raised the question of loyalty in his Emile. In the end, however, he decided,

as he did in the'Social Contractl that men can be forced to be free. While

4 /I
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some followed in the footsteps of Rousgeau and argued for the unlimited power

of the state to shape its citizens as Rousseau had done in his recommendations

for Polish education,, others were more concerned with the limits of such state

actions.

Because of the fundamental, nature of this question, the first section of

this essay will analyze both the theoretical, practical, relationships` involving'

, the role of the individual and the role of the state as it beganto unfold in

one of the first national systems of education in Prussian Germany. We will

then consider the opposing views of Jdpann Gottlieb Fichte and Wilhelm von

Humboldt with respect to this problem. Our analysis will* turn next to the edu-

, cation of the American citizen as it,began to emerge in'bOth the early national

period and the later nineteenth citury movement to establish common schools.

In this area our analysis will focus heavily on the ideas of Thomas JeffersOn

and Horace.Mann. The following section will focus on transcendentalist thought

with respect to the individual and the state, relying heavily on the ideas of

Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. We wIll then turn to an analysis

of some of the key tenets of classical liheralism and the nineteenth -century

political economy which undergirded those views. The next section will 'consider

the changes in the American political economy. from 1890 -1920 and the reconstruc-

tion in philosophy, psychology and edUcation which ensued. We will then sample

three kinds of citizenship programs which have emerged in the 1930s and 1940s,

and finally we will critically examine selected current trends in citizenship

education.
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The Prussian System,

0

Ai,noon on El§ember 13, 1807, in an amphitheater of the Berlin Academy of
.

. .

'7.c4. ences,Johann Gottlieb,F1chtebegan his series of foOrteenAddresses to the

GermanNation. Thus, began a quiet revolution in Prussia which would, in time,

come'to have profound consequences, not only for Germany, but for all the

world. Even while Fichte spoke, Frenchaoliders stood guard at the gates of

the academy. Napoleon had just defeated the Prussian armies and had fbrced

Prussia' toaccept the humiliating Treaty f'Tilsit (1807) which compelled her

to.support, an occupation army -of 150,000 sOliders and which limited her own

standing army to 42,000 men. The spirit of a*tising 'German nationalism hung

heavy in the air as the cosmopolitan views of Lessing, Herder, Kant, or Geothe

seemed to fade in the aftermath ofwar. Even Fichte had radically

from, his clearly. eosmopolitan views in "The Charactersitics of the Present

eAge," (1804) to his extreme rAionalistic'pAition in the Addresses to

German Nation, (1807). The time had come'for the birth of a new Germany.

Within the decade Prussia would take the lead in moving from a feudal social

system to a newnational system. This was accomplished under the strenuous

leadership. bf such men as Baron vorcStein, Wilhelm von Humboldt, Fichte and

Suvern. riming was most important, 'ras Fichte never ceased to 'remind his f 1-

lovers. Out of the medieval ashes would arise the conditiona which would make

possible the new order, the new modern state.

While historians have debated the immediate effects of Fichte's Addressbs

to the German Nation, some placing the entire blame for German nationalismon

Fichte's "Addresses" and others negating-his influence completely, it is per-

haps safest to say that his "Addresses" charted the direction fora smalL,

fpowerfUl governing.liberal elite, In man. respects he outlined the direction



the elite liberal leaders actually took. Under the leadership of Humboldt,

Prussia developed and organiZed the first national system of educatIon.3 As

Miftidter of Public Instruction, he was furthe responsible for the founding

of the University of Berlin and the appointment of Fichte to the chair of

philosophy. The reorganization of-German education had profound consequences,

as J. W. Burrow aptly put it, "If it was really the Prussian schoolmaster who

defeated the l'rench lin 1870, it was Humboldt who licensed the schoolmaster."4

Under Humboldt, Prussia had moved ahead of most western nations in de-

veloping.an efficient state-run educational system. That sameleedership in-

troduced and cultivated the development of Pestalozzian methods of edutation

for the Volkschule. Horace Mann, after visiting these schools in 1843, .

ecstatically reported; "I never saw a child in tears, nor arraigned at the

teacher's bar for any 'alleged misconduct."' GerMan state eduation, from

the Volkschule to the Gymnasium to the German University, had become the

leading center of educational progress in the nineteenth century. Just why,

however, was such an authoritarian, caste-oriented.society as Prussia using

'the soft methods of psfstalozZi in their schools? The answer is to be found

in Fichte's Addresses to the,German Nation. There, in hls.analysis of. the

"New Education," Fichte makes the point that the only education that can ful-

fill the true deStiny of the German people which has its roots deeply imbedded

in the Teutonic soil is that education which makes a real difference. Only

that eduCation which not only teaches knowledge,'skills and rational canons

of persupsion, but that education which mold's and shapes the emotions, the

will and the very character of the individual would be satisfactory.

Crucial; here, is the fact that Fichte explicitly criticized the older

education because it pointed. out t the stud #nt the " ight":course.to take

and earnestly exhorted him to take it. If he did not choose the "right" be-
.

jiavior, then it was assume,by the old-fashloned educator that the student



had acted om his own free will and therefore, he alone was responsible. Fichte

argued that the old education was at fault, here, for not paying enough atten-

tion to specific behavior and controlled outcomes. The assumption of free will

on the part of the Older educational system was seen as a,fundamental error.

In much the same, vein as a modern twentieth century behaviorist psychologist,

Fichte argued for the clear shaping of behaviOr,.down to the point of eldmi-
,

nating freedom of choice in its entirety, when hp said;
1.;

Then, in order to define more clearly the new education which I propose,
I should reply that that very recognition of, and reliance upon, free
will in the pupil-is the first mistake of the old system and the clear
confession of its impotence and futility. For, by nfessing that after
all its most pOwerful efforts the will still Ilmairffrfree,' that is,
hesitating undecided between good and evil, it'confesses that it.is
neit....her-able, nor wishes, nor longs to fashion the will and (since the
latker is the very root of man). man himself, and that it considers
this altogether impossible. On the .other hand, the new education must
consist essentially.in this, that it completely destraws freedom of
will in the soil which it undertakes to cultivate, and produces on the
contrary strict necessity in the decisions of the will the opposite be-
ing impossible.. Such a will can henceforth be relied on with confidence
and certainty.6

4

Thus, the total person must be shaped and molded, his or her personality

fashioned and his or her "will" disciplined. The end was self development,

inharmony with the development of the; prefect'state - -a perfect state yet to

be 'Unfolded in the hearts,and:minds of the young. Freedom to be right in

that development was the only true freedom. Freedom to' be wrong was to fade

away as the real and ideal became one. As Fichte earlier in "Characteristics

of the Present Age" (1804) put it, "We do indeed desire freedom and we ought

to desire it; but true .reedom can be obtained only by means of the highest

obedience to law."::For Fichte, the atate was a positive actor with its own

law and its own destiny to fulfill. Such a state, as it grows in strerTh,

must equalize the status of its citizens. It must do so for the sole purpose

of gaining and mobilizing the strength of all tts citizens. As Fichte put it

A State'which constantly seeks to increase its internal strength, ifs
forced to,deWe the gradual a66TlitiOn of all privileges and the es-
tablishment0Of equal rights foryall men, in order that it the State
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itself, may enter upon its, true right, viz. to apply the whole surplus
power of all its citizens, without exception, to the furtherance of
its own purposes....8

Here, at the dawn of the modern Germaip state, Fichte perceived an important

,tendency in western nation states, i.e., each attempt to equalize rights,

usually brought an extension of state power. From Fichte's perspective, this.

was ultimately all to the good. He believed the Liberal state which he was

fashioning would ultimately satisfy the needs for.development of all its

people. Crucial for this development was the need to educationally instill

. .

the kind of patriotism and loya3ty whereby the individual would willingly lays

down his life for his country.

National education, rightly conceived and effectively employed, would

make every.Citizen a soldier and every soldier a citizen. A Fichte put, it,

W' state posed by us, from the moment that a new generation of youthal

had passed through it, would need no special army at all, but would have. -in

them an army, such as nb age has yet seen."9 The educational blueprint which

Fichte laid before the leadership of Prussia called for!education of:the!-

total Man,andvomanso as toi)repare all for national service. Definitely

opposed to a caste system, Fichte insisted on the fullest development of the

t 1Tits of all, paying attention to the moral, intellectual, vocational and

physical education of each citizen. Did the latter insistence on the equal

opportunity of all to develop their talents to the fullest suggest a demo-
.

cratic ideal? Some have interpreted it as sUch. For eXample, Edwardisner

in,Nationalism and Education: Since 1789; said,

To educate every individual to his :fulleat posSibilities in order
that the state might enjoy the service of such' unrestricted poWers;.
- -that was Fichte's extremely democratic ideal. Mingled with a
strong patriotic element this democratic ideal seemed to be influen-
tial in the earliest revival of Prussian pub9ic education.1°

The question of whether a particular practice in education is or is. not

democratic depends,:it seems, on a prior question,-i.e., to what social end



is the activity directed? One might recall that,Fichte called for the exten-

SiOn of equal rights in order to ,extend the power of the state to achieve its

"own purfoses," and Reisner bringa.Out.that ppint when he said,,"To educate
,

every individual to his fullest possibilities that the state might enjoy the

service of such unrestricted powers." The end, here, was not the it ividuar,

but the state, indeed one might more,clearly say a fotaittarian, educational

state. This was Fichte's ideal which he and others sought to implement ,within

Ge'rman education.

It ,is striking that eyetivOlfethis idealWas propounded; and in any

ways institutionalized in nineteenth century Prussian education, the man who
c'.

appointed Fichte to his Chair in Philosophy at the.Uniyersity ofl3erlIn,

Wilhelm von Humboldt, :had propounded an opposite ideal only a few,years

)earlier in 1792. Upon retiring from active life at the age of 2'4 to
1

lti-

vate his self development, Humboldt wrote a classic in western political

theory called, The Limits of State Action:

In this remarkable essay, Humboldt clearly, concisely and prOphSi'caIly

sketched the damSging consequences of state authority and power for'human

freed6 i?and human development. Combining the analytic strength of a Kant

with a humanism of a Goethe, Humboldt proceeded to sketch his educational

ideal. He first argued that the state, itself, has no transcendental exis-

tence or rights. It was merely a social contrivancto prOvide.for some

common gdod, a. good rationally determined by individuals.

tenets from Kant and the Greek classical tradition of culture, he argued

that the ideal social system occurs when men and women cease to be means-for

other people's purposes and become'-ends in themselves. FUrthermore, the.

ideal must hold out the full freedom for each to. develop.his talent for his

or her own purpoSea. The true end of man, Is not to.serve the 'immediate

.

.

needs of.the state but ls. to develop. hls talents and Towers to their-fulle:4t.

harmipious development.

c.
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The true end of Man, or that which is prescribed by the eternal'and
immutable dictates of reason, and not.suggested by vague and transient
clesires,:isthe highest and'most harmonious development of.his powera,
to a complete andkconSistent whole. Freedom is the first and indis-
pensible condition which the possibtlity of such a developmentpre-
'Supposes; but there' is besides another essential--intimately.connected
with freedom, it is true--a variety of situations.11

If manwas to develop to his fullest, hp needed freedom within a social

environment that permitsthatftevalopment. The end,,however, must always

reamin human development. Security of the state and community must be main-

tained. It would be the duty of each citizen to fulfill those legitimate:

requirements of security..

.Jkinds of activities.

However, Hhmboldt put definite limits on these

The state authority must be limited to protect the community from outside

attacks and from Very limited kinds of dangers to individual freedom which

might arise within the community. All important was the need to recognize

that the true end of man was human development and that very development rests

on one's freedom to choOse'. Choice is important not ohly:to-sustain.moral:
%.6

order bat, indeed, human order. Choice which is coerced or even channeled

by "instruction and guidance" inhibits and does not contribute to human free-

dom.and development. "Whatever does not spring from a man's free choice, or

is only the result of instruction and guidance/does not
*

human energies, but merely with mechanical exactness.!q:?

_

perform it with truly

J. W. BUrroW tecog-

,pized}hisasvery close to what Jofili Stuart Mill wrote some years later when

he said, "One_whoSe desires and impulses are not his own, has no character-

uno more than a steam-engine has- a character. 13 The concept of the limited
. .

state, as explored by Humboldt, presupposes an ideal of human development which

is possible only if and when the individual is free of state interference.

I therefore deduce, as the natural inference from what has been
argued, that reason cannot desire for man any other condition. than
that in which each, individual not ,only enjoys the most absolute
freedom of developing himself by his own energies, in his perfect
individgality, but in which external, nature ttself.is left unfash-

.

toned by any human agency, but only receives the impress Oven' to

51,1



it each individual and of his own free,Will, according to the mea-
sure of his wants and instincts,' and restricte&=OhlyAythe limits of
his' lowers and his rights. ..* , ' .

,

1
f'rom this principle4t seems ttime, that 'reason must never, retract' ,.

anything except.. what is ahsOlutely ileesSary. ,Itmust.therefore h'the .-

basis of every'Political.systeM, and must especially constitute the
starting-point of the.inquirYWhiphst present claithe Aour attentipp.

i..John.Stuart
(
Mill_ciiiotpdrdirectly'from. Humboldt: "The grand, leading principlb,

4 "
,

_
.

towards which every argument hitherto unfolded in these paged dite'ctly0iiverges,,

is the absolute and essential iMportance of huMan AeVlopment in its richest.

diversity. "15 The state, when it utilizes its poWers to coerce, direct or

to guide destroys that possibility. While all can plainly see the negative use

of law t6 cberee as clearly limiting-- human. freedom, what is not so clear'for

Many, is the fact, that the pOsitive use of'state power is also .14m Ling of

.

human freedom, and ultimately is fundamentalIy.deStruetiYe of human development..

The, positive state has inherent dangers for freedom anaJiUMan develOpMent.

:;It may endeavor, for instance, to secure its'ends directly :'either
by coercion or'by the inducement:Uf.exampleand exhortation, or it
may combine all these sources of influence ln_The attempt to shape
the citizen's outward life, and forestall'actions contrary' to its
intention; or, lastly, j, may trylu'exercise a sway oVer'his
thoughts andjeeIingsso as to bring his inclinations, even, into
conformity with its wishes. It is particular aetions:onlythat
come under political superyision in the first of Ehese'eases;.in
the second, the general conduct of life; and, in the last instance,
it is the very character of the citizen, his views, and modes of
thoUght, which are brought under the influence of State contro1.16

Humboldt notes that the thrust of the positive state is not only security but

the achievement of that Security through the solicitude of the state fowthe

positive-welfare of its citizens. The positive state, in fhet, ,a welfare

state. It is interesting that in 1791-92 when analyzing the progressive steps

through which t e state extends its authority over its citizenry, HumbObt4..*

virtually outlined the history of the American state. We will return to this

propositiOn at a later point in the essay.

What, then, were the damagin effects of 'the positive-welfare 'state on

human freedom and development? Pirst:sut.1 a state "invariably produces,



t

w4hgtiOnal uniformity, and a constraitied and unnatural manner of acting."17 Sec--

ond, such a state with its positive 'institutions tq weaken the yitality

of .the nation. h18 Third, such a ;Lte invariably destroys the

choice upon which work and occupations become artistic, human, creative-.con4i7

inner aesthetic-

butions.

The POlicitudeof'suckya,:5tate for the positive welfare of its citizens,
MdSi'fUrther be harmful, in that it has tp npeate.upona OromiSedbus
mass of individualities, andNierefore do'da harm to these by incallres .

which cannot meet individual casts.
1 0.

Finally, such a state ".:,hinders the development of IndividualityII20 The

idea, then, of a national education was thus "very questionable.". Wh4e,Hum-
.

boldt did not deny the beneficial effects of citizenship, participation in the

body politic; he insisted that itMuSt be spontaneouSly arrived at, not.,con
.

trived byate guidance or education..,, Humboldt-rejected the notion' that the

state should shape its. citizens. ,He believed there must always remain a

dialectical relationShip, indeed, an adversary relationship between man and

the state if freedom istosurvive. Citizenship education must always be

limited. If man is to be free, he must maintain a dynamic interaction with

the state as a free agent. As he put it,

Now this interaction alwaysdiminithes to the eictent that the citizen
IS trained from childhood to become a citizen: 'Certainly it is bene-
facial when the roles of man and citizen coincide as, far as possible;
bdt thisOnly'-occurs whenthe role of citizen presuppoges so few
special qualities that the man may be himself without any s.9crifice;
which is the goal I have exclusivelyin mind in this inquiy.

However, the fruitful relationship between man and citizen would
wholly cease if the man were sacrificed.to the citizen: For although-
the consequences of disharmony would be avoided, still the very object
would be sacrificed which the association of lipman beings in a com-:
munity was designed to secure. From which I conclude, that the freest
development of human nature, directed' as little as possiblp to 'citizen,
ship, should always be regarded as of paramount importance. 21

From Humboldt's standpoint alrwell as from John Stuart Mill's, the consequences

a national eduCation which shaped the civic character of its citizens was

clearly destructiveof the first condition upon which human development rested,
s

4



i.e., "human libeqY' u22 Henry David Thoreau literamplifiedtbsia ideal when

.he'said;'':That.gOvernment whiglrgoverns least,..." and. "That, government

is beet whichgovetns.no t:a11;,a4ld,whenmeiCare,,prepared for it, that will

the kind of gOvernment which they-Will,,ha-Ve"23-.AtWalderi Pond, Thoreau,'

.0i%.

top, was trying to discover the idgitimate limits Of organized society on in-

dividual freedom.. Humboldc,'in a similarveinwas,attempting to thoughtfully

assess the limits !..f state action "which were consonant with human freedom and

development. Mi1414 Humboldt and Emerabn would agree with Thoreau, when stand-7,

ing in the midst of much' nationalistic fervor, he advised his fellow Country-

men that they "...should be men first, an d Subjects. atterwards. not

deairable to cultivate a respect for the law, so much as for the right."24
.

This, was Humboldt's ideal. No one in PrussianGermany up to that time
1

had- q,clearly aril succinctly:laid out the dangers and hazards of the progres-,
, .

siVe extension Ofstate poWer. To be sure, Mill and others later followed

suit, bUt i was ,Humboldt who Tirst.had cut the intellectual path. Ironically,
4

it was Humboldt some years later as Minister of Public Instructionwho-imple-

mented Fichte's,educational state'ideas.

Durifig the periOd 1809-1810 Humboldt instituted the major educational re-

forms which'created in Prussia the first real state controlled and financed

national System of education in the ljest. State training and certitiCationof

teachers was instituted. C.A. Zeller, .a.disciPle of Pestalozzi, was appointed

head of the new-Nortal School at K6ntgsberg. 'Compulsory school attendance

edicts were promulgated as the financial support of public schools was put on

a sound footing. Efficient administrative machi ery for public inspection

and control of the schools -was created. Under HI boWt's ministry. the Gynasium-

curriculum was reorganize4; Siivern developed a- proposal fora single track

der system of education for,Prussta, (rejeed [n.1819) and finallTthe Univer-
.

city of lierlin.Was'founded and Fichte was appi nted to the Chair of PhilosophV.25



J.A.R. Marriott and Charles Grant Robertson in The Evolution of Prussia

are persuasive when they claim that what Scharnhorst did for military reform,

4Mumboldt did for German education. They point out, too, the irony in the

fact that it was Humboldt who literally instituted Fichte's educational ideas.26

One might further note that if it is the case that behind the success of Bis-

marck's victory over France in 1870 stood the Prussian schoolmaster who had

been licensed by Humboldt, it is even more true that behind the progressive

paternalism of the Bismarckian state, a state which many Wisconsin progressives

at the turn of the centruy adopted as their model, stood that same schoolmaster.

As Germany became the educational showplace for nineteenth century America,

the contradiction between what Humboldt had said in Limits of State Action, 1792,

and what he did as Minister of Public Instruction 1808-1810 remained an enigma.

In theory, Humboldt had laid the intellectual foundation for the classical

liberalism which John Stuart Mill and others developed. Such a theory defined

freedom, a prerequisite for human development, in terms of freedom from state

interference. In action, however, Humboldt helped create the educational state

which used its power to shape the character of its citizenry in the name of

human development. The positive state which emerged was the Fichtean state,

a state which carried all the essential ingredients of what became known in the

twentieth century as a totalitarian state.

- Just how might Humboldt have explained this contradiction? In the closing

chapter of his essay on the Limits of State Action, he discussed the practical

application of his theory. Pointing to the fact that there are many true ideas

which wise men would never attempt to put in practice,27 Humboldt insisted

that even though his theory about freedom of the individual and the state was

true, by necessity it could not be immediately implemented. Why? Because men

were not yet able to receive the freedom which the theory suggests.
28 Social

"upheaval had to be avoided. Freedom must gradually be extended in such a way



that, ":...no one at any time, or in any way, obtain a right to dispose of the
gp,

pears or goods of another wit,Out his consent or against his will."29 The

theory logically requires the extension of freedom while practical "reality"

rehares coercion. When one observes the condition of humanity in the real

world,, Humboldt surmised,

...man is more disposed to domination then freedom; and a structure
of dominion not only gladdens the eye of the master who rears and
protects it, but even,its servants are uplifted by the thought that
they are members of a whole, which rise high above the life and
strength of single generations.30

Before the century was over, Dostoeyski's grand inquisitor would make a similar

estimate of the human condition when he, too, made the claim that what the
r..

1, mass of mankind really needed for their happiness was not freedom but "miracle,

mystery and authority."

Built into Humboldt's theory were at least three ways which could petmit

him to change his position with relative ease from.a classical liberal. position.

to a new liberal position, and then to a totalitarian position. First, .the

threat to state security from outside forces could always warrant the expansion

of state powers. Secondly, the very clear distinction between theory and prac-

tice or the ideal and actuality also allowed for state intervention. This

was the case because the base line of social justice was interpreted by Humboldt

as that distribution of property which existed. In case of a revolution which

threatened the ownership of property state power could be expanded. Lastly,

it was clear that in the end it was Humboldt, the aristocrat under the guise of

the state, who paternalistically doled out freedom to the masses only when and

if those masses behaved themselves. In practice, it was not the individual lim-

iting his freedom to act by voluntarily giving up his power to the state, but

rather it was the state giving the individual freedom only when he proved him-

self ready for it. In actuality, the power relationship was the opposite of his
a

theory.



Humboldt andi chte,. at the conception of German national education, had

Ork4Wdur in their inking and. acting, some of the basic tenets. of classical

d totalitarian theory. Eadvviewhas, at one.liberal4 progressive libe

time dr inother,. tended to occup stage of American history. The

relationshiploetween the state and the indiV Dual throughout AmeriCan history,

has notbeekatetic,.lending itself to easy geheralization'>From the Intel-

lectualorUyis of the constitutional system there has remained. a dynamic tension

which preS9Pposes the individual being is free of the state authority in any

absolute sense. However,et various:times, especially during times` of threat,

state authority.has been radically increased, while during periods of relative

security, state authority has been allowed to wane. Over the 200 years of

American constitutional history, however, state authority has grown'far out of

proportion to anything which the 'constitutional founders would have dreamed.

During this'aorresponding period, some very limited steps toward greater degrees

of equality have been taken by certain individuals, classes and groups. Equal-

ization from the standpoint of sttte instituted homogenization should not be

ccafused with the growth or detline of freedom on the part of the individual

in relation to the state. In `the latter case, individual freedoM in relationship

to the'state in twentieth century America declined appreciably.

In many ways, the nineteenth century may be characterized as democratic,

while the twentieth century is best characterized as totalitarian. Throughout

this essay I am using the word totalitarian as that condition under which.theid

state ultimately, has power and control over the total'life of the individual.

The terms democratic'and totalitarian are relatively descriptive and should not

be taken in this cussion in any absolute sense. The term totalitarian, as

should therefore be taken as a bench mark, a point toward which weused here,

are more or

is a public

less'approaching. The totalitar n person in the twentieth century

person, flexible, with few deepl held convictions, capable of



adjusting quickly and easily to the.conditiOns which surround his life. The

private life of such a person is minimal ancLhis public life is structured by

.d pteecribed-set:ofalternstives. In such.a.cnndition the growing power of

the state is evidenced by the extent to'Which the bureaucratic machinery of

government exercises control in shaping not only the legal and political views

of its citizens, but also the. total life of the individual, i.e., his person-

ality, his moral character, his feelings as well as his will to behave. The

totalitartan person,. in this respect, is a Fichtean-Spartan who ultimately

loses his freedom to be wrong. The Spartan ideal of citizenship was perhaps

no better put then when RousApau, in the Emile, recounted the story of a Spartan

mother who just lost her sons in battle:

A Spartan mother had five sons with the army. A Helot'arrived;'
trembling

r.

she asked his news. 'Your five sons are slain.' 'Vile
slave, was that what I asked thee?' 'We have won the victory,' She
hastened to the.temple to render thanks to the gods. That was a
citizen.31'

The.dialectical tension which existed between the Athenian ideal'of Hum-

.
boldt as expressed in Limits of State Action and the Spartan ideal'as expressed

in Fichte's Addresses to the German Nation delineatetthe intellectual para-
.

meters through which much of the .education of the American citizen will be his-

torically analyzed.

^JD



III

The American System

The American colonialists who convened in the hot summer of 1787 to Write

the Constitution of the United States did so after a series of frustrating

years of expdkience under. the government of the Articles of Confederation. For

those political and economic leaders who met in the Constitutional Convention,

the government, under the Articles, was,clearly inadequate. It failed to make

possible what Humboldt spoke of as "social justice." Private property and the

developing commercial interests were not well protected. The use of the state

power to protect commercial interests was not new to the colonialist. Under

English rule they had a long experience with the merchant state. TheevolutiOn

against that rule which had occurred was not a revolution against the idea of

the merchant-state, but rathdi a revolutiond against particular kinds of restric-

tions which would inhibit commercial development in the colonies. With that

kind of experience behind them, it was understandable why the colonies were re-

luctant to extend power to a central government. Only after the threat of a
S 4tt,

social-economic revolution had occurred in the form of Shay's Rebellion (1786)

did they begin to fashion a stronger national governMent. Throughout the new

national period there existed a continuing distrust of centralized national

power and authority. The ,vidual was viewed as a creature of God, governed

by natural laws and rights. Government was most often perceived as a necessary

expedient, limited to function only within the realm of delegated authority.

The Constitution, with its principle of separation of powers, and the federal

system, with the division of poWers betvieen the state and"federaI system, attest

to this sense of limited authority.

Even here, however, for some the creation of a federal government was too

much. Upon returning from his ambassadorship in Paris in 1789, Thomas Jefferson



chaiacterized the accomplishments of the Constitutional ConventJon as the

work of a "den of demagogues." The principles of the Declaration of Indepen-,

donee which emphasized man's rights,. he believed,..had been, blocked by the

'creation of a new federal authority,
32

Opposition to the Constitution was so

strong that it took a tacit agreement oft the part of,its proponents to support

a series of:amendments. which would,explicitly protect the individual citizen

against the newly 'delegated powers of the federaligovernMent. Thus, the;' first

.Ten Amendments were created and passed within.a short time after the Constitution

went into effect. Jefferson's opposition to tbenekpansip6 of federal power

came from'his belief that ultimately the individual's freedom is best protected
I

by,

. . ,making himself tkie depository of the piowers respecting himself,
so far as he is Competent to them, and deltilgating only what is beyond
his competence, by a synthetical process, io higher and higher orders
of functionaries, so as to trust fewer and fewer powers in proportion
as the trustees become more and more oligarchical.33

Sovereignty rested with the people. For Jefferson, government was a necessary

expedient which was created by the people to protect their rights-from both

external and internal threat. Government authority was to be used to provide

the minimal condition under which human freedom might be exercised. Jefferson's ,

ideal man was a free landed yeoman. He knew that one of the key factors which

incited the revolution was the English restrictions on land development in the

West; he also believed that American' historical destiny, at least ffol the next
. ,

century, was going to be tied to land speculation in the,West "L.-feared the

age of industrialization which-would bring great cities in its train, as he put

it; "The mobs of great cities add just somueh to the support of pure goverhment, as

sores do to the strength of the human' body.
"34 Jefferson was in touch with some of

the key developments of his age. He knew the significance of the workplace in the

education of men and women but he clearly-missed the early beginnings of a



generating force which was to profoundly shape his country's future, i.e., in-

dUstrialization. He believed a sound democratic republic could survive only if

'it remained. agrarian, ,.,where the individual:might remain free.

Although it is the case that Jefferson did not argue for a national system

of education and the Constitution does not mention the.word education, thus reserv-
17,

-law the power of'education to the statesor the people by virtue of the Tenth

Amendment, it also is t?he case that in a broader sense Jefferson 'tied the idea

of a democratic republic with the idea of education, For Jeffereon.the-idea of,

education for all, people, except blacks,
35

was the key to the survival ok the

republic. Two thingS were essential: freedom of the press and a free education:

0

The citizen must have free access of information and he must have the education

which makes it possible to interpret that information and act upon it,,as he

said, "Where the press is free and every man able to read, all is safe."
36

The

citizen must be educated so as to ". . .recognize tyranny'and be able to revolt

against II." Jefferson was a revolutionary believed that "The tree of liberty

must be watered from time to time with the blood of tyrannts."37 The right of

the citizen to take up arms against his government, if and when that government

became tyrnhical, was a well established principle with all the constitutional

framers.

Jefferson also believed that every generation must write its own Constitu7

tiOn. What kind of education was necessary to prepare people to recognize tyranny

and be able to revolt against it? In his "Bill for, the More General Diffusion

Knowledge," (1779) Jefferson Llled for the creation of a public system of

schools
38

in Virginia,. The system which he proposed provided-schooling at public

expense for all free children, male'end female residents ". . .within a district

0

for a term of three years." Beyond that, a limited number of the best were to

be "raked from the rubbish annually" to go on at public expen e to a classical

secondary school and then on to the university. Those wh could afford it could



attend white4r school they chose. 11-1e teacher in the district schools 4ere
,

to be inspected for competency and expected to take wloyalty oath ,to the

i

eoniionwealth.39 What kind of curriculum did Jefferson propose? It wasessen
.,:

tialiTa reading, writing-and arithmetic curriculum with'a didactic history

.

of the roots of the new nation. InJefferson's view; literacy, arithmetic and

.1

story taught' by Iowa teachers for three years was sufficient for basic citi-

:nship education in'order to `recognize tyranny and be able to revolt against

it. In retrospect, this seems naive, indeed, but something is left out. X

JeffersWs,educational views were primartly directed at the citizen obtaining

the` necessary skills by which he could interpret information and recognize his

own self interest. It presumed that once the citizen had these skills he would

develop and grow as a fee person 9 he participated in the'community., ,This

education placed,the emphasis not,on specific behavior but on the prior/ con -

ditions, the tools by which the individual exercises his choice, his freedom.

There were limits,however. The loyalty oaths for teacheit were one example

of such a limit, another example was Jefferson's over-ordinate concern for the

ideological nature of the texobok which was to be used in his favorite subjesy,

political science, at his favorite institution of higher learning, the University

of Virginia.
40 In a letter to Joseph C. Cabell (1825) he cautioned about the

attractiveness of possible "heresies being taught" which ran counter to the in-

terest of the State of irginia and the United States.
41 Jefferson's concerns,

,

here, seem similar to much of the twentieth century concerns of the Daughters of

the American Revolution and the AmeriC1 Legion in regard to their fears about

the teaching of communism as a "viable" alternative. In the-first qUarter of

the.nineteenth century, 'at his own Univetsity of Virginia, Jefferson argued that

knowledge must be controlled so as to protect the interest of the state. He was

not saying ten, as he had earlier in "Bill for Establishing Freedom;"

'40r



. . .that truth is great and will prevail if left to herself; that
she is the proper and Sufficient antagonist to error, and, has nothing

to fear from the conflict unless by human interposition disarmed Of

her weapons, free argument and debate; errors ceasing to be danger-

ous when it is permitted freely to contradict theq0042

Jefferson had cieltrly reached the point in,his thinking of conceiving of the

security of the secular state as more'important than the security-of the re-

ligious state, or Church.., FreedoM in religious matters should'be exercised

more fully. In such matters trut4 should be left to find its own course. Free-

dom in political matters, however, was not- quite the same., The very term "heresy"

was now used by Jefferson in terms of the State rather than interms, of religion.

Treason Would be defined as an overt act against the United States' in the

presence of two witnesses. 'The death penalty would be exercised by the state'

against those who would commit treason. It should be clear thatAnihe seculat

. .

state of the twentieth century punishment of the religious heretic is'unaccept7-

able, while punishment of the political heretic is quite acceptable. ,We have

not, in thissenseextended our freedom, bUt merely 'chariged our loyalties.

Jefferson's remarks, here, are pivotal because they indeed reflect the beginnings

of the rising tide.of the secular state and its loyalty requirements. Jefferson's

"Bill for "Diffusion of Knowledge" ia,important not because.it.was'instituted, .in

fact it was rejected, but because it reflects what Jefferson as a knowledgeable,

influential leader of his times thought was the role of the state in the education

of the citizen.

While there were various reasons for the rejection of Jefferson's proposal,

it should be unders)od that the tradition of private tutorial training of the

elite, nOurished and sustained by a slave culture, a culture which Jefferson

still supported to the end, albiet, reluctantly,
43 stood in the way of the de-

velopment of a public system of education in Virginia and much of the South.

This was, of course, not the case for New England, the Middle States, and the



nivlyjemergini territories. ' In these areas the pattern of public schooling

gradually emerged and by the third decade of the nineteenth century was rffh"bro..

mill established. Aside from the South, state laws were,passed which exercised
H.

not only the right of the state to,stipport schools, but to control them as

public. institutions. Public schonl;as a form.oUeducatiorLeMetgedin the first

'half of the nineteenth century.

Whaf,_then, was taught in these community sChools.eMerging.into public
A.7

ith respect to approach; they were4rimarily didactic, emphasizingstatus?

the three r's with a: heavy-slant toward moral and social values- The strong

feelings of nationalism were reflected in the school curriculum as America

,emerged in this period as a new nation. AlOngeide the Bible and.the -Lord's

hayer came the patriotic, symbolic practices designed to produce loyalty. Even

the children's readers changed; for'example,-R.. Freeman Butts' study of'the New

England Primer over the period from 1702 through 1825 was illustrative. The

. one couplet which remained constant was "In Adam's Fall we sinned all.", Other

couplets clearly reflected the 'rising influence of the nationalistic fervor in

the schools. For example., 'in the 1727 Primer. one could read, "Our King the

good No man of Blood4" In 1791 that couplet was changeetO read "Kings should

be good.Not Men of blood.'" and in 1797, "The British King lost States thirteen."

As the nationalistic fervor mounted, that couplet was changed in 1819 to read

"Kings and Queens Lie in the dust," and finally in 1825 to "Queens and Kings are

L,gaudy -thing;." As Butts correctly notes, we had moved from a God to demos when

the couplet "Whales in the Sea God's voice obey" was replaced in 1800 with "Great

Washington brave his country did save."
44

The key curricular instruments of nineteenth and twentieth centuries were

4
textbooks. However, they were even more important for early nineteenth century.

Before the graded school concept emerged, one determined one's place in school

by the book he or she was reading. Each of these books, in a variety of ways,



didactically set forth series of values which reflected the major interests and

mores of the larger culture.
4

,

5 For example, if one read Noah Webstees:Blueback

.Speller., one,learped that "idlenemCwill bring thee to povertyl. but 'by industry

-And, Prudence thou shalt be filled with bread..! D. sciplinerop, was important,
. ,

one reads further, "The rod and re-,Or4f,give isdom; but a child left'to,

himself bringethhis parents to shame." Within that samepellingbook could

be found advice with respect to docial-Sexual relations. For example, under

thecaptionNAdvise to young men," one can read,

Is a woman devoted to dress and amusement? -Is she delighted with her J
own beauty? Is phe-given to much talking and loud laughter? If her
feet abide notat home, and her eyes rove with boldness. on the faces
of men - turn thy feet from her, and suffer not thYheart to be en-
snared by thy fancy.

If one turns the page, asli could read, "Advice to young women:"

Listen to.no soft pursuaSion, till a long,acquaintance and a steady,
respectful conduct(have given thee proof of the pure attachment and
hOnourable views of thy lover. Is thy suitor addicted to low vices?
is he profane? is he a gambler? a tipler? a spendthrift? a haunter
Of taverns? has he lived in idleness and pleasure? has he acquired
a contempt for thy sex in vile company? and aboVe all, is he a
scoffer at religion? Banish such a man from thy presence, his heart
is false and his hand would lead thee to wretchedness and ruin."

Noah Webster clearly intended to teach more than spelling. The values of the

age were imbedded in the textbooks as well as in the teacher's manuals.

Barbara Berman's comprehensive analysis of the major teaching manuals for

the nineteenth century Common School,
47

shows that the central values were

those which place a high degree of emphasis on social-economic conformity and

loyalty to a practicality-oriented business kind of culture. In 1887, A., C.

Mason perhaps best characterized this thrust of the common school when he said,

A school is a business institution created for specific purposes. It

should be conducted in all of its management upon the principles of
business. Its business is to assist, as being one of the many corpor-
ations created and fostered by the state, in increasing the wealth by
increasing the productive power of the state. . . .Intelligent economy
does not require that our system cost less, but that it produce more.
. . .To keep the imp of mischief away, put the angel of'business on
guard.48-
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Whethitr:ohe.looks At the textbo6lcs the students'Were using in the common school',:

theteichere manualsthat were used in directing the teacher's efforts, the

ri4011ections of adults about their. "school days," or the variety of public

statements by leading educational reformers of the day, the common school did

not so much emphasize intellectual virtue as'it did conforming social and economic

values. Daniel Webster defined public education as a "wise and liberal system

of police, by which property, and ;life, and the peace of society are secured

The Common School Reform Movement, (1839-1848) led by Mora Mann, took'

as its central focus, the teaching of the common values of American society.

Reacting to the 0 cial, .religious,.ethnic and economic conflict of the times,

Mann effectively argued for school reform and the extension of state authority

in education. Universal' public education, he argued, could Americanize the new

Catholic, Irish immigrant who had been under-selling and displacing native

laborers. In so doing, social peace might be secured,

Education, then, beyond all other devices of human origin, is the
great equalizer of the conditions of men - the Valance-wheel of'the
social machinery. I do not here mean that it so elevates the social
nature as to make men disdain and abhor the oppression of their
fellow-men. This idea pertains to another of its attributes. But

I mean that it gives each man the independence and ti* means, by
which he can resist the selfishness of other men. It 'does better

than to disarm the poor of their hostility towards the rich; it
prevents being poor.5°

Mann believed education would become the social safety valve of the American :

nation. He rejected the revolutionary notion that "some people are poor

because others are rich."
51.

The point, he argued, was not to redistribute the

wealth, but' allow the poor to become property owners, participate in the

economy by becoming educated and gain the ability, thereby, to increase their

wealth. The solution for the maldistribution of wealth was not to redistribute

it, but to create the conditions which would increase it. An expanding gross

national product stimulated by education,, he surmised, would prevent social

revolution. Horace Mann, in his twelfth Annual Report (1848) had succintly
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analyzed theAraciall;edonomic rationale. by which propertied iqterest would come'

't011UppOrt404hli&edUcation throUghOut the nineteenth and,, twentieth centuries.

itlillic education could thus 'protect property against the-pOsSibility of social

'7"supheaval.

Prom John Locke. s standpoint, thi was the first major function of the

state. A second function W-)uld be' o protect one's liberties. This Mann
. .

";.believed was to be achieved It, teaching the new immigrants to become AmeriCan

- .

"citizens,
52

by teaching not only patriOtic'history, but to teach abdui the

political structure of the new constitutional systgm. Care had to be taken, I

Mann pointed out. that while Constitutional prinCiples were to be taught

"political proselytism ought not become. the function of the school.
53

The

common school was to be a school which taught the common elements of American

culture, the common political, moral and'economic principles with which all

couldagree. The school might then provide the common ground, the "balance

wheel," the steadying influence which could help unify a community which had

so' clearly been fractured by the influx of the Irish immigrants.

The idea of the common school developed by Mann carried with it the idea

that the one primary function of the school was to produce a common citizen.

Just how were the common features of that citizenship to be determined? They

were to be determined on the basis of,community agreement. Mann.argued that

the school ought to teach only those political principles' upon which the

munity agrees and,not treat those issues which divide the community. Contro-

versial issues were not to be treated in the school. Common school teachers

must avoid controversial issues, as Mann pointed out,

But when the teacher, in the course of his lessons or lectures on
fundamental law, arrives at a controverted text, he is either to
read it without comment or remark; or, at most, he is only to say ,

that the passage is the subject of disputation, and that the school-
room is neither the tribunal to adjudicate, nor the forum to dis-

--cuss it.54



.0Mmen school was!' o serve,aS an instrument of the com-

munity, teadhing onlythOse principles upon which all collectiVely agreed. The

the school was,so.prescribed.

Mann took essentially the Same stag with regard to moral and religious

Via. education as he, took w4te5olitical edUlation. A common morality, based on

the common elements of' all religions waSL,to be inculcated. Just what text was

',to be used to teach that common reliiioiOand how was it to-3e tang t without
-

4 . J

producing conflict? The answer Was the bible.
.!

King James version of she

New,Testament was to be read daily. It Wae to' be read without comment. Re-
,

,

ligious.conflict, he believed, could thua.be avoided Of course it was not.

Tie reading was, itself, a Protestant,practice using a Protestant Bible.
55

n O,he reviews the actual common school reading texts of the nineteenth cen-

tury, it becomes clear that explicit anti-Roman Catholic material was being

'used: The common moral basis of the common school was basically whit Pro-

teatant and Anglo - Saxon. .The emergence 'of the private, parochial system of

Church reXated schools developed in the nineteenth century primarily as a re-

actionAto this kind of common schooUsocialization.

Ir Owjarea of political education.of the American citizen the thrust of

the common school practice tended to emphasize patriotic history including know-

ledge about the constitutional system. Much of the instruction was didactic,

highly moralistic, exhorting the child to behave according to the practical

temper 'of the gommunity.

In many, Ways, the education of the citizeePin relationship to the state was

a limited educatjom It was limited not only by eliminating controversial issues

from the schools
9
but also by the overall perspective of tl1e educated citizen

whose view of the educational function of the state was limited by a classical

educational id 1' which even as a remnant served as a counter conception to the

P.r.Th



4velopment, as contrasted to state development, as the uttimateena. ine

classical educational ideal of the orator, the courtier, the well-rounded man,

the gentleman and the liberally educated person was aimed at the creation of

a free person.

Even though throughout the history of the West that ideal was adjusted and

compromised to make way for the political realities of power wielded by the

Church or the state, it still served, at times, to check the absolute authority

of each. One might further note that not only the classical tradition, .but,the

Judeo-Christian religious tradition, at times, has tended to serve as a check

on the growth of the notion that the state is or should be absolute. Both

traditions have served to do so not only by offering competing alternative

institutional loyalties as well as competing alternative ultimate ends for

existence, but more importantly, both provided the ideological infrastructures

-which undergirded the idea of ,a free person. Central to both was a conception

of human nature whtch mind body dualism. A strong case can be made

that much of the intelleetuat basis of creedom in the western tradition rested

on a dualism which permeated the oiassieal Judeo-Christian conception of human

nature 'and t ;0(. 1 order. It is nut in nec idont that with the rise .of the

compulsory !:t Ate in the twonCleta centnry not. only the institutional power of

C laSS ien 1 Judeo-cht- i;:t. 1.11p feII lot o .steep dec 1 Luc, but t he I deol.og ex -.

pression of that view of lite wa chailefwed And effectively dicayded by the
A

dominant educational philosophers And rt'i()VIIIV!; or the twentieth century.

In the nineteenth century, then, the notion of limited state action was

very much alive. A cave it should be enterefl lose. This idea of "limits" Is

rel at lve to what took place i t he .11t let it cent tirY

have ; t 1'111 y 1.1 I I .1 i re po lit I c.1 I ef'nfif inv

i.e., America ny'ver did

The American ,overnment. as it'

t 1111C t 1011C(1 11.0111 the k't ry t't)11!;t i it tit roil,' I beff, 11U i OW: W;Ot a 11101-C11;11a CIA
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employed its power to enhance certain kinds .of economic development. The his-
,

tory of western land speculation, railroad subsidies, as well as tariff policies

attest to this phenomena. What we are discussing, then , is a conception of

state that had some characteristics of a Humboldt ideal. These characteristics

were progressively eroded away and replaced in the twentieth century by a more

Fichtean ideal. The-ideal of the individual as an independent, free man, in

juxtaposition to state government, remained alive in the tirtete&ath century.

That ideal was repeatedly expressed by the transcendentalist thinkers.

N



IV

The Transcendentalists

Emerson, Thoreau and other nineteenth century transcendentalists pro-

jected a view of man in relationship to society and government as fundamentally

similar to that whichliumboldt had delineated. Just as Humboldt pointed out

that the actions of government ought to be kept to a minimum because every

action taken subtracts from man's freedom, which in turn reduces his chance

to develop" himself, so too, Emerson, in his oft quoted essay on "Self-Reliance,"

argued,

Society everywhere is in conspiracy against the manhood of every one
of its members. 'Society is a joint-stock company, in which the mem-
bers agree, for the better securing of his bread to each shareholder,
to surrender the liberty and cultilre of the eater. The virtue in

most request is conformity. Self7reliance is its aversion. It loves

not realities and creators but names and customs. Whoso would be a

man, must be a nonconformist. lie who would gather immortal palms must
not be hindered by the name of goodness but must explore if it be good-
ness. Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of your own mind.56

The transcendentalists repentedlw warned mankind of the hazardous course of the

developing industrial age. While in one sense, Thoreau warned that "men have

nothing to fear but fear itselfr.he also warned that the next age must fear

"the age of the organization man." Government and social institutions were

expect tents. The most importan( vatoe wag t hat which respect ed the integrity

Of human life. The key, here, was freedom to be, to develop, to become a

person. "Be it man first And a citizen only in one's twilight hours."' Men

became enslaved not only by other 111C11, but hY things. In such a fashion they

enslave themselves. I ic)re,1 search for freedom carried him to Walden Pond

where he explored the shackles that he, himself, society, and things had forged

on his soul. Thoreau and Emerson, as many twentieth century existentalists,

Looked into the depths of their souls Alla round an individual basis Of freedom.

UICimately the individuil chooses to conform ,to society. He or she can

choose la those same terms ii t to conform. Mohandas K. Gandhi once said that

;
_



the greatest Ameaoan literacy classic ever written was Thoreau's "Civil Dia-

obedience." Thoreau recognized, as Jefferson had realized, that no state should

be allowed the spurious and dangerous unconditional loyalty of its citizens.

Revolution, indeed bloody revolution, must be kept an open option if men are to

be kept free. The individual must always stand ready to resist the state. As

Jefferson put it in 1787, in a letter to William S. Smith; "What country can

preserve its liberties if its rulers are not warned from time to time that this

people, preserve the spirit of resistance?-
.57 And Thoreau argued, the citizen's

first priority must be. to be true to one's self. The good citizen was not the

man or woman who dutifully followed the majority rule, but rather the man or

woman.who followed, his or her conscience. "I think that we should be men first,

and subjects afterwards. it is not desirable to cultivate a respect for the law,

so much as for the right.
sg

Thoreau's view that the first duty of A\ citizen

is to respect "the right reverberated in the lives of such twentieth century

leaders as Gandhi and Martin Luther King. Thoreau pointed out that thi'really

"good" citizen is not the one who blindly says my country right" or wrong, but

rather is the citizen who has both the will and courage to resist the state when

it is wrong. One cannot help but reflect on the Eichmann and Mylai trials when

one reads:

Visit. the Navy-Yard, and behold a marine, such a man as an American
government can make, or suc14:01s It can make a man with its black arts
a mere shadow -and reminiscence of humanity, a man laid-out alive and
standing, and already, as one may say, burled under arms with funeral
accompaniments, tlTugh it may be, -

"Not a Brunt was heard, not a funeral note,
As his corse to the rampart we hurried;

Not a-soldTer discharget! his farewell shot.
O'er (he grave where our hero was buried."

The mass of men serve the state thus, not as men mainly, but as machines,
with their bodies. They are the standing army, aud the militia, jailers,

onstableA0 etc. In most CASCS there no free ex-.

erctse'whatever of the judgment or or th* moral sense; but they put
themselves on a level with wood and earth and stones; and wooden men can
perhaps' be manufactured that will serve the purpose as well. Such command

no more respect than men of straw or :I lump of dirt. They have the same



sort of worth only as horses and dogs. Yet such as these even
are commonly esteemed good citizens. Others - as most legis-
lators, politicians, lawyers, ministers, and office-holders -
serve the state chiefly with their heads; and, as they rarely
make any moral distinctions, they are as likely to serve the
devil, without intending it, as God. A very few as heroes,

patriots, martyrs, reformers in the great sense, and men -
serve the state with their consciences also, and so necessarily
resist it for the most part; and they are commonly treated as
enemies by it.59 ,

While some might claim that this was sheer anarchial individualism, it

should be clear that Thoreau was not advocating chaos. The transcendentalists

of the nineteenth century appealed to a higher law then that which was prom-

ulagated by the state. In so doing, they reflected that dualistic sense

of reality which had servedintellectually at least to maLntain the freedom

of the individual against the encroachment of 'the state. Even as Thoreau

studied himself and his feedom at Walden 'Pond, he noted ominously how the

sounds of the locomotive disturbed tbi: idyllic peace and tranquilitf his

natural environment. It was,

required that profoundly shape

the machine and the machine culture it

iny'of America in the coming decades.

The Political Economy and School Reform
1890 1930

By 1900 only 10% of Ameriean4youth l4-17 attended a secondary school. Fifty

years later approximately 90% of that age group were in secondary schools. The

'massive system of schooling which eventually put upwards of one-third of the-

population in school. was economically based, to a large extent, on the rising

development of corporations whichreated the kind of productive systems which

profoundly shaped American life. The phenomenal growth of the corporation was

critical. in establishing the MAH:1 system of Smerican production, distribution

and consumption in the twentieth century. Charles Forcey points out that, 7In

rj ,



1897'the total capitalization of all corporations indiiidually valued at a

million dollars or more came to only 170 millions. Three years later the same

figure fortal capitalization stood at five billions, and in 1901 at over

twenty billion
u60

Massive accumulation of capital was now employed to

underwrite the creation of mass production systems.

As Lawrence Cremin in The Transformation of the Schools, correctly points

out, it was, indeed, industrialization, urbanization and immigration which were

the central problems of the era from 1890 to 1930. The political progressive's

solution to these problems was found An the.notion of the regulatory state. This

concept of the state as it was fashioned by such Wisconsin progressives as Ely,

Commons and LaFollette, and later instituted by the national government, was,

itself, historically rooted in the paternalistic Bismarckian state which util-

ized government to rationalize and regulate the political-social economy. Be-

hind that state was the Prussian schoolmaster, certified as we have earlier

noted, by Humboldt.

The Wisconsin idea as expressed in progressive legislation was modeled after

its German counterpart. The corporate liberal state which thus emerged in America

Was as the Bismarckian state designed to prevent major conflict between funda-'-

mental competing economic and social interests. Along with it came the u8e of

the state not only as a regulatory agency, but as a protective welfare agency

which, in.exercising its authority, extended its compulsory authority to every

realm of life from production to consumption. The larger corporatiops and larger

unions found it to their financial advantage to support larger governmental

61
authority in many areas of life. ['hat same compulsory state authority which

regulated commerce also came co be used to regulate drugs, alcohol', tobacco, food,

clothing, work, leisure Niue, communications, news, knowledge, research, as well

.
as medicine, child labor, education And social welfare. The concept of the reg-

n1 atory ILbera1. :state could readily evolve Liao the concept o the t o L tartan

"/
6
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state in the'twentieth century` logic was almost inexorable. The control

and management of mass prodUction ultimately required -the control and manage-

ment of mass consumption.

The new mass production industries concentrated in the industrial centers

of the North required the influx of the last great wave of immigrants: from

Southeastern Europe. American life was thus rapidly being changed not only

by industrialization, but by urbanization and immigration as well. Ou of this

complex milieu evolved the demands for a new education, and indeed, a reintensl-

,

fied concern for educating the citizen and Americanizing the immigrant.

In a study of the urban school systems in the United States between 189.0

and 1920, drawn mainly-from school surveys, school board and superintendent

reports, Paul Violas found a close correlation between the settlement house

movement, the development of vocational education and.the variety of attempts

to Americanize the new immigrants Nand their children.
62

Violas pod-Tits out,

2
with R. H. Wiebe in his Search for/Order, that.the dominant public institution goal

of the period was a very real quest for order and stability: Within that con-
,

text Violas sugg,9sts that the Americanization process was complex, involving

differing approaches to the problem. Broadly, he points to three major responses:
63

First, were the exclusionists who sought to not only limit immigration restric-

tion, but to use those restrictions so as to discriminate against certain racial

and ethnic'gronps; second were the assimilqtionists who attempted to Americanize

the immigrant; and lastly were the cultural pluralists who thought' of American

citizenship in terms of a confederation of many ethnically different nationalities.

Although many of the exclusionists justified their discrimination against certain .

kroues on the grounds that certain races and 'groups aro different, if not impossible

to assimilate, those who thought
ur

In terms of assimilation were not all of one

mind. As Violas points out, some wvro interested mainly in "erase and color."



In other words they wished to eliminate the language andtraditinns of ethnic

A 4-
origins as quickly as possible and replace them with both the English language

and the Anglo-Sax9n American traditions. Evidence for this-position can be

found not only in the curricular programs of the schOols but also the' state

legislation which attempted to outlaw the use of foreign language in t e pLic

school.

There were still others who insisted that one must recognize the contribu-

tion that the immigrant culture could make toward enriching American culture

by encouraging a measure of ethnic diversity, but yet deVelop the immigrant's

sense of loyalty, to the United States. John 1libwey
64

and Jane Addams
65

1poth

called for "democratic participation" within the system so as to gain the im-
.k

migrant's loyalty. A third position of cultural pluralism as enunciated by'

Horace Kallen called fbr a lOos7confederation of fairly independent and
1

fnnEamentally diverse..ethnic groups.-. Needless to say, the, latter did not

become the mainstream.

Hy'and large, the "demdcratic participation" emphasis as stressed by Dewey,

Addams and others usually implied a very different meaning for both words than

are usually attributed tAthem. Traditionally, the word democratic meant "rule

by the people." this sense it mainly implied the holding and exercise of.'

political power. The new meaning of democracy, as developed by Dewey'and Addams,

stressed.not so much the holding and use of real power, but rather the psycho-
.

social effect of participation and its effect on cooperative community building.

.While we will analyze this conception of democracy at a later point, Violas

shows how this idea Of "deMocratic participation" was applied in the settlement

houses and settlement clubs so as to mantpuiate and shape the character of the

child to order to meet tics "individual needs." In order' to meet those needs a

presumption was usually made, albiet an arrogant one, which suggests that

educators know what each child need!: because they know each child's future destiny.

rI



Starting with that assumption, the child is "tracked" and "guided" along the

educational path the educator has determined. Repeatedly one is reminded that

this is all done in the name off"meeting indiVidual differences," "learning by

doing," "relevant" education, and indeed, being "practical." As Violas analyzed

the settlement house, he said,
ti

Residents'felt,thatathey could provide the best-'education for life'
by training the children fore the activities that they supposedly Would
perform in later adult life. Immigrant and workingclass children
would 'learn by doing' rather than through inculcation of concepts
or/culture.66

The Americanization programs which appeared in the public schools were linked

with vocational education which tracked the immigrant youngster into relatively

low skilled occupations. While the immigrant child was required by law to.attend

school, the parents were encouraged to attend evening classes which featured

English language training as well as certain basic concepts abo t the structure

of American government. These programs met with varying degrees of success.

The Americanization campaign which worked through the schools, the workplace,

the newspapers especially, the foreign language press, Y.M.C.A.'s etc. gradually

became orchestrated by_the Bureau of Naturalization of the Department of Labor.

Stock quetions about the _Constitution were learned and their answers given

before 'a judge who swore in the immigrant as a new citizen. The Americanization

aim was clearly expressed .by the Tureau as "America does not consist of groups.

A min-who'thinks of himself as belonging to a particular national grouiAn

America has not yet become an American."
67

The massive campaign to Americanize

the immigrant took a variety of approaches, many of which not, only used the

schools, but made ample use of the immigrants' organizations. As George Cree4A

recalled after. World War L, "The loyalty of 'our aliens,' however, splendid as
S.

it was, had in it nothing of the spontaneous or the accidental. Results were

obtained only by hard, driving work."
68



Violas points out that with respect to the immigrant's children, the

schools served a twin complementary purpose. On the one hand, they served to

adjust the child and prepare him for an occupation; and secondly, they served

to help the child identify with American ideals and standards of citizenship.

The overall Americanization of the immigrant proceeded within the overall con-

text of rapidly expanding urban centers and fantastic increases in output per

man hours resulting from mass production techniques. The holding power of the

school was increased as child labor laws were passed and compulsory education

laws enforced.

One of the'first major attempts to organize and standardize the secondary

school occurred when the N.E.A. (1892) Committee of Ten instituted its report

which recommended the division of the high school curriculum into four different

programs: classical, Latin-scientific, modern languages and English. Each prograM

was considered useful as a terminal education. In its report the Committee of

Ten insisted that there should be no distinctions In course content or method

between those students bound for college and those bound for the `world of Work.
69.

In overall perspective, the curriculum recommended was culturally oriented, tending..

to reflect the classical notion of a liberally eduu ted person. While the recOur

mendations included history, the report did not mention the word citizenship

education. It assumed a psychological base of mental discipline. That psychology

in contrast to modern. behavioism took as it's educational goal the development of

thinking individuals. In the final analysis the thrust of this report still

assumed that the secondary school ought to provide a relatively similar cultural

education for all students in Its charge.-

Throughout the 1.890's the secondary school rapidly increased ii number and

size; for example, In 1890 there were 2,526 pubLic high schools serving 203,000

students, while in 1900.there were 6,005' schools serving .519,000 students.
70

By

1.898 the highly Influential Americhn Historical Association's Committee of Seven



IPrecommended that the hi school curriculum remain heavily classical in orien-

tation and incorporate four years of history. Shortly after the turn of the

century, oweVer,-thenewer social sciences, such as the American Political

Science A elation 03) and the American Sociological Society (1905) were

organized. By 1908 the A.P.S.A. called for one course in American government

in. the high school curriculum and shortly thereaft he A:S.S. argued for a

sociology covirse at the twelfth grade level which woul help.the "citizenry

adjdst to d complex and problematical social en onment.
u71

The many recommendations and fundamentally significant policy changes in
717i\

the function of the high school were perhaps best capsulafed by the 1918 "Com-

mission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education of the N.E.A." The report

of this commission set the basic direction of the American comprehensive high

school for the twentieth century. It clearly reflected the declining influence

of the classical tradition and with it the psychology of menidiscipline. With that

decline went much of the intellectual culture which undergirded the idea ofr'in-

dividnal freedom. The new psychology of behaviorism and the hew philosophy

of pragmatic liberalism were clearly in evidence.. The goal of the secondary
low

school, the committee surmised, ought to be expanded from what was essentially

an.intellectual culture to include virtually every aspect of social life. The

goals were: "1. Health, 2. Command of fundamental processes (communicative and

computational skills), 3. Worthy'home membership, 4. Vocation, 5. Citizenship,

6. Worthy use of leisure time, 7. Ethical character."
72

The tommittee went on to

say that the school,

. . .should develop in the individual those qualities whereby
will act his part as a member of a neighborhood, town or city,
state, and nation, and give him a basis for understandipg inter-
national problems. For such citizenship the following are essen-
tial: a many-sided interest in the welfare of the Community to
which one belongs; loyalty to ideals of civic righteupaness;
practical knowledge of social agenci.es and institutions; good
Judgement as to mean: and methods that. will promote one social
end without defeating others; and as putting all. these Into ef-
fect, habits of cordial cooperation in social undertaking.73



Throughout the first half of the twentieth century thousands of teachers in

training were required to commit to memory this committee's aims and goals

as standard'for all secondary schools of the nation.

The ideas of the committee were further reinterated by a variety of

committees and commissions throughout the twentieth century. For example,

in 1937, the Joint Committee on Curriculum of the Department of Supervision

and Directors of Instruction of the N.E.A. and the Society for the Curtkculum

Study, listed as their objectives: "1. Living in the home; 2. Leisure, 3. Citi-

senship; 4. Organized group life, 5. Consumption, 6. Production, 7. Communication,

8, Transportation."74 In 1938 the Educational Policies Commission of the N.E.A.

outlined their view of the goals of education in Americv democracy as, "1. The

objectives of Self Realiiation, 2. The objectives of Human Relationship, 3. The

objective of Economic Efficiency, 4. The objective of Civic Responsibility. "75

This list was further recast in 1944 into more specific detailed needs of

youth:

1. All youth need to develop saleable ,pkills and those understandings
and atttitudes that make the worker an intelligent and productive
participant in economic life.

2. All youth need to maintain and develop good health and physical,
fitness.

3. All youth need po understand the ri hts and duties of the citizen
of a democratic society, and to be ligent and competent in the
performance of their obligations as members of the community and
citizens of the state and nation.

4. All youth need to understand the significance of the family for
the individual ankl society, and the conditions conducive to
successful family life.

5. All youth need to know how to purchase and use goods and services
intelligently, understanding both the values received by the con-
sumer and the economic consequences of their acts.

6. All youth need to understand the methods of science, the influence
of science on human life and the main scientific facts concerning
the nature of the world and men.

7. All youth need opportunitte,, to develop their capacities to ap-
preciate beauty In literature, art, music, and nature.

8. All youth need to be able to use their leisure time well and to
budget it wisely,cbaLancing activities that yield satisfactions
to the individual with those that are socially useful.



9. All youth need to develop respect for other persons, to grow in
their insights into ethical values and principles, and to be able
to live and work cooperatively with others.

10. All youth need to grow-4n their ability to think rationally, to
express their thoughts Clearly, and to read and listen with under-
standing..74
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VI

'Tgwads a PsychOlogy and Philosophy
Of Social Control

Not only di4 the high schools grow in numbers and size, serving a larger

more diverse client4 ele, but they had markedly expanded their function. All

the needs of4all the youth now were to be defined and met, by the organized

school, Ili this. Sense, there seemingly was no end to the school's presumed

ability to meet 'one's needs. Citizenship had come to be defined in man; dIfi-

ferent ways. While some continued to think of citizenship education as limited

to civic
.

trAfni* fousing on the individual and his understanding of his gov-
,

ernmerity!oth lthought of citizenship education not only in terms of knowledge

Hof goyernment t in total behavior of the individual. Thus, high school sports

were juStified citizenship grounds,
77

as were home room activities, assembly'

.1prpgramamagazin sales and school clubs. Here again the character education

movementafill-the mental hygiene movement in the early decades of the twentieth

centUryre concerned with the development of the "citizen.
u78

Underlying much

of this discussion was the basic tenet of the new psychology and new liberalism.

The reconstruction that occurred in both psychology.and philosophy carried

both,heoreticat and practical problems with respect to the maintenance of the

freepom and integrity of the individual as opposed to the needs of the social

system. Increasingly, one finds the needs of the individual defined in .terms

of the needs of society and more ominously still was the Apparent'increasing.cjm-

.
cern with the behavior the individAsi rather .than his intellectual capabilities.

.Although IT is the case that the classical educational ,Idealist also was

concerned wit,b ng charoct It sinwl d he restated that their central con-

cern was with the development of intellect which was, itself, premised on the

assumption of a tree individual
:

mentally exercising his Ireedom of choice. The

now psychology of behavior, as developed by Thorndike, Watson and later II. F. Skinner,

C
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fundamentally rAjected the notion of Ireedbm of choice on the part.of the

individual.
79

As Skinner.argued,

le hypothesis that man is not free is essential to the application
scientific method to the study of human behavior. The free inneg

man who is field Tespons blefdr the behavior of the external bio?
./logical organism is on1.' .a prescientific substitute for the kinds

...

of Causes which are di covered id the course of a scientific analysis.
P

On the surface thig may appear as an interesting problem expiessed by a few
s

psychologists. When however, the idea i ,translated into'textbooks, teachers

guides;JessomPlans, indeed, the very way teachel are taught to perceive the
,

learning procesethis idea:has devastating consegitnces for freedom in educe-

,

tion, The new psychology of behaviorism was a manipulative psychology appro-

priate for the management, control, and the educatidn of man in a totalitarian

social system. While Thorndipv thought.0 edUcat4n.aa a "stamping In" process

"and supposedly refuted the notion of mental discipline by teplacing it with a
- .

theo'ry of "identical elements," s'6eo'ry whicrh prOvidesathe psyCholOgical basis

. ;,

for the social efficiency and life aajustment.movement, and Watson and Skinner

thought of education in term's of conditioning,-the new social behaviori'sm of

George HerbeTt Mead developed the theory of transactiopal relationship.

Mead, along with John Dewey,
81

'put the emphasis on the emergence of the

social self and the way that social self was transactionally shaped by inter-
-

action within.one's social environment It should be noted that even though

Mead and Dewey both ,saw Lhe,4ividual more as an active agent than, for example,

Skinner or Watson,thePO"psychulogy, in fact, was no -less' manipulative. getting

aside the argument one migh0,get iri.the realm of philbsophy. for te moment, there

is very little dliference to be seenjletween the Social psychology of Mead and

Dewey and the sbaial-paycholOgy df Chairman Mao. Both argued that.the social, -



The social behaviorism of Mead and Dewey has become the psychology which

undergirds the point, of view of many of our leaders in political science, so-

::

eielOgy and anthropology. If one brings together the psychology of Watson and

Skinner with the psychology of Mead and Dewey as different but parillel forms pk,

of'behavior.ism, it becdmes apparent that behaviorism represents the mainstream

of American psychology in the twentieth century. It can be shown practically

that this kind of psychology has had a profound, impact on the curriculum of the

,public schools. Repeatedly, the primary emphasis is placed on specific behavior

expected from an educational experience rather than on the .understanding of a

free human being who freely chooses td' behave or not to behave as he or she wills.

The educational profession as well as the governmentally supported agencies over-

whelmingly reflect this mentality as:they insist on all objectives to be cast in

behavioral terms.
.

,

Thought and action, as Watson once claimed, have become one in our thinking.

Under the circumstances there is no more reason to allow freedom of thought as

there is to allow freedom of action.
83

:Sothe years ago, William James rightly

warned psychologists that by their own theories of human nature they exercised

thq power of elevating or degrading that same human nature.
84

Modern behaVioral±

psychology, even when it presumes an ,inner self which is trans ohalliated.

to environment, is,still behavioristic, highly manipulatiVe, iCfrhindamentally

a9 lienigs the dualism upon which most conceptions of freedom have rested in the
e

moderh world.
0

Not only the reconstruction oT psychology was important in terms of the modern

community, but also the reconstrvction in philosophy.' The key leader, here, was

)John Dewey. The new liberalism,
85 as developed by Dewey was, .comprehenSiVe re-

.

Construction of the old classical liberalism to the new liberalism of ,the twentieth

century.. While the old liberals thought of the individual in terML'"freedom

from," the new liberals thought in terms of "freedom to.'' WhiLe the old saw

C1



the freedomof the individual in relation to the state in negative terms, the

,new liberalism saw it in positive terms. 'Thus the new liberals intellectually

.1014 the ideological foundation for the educational state, in twentieth century

America.

Dewey believed America suffere most from what was essentially an anarch.lc

laissez faire individualism. What was needed, he argued, was the creation of

a new corporate individualism. 86
He recognized the need to reconstruct AMerican

philosophy which he saw virtually in shambles as the classical, religious concep-

tion of man declined in the, face of the advance of scientific naturalism. Thus,

not only the school, was changing, but the very ideological TrameWork through

which educators perceived their work was to be reconstructed., This reconstruction

r:
in philosophy carried with it certain problematic weaknesses, perhaps even fats

flaws. If in fact the meaning of .an idea was to be determined by it's consequences

in action as most pragmatists fliimed, then one might ask what was the social con-

sequen6es of this libral philosophy when it came to action? The ethical questions

involved in'the use and abuse of power come quickly to the fore (knd are extremely

difficult tc"access.
87

The failure to pragmatically evaluate pragmatic liberal

philosophy was, itself, a-problem. What, for example, has been the practical

consequence of the destruction of dualism in our chinking on the intellectual

basis. of our freedom in the modern world4ti 'In the;positive planned state freedom,

itself, becomes problematic. The limits of state action become pragmatically

relative to survival interests of the state which in turn, are repeatedly cast

into scientific efficiency terms.

Throughout Dewey's reconstruction of philosophy runs a conscious reconstruction

in the meaning of words. God, spirit, religion, freedom, democracy, science and

scientific method take on new and different meanings for HI.° These meanings
f.

were reconstructed over time as he worked out his new philobophy.



The voird "democracy' for Dewey took on a vastly different meaning than what 411k

it traditionally meant.
88

in his "Ethics of'Democracy" (1J188) essay, Dewey

began to reconstruct thetmeaning of the term. Democracy, he believed, must be

thought of in terms not so much as the majority or minotity
4
or the will of the

people, but as the way that majority is created. Democracy was not to be thought

if
of so much in terms of politics or power, but in broader, cultural participatory

terms. The emphasis was to be on the quality and kind of participation rather

than,a numerical power analysis.

Dewey was attempting, in a broad sense, to fashion a modern Paideia. He

hoped to do for demgtracy in his, Democracy and Education, (1918) what Plato

has, done for aristocracy in his Republic. Dewey attempted, to fashion the ed-

ucational ideology nece ry for a social deMocracy. :in such a state, class e.

conflict was tolibe minimize and indeed obscured as one focused less on power

analysis and more on the progressive requirements for the new emerging order.

That order took as its guiding star the development and use of scientifit method.

By 1927, when Dewey published The Public and Its Problems, it was clear that be-

hind his conception of democracy was a chief concern not for a political analysis

.

of rpower and its relationship to the will of the people, as it was for a concern

that the best metho04, the scientific method, become an integral part of the

creation of a "public" mind.

The focus here, was not with political power of people, but rather how the

people "scientifically" came to make their decisions. The chief concern was in how

one participates, not in what power ot\e wields. With this view of democacy in mind,
1

Dewey visited the Soviet Union in 1928 and found the ". . .Russian school children

much more democratically organized than our owr. "89 When he spoke of the Soviet

schools as more democratic, he was not using the term in the sense of "rule by the

People" or what constitutes majority rule versus minority ryle in any strict politi-

cal sense. He did not ask questions about power or who controlled the schools and



how representative the_Gofignist Party was of the people. 'Rather, he used it

in the sense of social democracy as an organic community that he had ,be, n deve

aping since his "Ethics of Democracy" essay in 1888; later in its education

aspects in Democracy and Education in 1916; and in its broader cultura petts

in The Public and Its Problems in 1927. He, then, was not concerne$:with whether

or not the Soviet communists really represented the majority or the minority of

the people. This was an "arithematical" problem for Dewey. He was more concerned

with how the schools "organically' related to those "for*
/

e " which were in the

90 (ascendancy.

The philosopher of American democracy, looked at the formation of the total-
,

itarian Russian educational system in the decades after the revolution and called

it democratic. This. however was no mistake. When Dewey looked at the Russian

schools in 1928 he saw students and teachers - school and society actively unified

in purpose and aim, "scientifically" reconstructing'their societY. His idea of

a socifi democracy which put emphasis on,social participation without critically

dealing with questions of power had for him come to life. There are, then, some

particul6r hazards in using the term democracy in education to mean particiption

without a corresponding critical look at who controls the power. Dewey's concep-

tion of.power as well as his conception of '.'science," especially as it was trans-,

lated by. many Pliucators into the "method of intelligence," or, indeed, the idea

of "critically thinking" can be problematic. If and when these methods are used

to emphasize participation in the name of "democracy" without a corresponding

real analysis of the use of power, then it is clearly pos4ible to call even a ,11

totalitarian system "democratic."

J44iile the citizenship literature in the twentieth century abounds with the

use of the words democracy and participation, it usually does not mean democracy

in the old sense of political democrAcy, but more in the social liberal conception.

0



Participation, in these terms, becomes more of a symbolic activity-given to

helping people feel as though they acre making a real difference when, in fact,

4 they are not. This kind of participatory experience is reflecttd in-student

councils, student.government acf4v es and many of the organized plannedschool-

relitted activities.91

The liberal's reconstructed notion of democracy caries with it the idea

that the crucial social problems we face in the twentieth century can and ought

to be solved by the application of scientific method to the political process

of decision making. The older notion of political parties and public debates

were passe, as Dewey put it,

The idea that the conflict of parties will, by means.of public'dis-
cussion, bring out necessary public truths ilka kind of political
watered-down version'of the Hegelian dialect c,. wiith its synthesis
arrived at by a union of antithetical conceptionsk. The method has
nothing in common with the procedure of organized cooperative in-
quiry(which has won the triumphs of 'sciencein the field of physical
nature.92 110

Dewey's position carried with it a number of assumptions. For one, he

assumed that most twentieth century pioblems are not so much raw power conflicts

as-they are ptoblems of simply knowing the right answers. For the most part,

these problems, he believed, were amenable to scientific solution. Secondly,

he-thought that most of these problems resulted from culturalrlag. Cultural lag

occurred when certain areas of our thinking as well.as institutional structures

have failed to keep pace with our advancing knowledge in sciOhce and technology.

The solution, he believed, was tro extend the application of scientific method

to all realms of life. How, then,did the rule of the people fit Aio this

process? He believed that the public must be educated to accept scientific,

evidence. The role of the educator was to rovide a Nemocratic" education

which would help people accept tbenew sciintifically directed social democracy,

The role of thb professional was vital. He or she. stood s the key agent by

whfch the majority was formed. Dewey pointed out that the real heart of the



matter, "is found notlin the voting nor-in the counting the votes to sec where
4

the majority lies. It is in the process by which the majority is formed.

That majority was to be formed by a democratic education which did nbt mean,

power to the people, but rather scientific consciousness to the people. Dewey's

conception of American democracy and education rested squarely on the teaching

of this method of inquiry with all its ideological ramifications.

, -
The views -of 'George S. Counts, a close colleague of Dewey's,was even more

explicitIn Dare * Schools Build a New Social Order, Counts argued that the

schools should not only teach the right scientific attitudes and values which

could undergird a,nli scientific community, but they should been more explicit

in blueprinting a new social 'order. The professional educato according to Counts,

ought to use his'or her influence to get youth committed to t e acceptance of

the scientific whod and the appj.ication of that method to soci lancing. The

process by which this would come about was what the new liberals called democratic

educatT5n. Mere, again, this did not mean an education which was controlled by

the people,crather it meant an education which would indoctrinate cR.inculcate

those values and attitudes which were necessary for the majority to come to the

right scientifically determined solutions. Dewey never)tired of emphasizing that

the important thing is not the counting ed votes but rather how those votes were

determined in the fi place. Democracy was not simply the "rule of the people"

who might be an ignorant mass but it was the "rule of the people" who were

scientifically enlightened by virtue of a democratic education.- The role of the

professional educator as a "democratic educator" was to enlighten. Counts' basic

mc-tocratic liberal views were,tuell expressed when he said,

If a democracy is to haVedemocratic education, the school must be
protected not only: against'zhe assaults of minorities but also from
the caprice and'ignorance Ofthe majority. A central task of dem-
ocratic education is to edit ate a democracy to desire, to support,
and to defend a program of demo7atic education.94-

i

Aside from tha circularity of the argument, it seems clear hat while the

40
t

professional educatdrs guided the vast majority of young people
(,to

accept the
.

.



values of "democratic" education, those educators must be protected from the

"caprice and igntrance of the' lttlajority." The role of the professional in

lif

fashioning the new meritocratic ord was evident; The role of the ex ert as a

mid-wife to truth must be protected against the machinations of an ignorant (--`.

majority. Participation of that majority must be encouraged only when it comes

to that majority making elightened deCisibns and discouraged when they make the

"wrong" decisions. The tension between the older meaning of democracy as "rule

by the people" and the new liberal view of democracy as "rule for the people by

the knowled eable expert" is evideht. Throughout much of the citizenship educa-
40

tion literatu e there is a pronounced call for student participation. The cur-

rent literature abounds with such concerns, even to suggesting "intern" programs
1

in citizenship education. For the most part, these activities Are symbolic acts,

shorn elf real or significant power, effective in.creating, for some perhaps, the

illusion, of governing themselves.

There are times, however, when the older notion of democracy ces to the

fore and when1Pit dries, as it did in the 1960'S for example, at Ocean -Hill Browns-

ville and elsewhere in both the civil rights and the anti-war movements, the role

of the, expert is sure to be challanged. So Samuel P. Huntington, a Hatvard pro-

fessor of government, in writing a report to he highly influential Trilateral

Commission analyzing The Crisis of Democracy
95

in America in the 1960's found
I.

that American democracy suffered from too, much participation of itspeople in its

government. What was needed, Huntington argued, was a return to more respect for

ake expert and less participation on the part of the majority. As he put it, the

. . .democratic system usually requires some measure of apathy and noninvolvement

an the part of some individuals and groups."
96

It was clear to Huntington as it

was with others on the Commission, that too much participation was dadgerous to

social stability when he said,

d



The vulnerability of demo ratic government in the United States
thus comes not primarily from external threats, though such
threats are real, a& from internal submission from the left or,
the right, although both possibilities could exist, but rather,
from the internal dynamics of democracy itself in a highly edu-
cated, mobilized, and participant society.97

The threat to liberal democracy was too much old-fashioned democracy of,rule

by the people. Participation, if taken seriously, could be a dangerous thing.

While Huntington, called for less participation, other liberal educators called

for more participation of the studentlin citizenship education. This however

0.

was not a contradiction. Huntington was talking about real power while the

educators were talking about symbolic exercises in the use of power. In both

cases it was tacitly, assumed that the majority was going to be protected from

itselfby the professional experts.

Although George S. Counts' notion of a democratic education was essentially

the, same as Dewey's basically liberal views, Counts went further. While Dewey

often tOnded,to sttp inculcation of values at the methodology level, Counts

as well as o social'reconstructionists, went further in spelling out the

immediate sol ons to a variety of problems. Even before Counts gave his epic-

making sperb before the Progressive Education Association, "Dare the Schools

Build a New Social Order," another liberal social reconstructionist had finished

a new social studies textbook series based upon that philosophy.

Harold Rugg, working with a team of specialists, developed a comprehensive

set of of ,social studies textbooks in.the 192Qs which can easily be counted as One

of the most successful textbook series of the 1930s, selling ovfr five million

copie These texts represented the single most ambitious attempt to implement

the social reconstructionist philosophy directly into educational practice.

Much critical rese rch needs to be done in citizenship texts, guides and

tests, school board and school superintendent reports and school surveys on the

actual citizenship education programs in use in the school. during the twentiethschool.



century. One suspects that a differentiated curriculom program existed in

citizenship education which followed along ethnic, racial and class lines.

The verification or rejectionsof such a hypothesis awaits much more extensive

and intensive empirical research than is done here.

Our'analysis will proceed by considering a variety of diverse but expanding

thrusts in citizenship education in the period 1930 through 1960. We will then

consider some limit placed on certain citiz ship exercises by the United States

Supreme
*some

and lastly we will turn to an analysis of three'sample approaches

to citizenship education that were used in the schools during this period. NO

claim is made as to these being the only programs in the schools or the exact

extent to which any one was or was not dominant in the curriculum of the schools.

As our analysis unfolds our focus will be on a "life adjustment approacly," then

a "social reconstructionist approach" and finally a "method Of inquiry approach."

Each approach was philosophically rooted and had historically occupied a signi-

.ficant place in 'the aghools dUring. the period under study.

8
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VII

Selected Approaches
to Citizenship Education

While not all citizenship curricular experts thotight of democracy and

cipation in exactly the same way as Dewey, Counts or Rugg, for most, how-

ever, the meaning of the term had radically changed from its former usage. Under

the mantle of,democracy, not only a lesser concern for the pqlitical understand-

ing of the citizen was manifested, but more importantly,,a greater concern for

his &tiller personality character, and emotional development was expressed.. Not

much seemed t be missed when the Educational Policies Commission defined the

"Hallmark of Democratit Education" in 1940 as:

1. Democratic education has as its central purpose:the welfare of all

the people.
2. Democratic education serves each iridividual with justice, seeking

to provide equal educational oppor unity for all,'regardless of
intelligence, race, religion, soc al status, economic condition,

or vocational plans.
3. Democratic education respects the basic civil liberties in prac-

tice and clarifies their meaning through study.

4. Democratic education is concerned for the maintenance of'those

economic, political, and social conditions which are necessary,

for the enjoyment of liberty.
5. Democratic education guarantees to all the members of its com-

munity the right,to share in determining the purposes and pol-

icies of education.
.

Democratic education uses democratic methods, in clas oom,

administration, and student activities.
Democratic education makes efficient use of persbtfnel, teaching

respect for competence in positions of responsibility.

8. DTocratic education teaches through experience that every
privilege entails a corresponding duty, every authority a res-
ponsibility, every responsibility an accounting to the group

which nted the privilege or authority.

9. Democ atic education demonstrates.that far-reaching changes,

of bo h policies and procedures, can be carried, out in order-

ly and peaceful fashion, when the decisions to make the changes

have b en reached by democratic means.
.10. Democratic education liberates and uses the intelligence of

all.'

11. Democratic education equips citizens with the materials of

knowledge needed for democratic efficiency.

12. Democratic education promotes loyalty to democracy by stressing

positive understanding and appreciation and by summoning youth

to service in a great cause.98



.The citizen was to be shaped by the st to to conform to "democratic

education" whatever that inSded. Lost, ere, was any sense that the state
ti

Was only a necessary expedient and that t e citizen ought to be free as much

as possible from its controlling influencL. The power of the state to do

things to its citizens seemingly appeared limitless. Some, however, held more

limited views. Especially was this true of thogelwho thought of civic educa-

tion in terms of the standard discipline of history or the newer emerging social

science disciplines, political science, economics andsociology. Throughout the

century a variety of committees have attempted tp create standards for what

,

ought to be considered social' studies. One such comMittee was the 1913 Committee

on Social Studies working under the N.E.A. Commission of the Reorganization of

Secondary Education. Another very important committee was the Commission on

Social.StUdies of the American Historical Association which grew out of the work

1929. From 1932 to 1941 this commission produced same seventeen1
oe

volumes. se commissions and committees usually attempted r.o set guidelines

and standards within a framework of applying the social science disciplines to

the elementary and secondary schools.

In contrast to these discipline-oriented prograMs, there were many programs

which took as their central focus moral and spiritual character, attitudes, habits,

skills of participation and value clarification. While a few programs had, taken

the idea of a classical liberal education seriOusly,ared had attempted to construct

programs on the notion of using knowledge to help develop a free thinking, judging,

will4ng and acting individual, most programs tended toward a central concern for

specific habits and behaviors which preclude judgmel, on the part of the individual.

Vernon E. Jones came close to a Fichtean model of citizenship when he focused his

attention on character education as he said,

Characrer is less.entensive than persOnality, but it covers
tain segment of thought and overt behaviormore intensively.
ter deals particularly with the volitional and inhibitory ph
human behavior-and concentrates on values which give direction



0
and meaning to. life. It stresses creativeness in mind and action::
In character we ate always conscious not only of what is but of what
ought to beboth in 'conduct and conditions of life.99

If the state could only shape people's character, what, people willed, then, in

fat the proper behavior, would be secure. The overall concern was to teach 4:11

people how to feel, low to will, what to think and hoW to act.

A number of patriotic organizations,have been actively 'volved in the schools

Such as the D.A.R., the American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars. Through a

variety olOactivities these organizations have espoused a conception of citizen-.

ship in terms of unfailing loyalty. For example, the Legion defined Americanism

as:

An unfailing love of country, loyalty to its' institutions and ideals;
eagerness to defend it against all. enemies; individual allegiance to
the flag; and a desire to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and posterity. 100

The citizenship literature of this kind of organization usually abounds with much

concern for the emotional zeal and committment the citizen ought to have towards

his or her country. In the early days of the Cold War, just before the McCarthy

era, (1948) Commissioner Studebaker of the U.S. Office of Education launched a

program which he labeled the Zeal for Democracy in which he voiced 'the following

Concern:

A natipn cannot be strong unless it is: united in support of a common
civic and social-creed. The American creed. is that of a democracy and
human liberty. That creed cannot be viewed with apathy, and indifference.
It must be propagated and supported with an,individual collective

.*passion by all good Americans. The propagation,of that creed is a
fundamental objective of American Education.1°1

In a similar vein, Philip H. Falk, Superintendent of the Madison, Wisconsin

public schools registered hiS View of the citizenship training in the Schools when

he said, "Equally important is the needfor indoctrinating youth with conviction

regarding American democracy. There are basic principles for which America stands.

There should be no doubt in the minds of youth as to what principles are."102

-Neither Falk nor many others seemed to find much incongruity in "1:ndbtrinating

for American 'democracy:" Their chief concern from this standpoint was loyalty,

r7
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indeed, emotional loyalty, as J. J. MOdney. put it in For Us The Lying.; (1945)
. .

"The' dominant purpose should be to cause 11 en. to feel. as they ought to..
st tP, e A ''

feel
,103

-. ,,

. ....

While many educators hhd clearly patised_intp'a, totalitaitan v2ew of the

purposes of citizenship trairiing:loometimes tihiir'ciew clashed with other loyalties.

These clashes centered on certain school practicdeivbich ultioMately pinned state

auth9riiy against the individual's freedom.' Seuracothe more 'critical problems

eventually found their way to the Supreme Court: The recent Tinker v. Des.Moines

Independent Community School District (1969) case was,one such instance which

-finally established the right of che student to peaceably, symbolically protest

government action while attending government owned schools. An earlier series

of cases involving the exercise of the zatate authority to compel-citizens to

M.
symbolically express their loyalty occurred in the form of the'flag-salute cases.

In these particUlar cases, reliious cOh tion was pinned against the power of

the state to compel the. flag salute. The question was posed: Does the citizen

'have a constitutional right to refuse to.salute the flag in an. educational in-
,

. stitution where the state requires such an action and when SuCha salute violates

his religious conscience? InMir:43rsvil1e School District v: Gobitis(1940), the

court concluded, in an eight-to-one decision, that the state educational authority

may require saluting of the flag in the interest of "national feeling and uty,"

as a condition of school attendance: In this case, a JehovaWs. Witness' religious

beliefs were directly opposed to a state practice designed to achieve national

unity.
104

By a large majority the court upheld the'state's light to inculcate

0
patriotic valuesthrough the use of a required flag salute in the schdols.

Only three years later, in essentially the same kind of case, 105
West

Virginia Stqte Board of E(lucation v. Barnctt (1943; the 'court reversed itself

in a sitrio=three decision. What accounted for such a quick reversal? Two new

justices joined the ourt ,and three justices changed their opinion. It i

a



The consequences of the Mineral/file decision were. immediate'ly.apptrent..

Within onq week after the decl.sion was made, hundreds of Jehovah'S Ktnesses

.
meni women, and children - were physically. attacked and abused in most

humane ways. Jehovah' Witnesses' meeting plaaes were burned an4 their leaders

.driveri out4of'town, usually with the lawenforcement agency of the community

leading the way. For example:

In one town, the chief of police and the deputy sheriff forcpd a group

of Jehovah's Witnesses to drink large doses of baStrir oil and then

paraded them through the streets tied together with4pOlicedeptirtment '

rope. In anotfief, a ,local judge 'warned' ii group, ofWitn;:Ltihat4tein"

less they compelled their children to, salute the flag-

;the childrap away from'them and place them In an institution where

they would be taught to understand what Americanism is..1.96,

A wave of religious persecution, fanned by wartime nationalistic ferVor, swept

the country.
107 These were some of the conditions surrounding the Barnette

Case, in which the court made one of the claickestreversals'in its history. Ob-

jecting ro the reversal, Justice*Frankfurter argued:

As a member of this Court I am not justified in writing my private
notions of policy into the Constitution no matter how deeply' I may

cherish them or bow mischievous I may deem their disregard. The duty

of a judge Whomust decide'which of two claims before the Court Shalltil

prevail, - that of a State to enact and enforceaws within its general

competence or, that of an individual to'refnse obedience because of

the demands 'of hip conscience. is not that of the ordinary person. It

can never be emphasized-too much thAp:one's own opinion about the

wisdom or evil of a law should be excluded altogether when one is

doing one's duty on the bench. Most unwillingly, iherefore, I must

differ from my brethren with 'reggd to, legislation like this. I can-

'not bring mY mind to believe that the 'liberty' secured by the Due

Process Clause gives this Court authority to deny to theState of
West Virginia the attainment of that whiCh we all recognize as a.

legitimate legiSfativeend,namely, the promot108 ion,of goOd citizenship,

employment' of the means here chosen.

On the other .hand, in 'delivering the 'majority opinion of the court Justice

Robert Jackson argued that this was not so much a case involving freedom of



. .

religion as a case Involving freedom of sp ) which includes the reedoM not

to,apeak. Does the' state. have the.authority to coerce its'citizens to say that

Vhich.they don't believe.? While it may be that the national unity w ich offici is

foster by,iieratiasion and example is a desirable end, Jackson argued hat:.

As governmental pressure toward unity becomes greater, Po strif
becomes more bitter as to whose unity It shall be. Probably no deeper
division of our people could proceed from any provocation than from
finding it necessary to Choose what doctrine and whose program .ublic

.1'.educational officials shall compel youth to unite in embracing. U1-
? timate fuinity.of such attempts to compel coherence is the less .n

of every such. effort from the Roman drive to stamp out Christianity
as a disturber of its pagan unity,'the Inquisition, ap a means t
religiounctlynastia unity, the Siberian exiles as a mats to ussian
unity, dat4.11 to the fast failing .effol'ta of:our present totalitar an

. .

enemies.1 Those whO. begin coercive elimination of dissent soon f nd.
'themselves exterminating dissenters.1°9_

Jackson. went on, to point out that freedom cannot be limited to only t ose things

whiCh make little difference but must be extended to those things whic we vieW

as important..
44 .

To believe that pptriotismwill not flourish if. patriotic ceremon es.
are voluntary' and spontaneous instead of a compulsory routine is o'
make an unflattering estimate of the appeal of our institutions t

'free minds. We,canhave intelleCtual individualism_ and the rtch'c 1-
,turai diversities that we owe to exceptional minds only at the pri e

. of occasional eccentricity and'abnormal attitudes. When they are o

harmless to others or to the State as those we deal with here, the
price s not too great. liUt'freedom to diffei is not limited to
thingeffhat do"not yatter much. That' would be a mere shadow offr e-
dorri. The teal of its substance. 18 the right,to differ as to thing
that touch the heart of the existing order.

If theie:is-any. fixed star in our conbtitutionsI-constellation,
it is that nb official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be
orthodox in politics; nationalism, religion, or other matters of
Opinion'or force.ci,tizens,to confess by word or act their faith there-:
in. If there are any circumstances whiCh permit an exception, they
do not now occur to 110

The Barnette decision was based, then, on both frgedom of religion and freedom of

speech, guaranteed by the First Amendment.
111

. While at critical momants'the.Courts have drawn a line 'placing,limits on

the state in the exercise,of its authority, the bulk of the thrust of educational

literaturecame upon the side of the social system and required conforming



-*etiOnal health and mental. hygiene have often been tied to

':.atisii444:educlitio.11 Most this literature uses behavioristic psy

.HOOlogytending to specify behavioral outcomes. The guiding educatiOnal'psY7

chology of.the'twentieth.cengtry, had been a behaVioristic psychology which
a 4

.,J.iiifuit&s,Mintally premised on the notion' that man is not free. '

/' The "ideptiCal elements curricular" notions of Thorndtkp and the "behavior -.

em of W tson and, Skinner haVe directly contributed to the social efficiency

',thlikiag which undergirds much of the "life adjustmen't" curriculum. This cur-
. 4

iCULIM is dloselytied to vocational competency and Sodkal efficiency.
113

1 - ,

:.approach tojitiOridhllieducation is behavloristic, fdcusing on specific behavior.

../t is "practical," concerned mainly with practices as it places emphasis on par-\

ticipation aid tends to loganize the educational jargon of "learning by doing."'
.e.).;

:Overall thrust is on ad)ustment to the. social order. Perhaps the best way

.
. v

to see this emphasis k briefly at the Table of Contentd of a citizenship

text which emPloyc this approa h. In many ways, the Table of Contents:o

Crillingham, and E. Stoops, Living YoUrlifev 19532Crawford, E.G..7 Cooley,

o -
almost speaks for itself:

.
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Those who adopted this life adjustment curriculum were concerted with piac-

tical problems of living, ranOngitom how Car.tp how, to "be dated,

dined, and (lanced," and even how to share d-bathroom. III main

train the individual to adjust to apecific'practiOal aspects of

emphasis,"being clearly practical.and highly relevant, was on "

The manipulative behaviorram is clearly in evidence as is the

itarian view of the limitless-functiOn of the sctiOol.

oint'vas to

e's life.

ow to" beha

plicif total

fundamental philosophy, the lid adjustment educators were

who aaw,their educational miadionp.as adjusting the student o the

r r

usually lib fals

prgctiCal world:



°Caving as they saw,that, world. For th mOst'part, that worltd

be the benign, dream-like world'of,the white-middle class. This
'

iibt place emphasis pn controveriaial 'Social and economic:probleMs,

solvable personal problems of social
.

In contrast, the social reconstructionism of Rugg placed ileavy.stress

turned out to

approach did

but.rati*X. bn'

latger social'and economic. issues.

on

He, too, believed' the function, of the school)
4 O.

was to adjust the student to live successfullY0in hibage; In ordet'to do so,

-Rugg belieVedy ft was necessary squarely face the many. Soil_Ca and economic
a

problems' which have been

nology

a by- product of the great advances in science and tecb
u -

in the twentieth century. --As the student studied Rugg ! s textbooks, he
.._

came to confront'a variety of social and econotic problems. Invariably he did
,

, ,..

so in the' contwtof what Dewey others called CUltdral lag. For ex 'ple,
, .

the s dent was tOld that the problems he was studying weteutually'caUs by

the failur of cetain groups, belief's, people or institutions to keep up with
r

the-prodess,ofaCience and:
)

technology. He also was,told that there wes,-a.
.

solution to all these orobleMa. Whether,9ne faced problems Of unemployment,

poverty, diseaile, medical services, urban, congestion, propaganda, iMmigration,

'
law enfordement, honesty in advertising or big buSiness excessive profits,jt

was always suggested that these problems could be ameliorated:in theend and

solved through Scientific planning. Rugg's-approach was that of an engineer,

socially engineering what he.perceived.to be abetter world.

It is important to -realize that Ruggs' first eXperimental edition was worked

out from 1921-1-925 and the second from 1923-1926. The work was accomplished by

alarge teatlofresearch associates who utiliied curriculum materials worked out

,

in a variet.y.of -school'settings,. and thenshaped and reshaped through the

.

decadeofthe 1920s. When Ginn.and ComPany.publiShed Rugg's`An Introduction t
A

Problems of American .CUlture in 1951, the'entire Rugg social science series were

.;.available ,for,the-schools which'included-six textbooks designed for fferent



Atrade levels, with an'accompanythgworicbook and teacher's guide for each text!.
.

The work was a najOrlaccOmplishment. It was used ektensively in,the echo is

N

.
.

,

: thtqpighoilt the decade of the 1930's. These textb orerb. series'were not just a
, f, ,

response to theGreat Depression; nor wer hey a response to Counts' Dare
,I

. -the Schools Build ..a New.Social Order, ther
,
they were a clear attempt.to

..,
1

`edUcitionally institutionalize the libe alreconstructionist philosOphy. Here
,

again, this approlith can perhaps be best rknsed by'looking at the TOO Ofj:,
4

-Consents of one of these,teXts. The Tableof Contents for Rugg 's Volume 6 of

An fntroduction to Problems of American Culture is as follows:
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through economic and'social problenis of neighborhood, family.living,.work,,gov-
_

" ,

ernment the mass media; the shaping Of publiC-opinion, fine arts,, as wellas
. ' 1

,

the,pr lem of eth41c and facial differences. The eauhes for these problems

wire repeatedly found in the advancing new induatrial revoldtion and its/impact

oq s al life. Progress, through scientific technology, had wrought positive,

change and improvement in the American standard of living. Modernization was

-treated. as a positive good. This'was demonstrated by looking at the "ordinary"

day'in the life of.the American family in 1890 and againsin'the modern day:

Fig. An ordinary day in the life of an
AMerican family in 1890. Compare
this picture with figure 50116

Fig. 50. An ordinary day in the life of a
family117modern American
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The blessings of technolog?and.modernizafion Dr' the American family are clearly

in evidence. There are problems however with this idylliC picture, as, Rugg is

quick to note. He goes on to d9Scrihe the home life of "Mr.'sVery poor Man,"

"Mr. Average Wqrker," "Mr. Average White -Collar," "Mr. Prosperous-Business Man"

and "Mr. Cultured Man Comes Home." A variety of social-economic classes are

represented in the texts, along with the impact of technology on the world of

work and family. But throughout, class'is not represented as a class out of

which one's own self interest is to be politically organized. More often, it is

represented as,a social ladder upon which everyone aspires to a higher standard

of living and social power over one's fellow men. This view of society was a

-given, rooted in the very nature of man. As RUgg put it in a later text,

$0 man's struggle for a better living has been partly influenced
by his desire for. power over his fellow man. So it has been in
all times and in all places throughout the 11., of man on earth.
. . Now all these things that a man desires and struggles to get
can be described by one phrage, 'standard of living.'

What a man wants and struggles everlaILLWi to get is his
standard of living.118

Rugg's view of the social clsgs-, system was that of a meritocratic liberal'

who saAhe social clags system, structured as a ladder system upon which men

struggled for a place. Throughout Rugg's analysis is found a fundamental-com-

mitment. to this view of social structure. Even as the conditions of each

rung on the ladder can be made better and:p0hapg.Inade even closer together

through progress in science, technplogY, andcorporate life, the ladder system

remained. Undergirding Rugg's textbooks -was a fundamental acceptance of the

corporate' system.

out:

1. There are
2. There are
3. There are

There were, of course, many social problems as Rugg pointed

difficult problems of the changing family.
problems of the breakdbwn in neighborhood life.
problems of assimilating the immigrant.

4. There are problems of.unemploymenty
5.- There are problems of honest and efficient commtlnity government.
6. There are problems of law enforcement.
7. There are problems of controlling and improving the press.

4

1.1. 0
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. There are prob ems of propaganda and censogship.
9.' There are probl ms of controlling the use of advertising.and of

the increasing xtravagance of our people.,
10. There are ,pro ems of.educating the4consumer in scientific buying.
11. There are pro lems groWing out of the'inereasing,testlessness and

speed of li
. .

12. There are roblems growing out of the interest o£ the people in
accumulati g money and property.

13. There are problems of ittolerance_tand interference in individual
and group life.119

Rugg repeatedly emphasized that the solution to these many problems was more

sound economic and social planning. The state power was to be used not only to
.

regulate business and social life Tor efficiency purposes, but to partially re--

distribute incOme'so that all might have the "hest standard of living" possible.

Rugg said,

Finally, we must have plans which will help divide the national income
among the people so that every person will have the best standard of
llving in respect to comfort that the great wealth of the nation now
makes possible.120

This redlstribution'would come about as scientific planning would be employed in

all'areas of life._ Even befOre the New Deal took place in,1932, one found a

series of proposals for government,. planning in the Rugg textbooks which were

presented as the solution to most social ills. There is, Rugg surmised, ".

need for a great multiplication of governmentaliegencies to aid the man on the

street in his purchasing.
121

1-closely attuned to the major social, economic and

liberal policy direction America was atmut to take, the Rugg textbooks, created

in the 1920s an& Bed in the 1930s, certainly appeared to fit the social views

of the times,iat 'least for those who had adopted the liberal view of the positive

welfare state. From the very beginning, Rugg seemed self-consciously aware'l*

the liberal philosophical underpinnings of his social ideas and the new education.

A new society was to be engineered by the new education-under the leadership of

"wise" educational philosophers. Closing his 1931 text, he sa

I
1 r



8. But the basis of the new age of planning is the neyb eduction

The laundhing of far - ,reaching plans depends upotrone fundamental
step - eduCation! The education.of grown-ups! The educatio of

young people! Already a new educatiod is appearing, in Or cp-
gressive towns and cities. Under the leadership of wise.0 4a-
tional philosophers and thOurvinds, of progressive teachers anti

cradministrators,' nekinds of 1.ementary and,secondary schools ..'

are appearing. the spirit' of these new schools is one of:ttive
work.' Young.ipeople id them play an important part in ev ryiss-
pect-of school work in the work of the classes, in th various

organizations, even in thg government of the school. Thus, hey
learn to live in a. democracy by ltearning to govern themse es.122

By 1940 the social climate had changed. As-the uncertainty of America's

osition with respect to the war raging in Europe combined with the growing

r
,recognition and awareness of the bloody repressive policies of the totalitarian

y,

states that had-emerged in RusSia, Germany,. Italy. and Japan; the notion of-

state planning and state authority had begun to lose its lus'ter. In his own'

life, the average American witnessed a decline in personal freedom. As not

only the welfare state emerged, but within that system the larger bureauCratic,

corporate organization moved to manage and control production and consumption,

more and more areas ok,personal freedom were.eroded away. Under such circum-

stances that populist root of American consciousness which usually held a Strong

'distrust of central government-and eastern banking conglomerates came to the
4,

fore.
123 With America reflectig all kinds of insecurity and fears, the American'

Legion, the D.A.R. and others such as the Guardians of American Education,

charged the frontier liberal thinkers at Columbia University with Subversive

activities. At this same time, while some, such as George S. Counts and John

Dewey were carrying on strong anti-communist campaigns within the Teacher's

Union,
124

the thrust of the anti-frOntier-thinker campaign was directed at Rugg

and his itextbooks.. Within the year, 1940, Rugg was not only publicly maligned

and repeated1V refused the opportunity to speak in communi

but his textbooks were effectively eliminated from the sch

t

ies across the country,

ols.
125



Shortly after the'Korean War truce was signed, another text for teaching

high school,social studieS' was,pqblished which was to become a/landmark teoct

for ,the 1960s. 'Lawrence,,E: Metcalf and Maurice P. Hunt, Teaching High School

Social Studies (New York: rper Bros., 1955),' took\as their, central, concern

the development of tL in ividual.citizen's ability to think reflectively.

Along with that fdp4s went a special concern for the application of reflective'
. .

thought to areas ofrican Iife that have tended 't'o'bencontroiersial. These,
9.

areas were te"rmed,"closed areas." Here, qnce again, the Table of Contents re-

fleets this very different approach to citizenship education:
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---
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Part TJ-ree
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eavy-emphapi§' on specific

Metcalf-Hunt text emphasized reflective thinking. By'this emphasis they were'

assuming that the most important characteristic of the citizen is his freedom:-

to think ,clearly, accurately and critically as a prerequisite foi'. decision-m4X4ng

and choice. TheyAid not preclude or short circuit choiceas most behaviorists'

had done by advocating a social conditioning process, rather'theTplaced their'

emphasis on how to think instead of what to think. Unlike Rugg and other re-
,:

constructionists who presented solution§ to.social problems in their texts,

Metcalf and Hunt turned the student's attention to a critical examination of ways

of viewing controversial areas, leaving open'the final solution. While the (Ifs^

cussion of closed areas is clearly, limited by the liberal views of the authors,

4 r ;

especially in the areas Of economics and social class"; and the alternatives are clear-

ly liberalyerceived,choices, they still are choices.

Metcalf and Hunt knew very well that the use of this method presupposes a

comunity whiCh'accepts the process. Therefore in the closing section of the bobk

can be found an extensivediscussion of the need for academic freedom in the high

school. If, in fact, the method of reflective thinking is used effectively in

education, it could undermine those social beliefs, attitudes, values and in-

stitutions based existing arbitrary uses of power as Socrates knew. John
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1.Deweir,auggested as

guarantee
1 ,

what.will be the outcome exce hat many objects,

,

.

.

. ,

.
"If\we once

.

ne can111110 when he sa

and institu-
.

-t.,.,q,_L,

tio, will be surely doOmed."-,r--:: .dust- where the pr(ctitioner.eot this method
.

. ..

stotii short" of taking 'We hollithrk.il Usually, deterthined!by the "way the reality

.

sUf.aocial.i6SU are re structured ThJiberal' social Aleas set the boundaries,
.

e'
A,

d and are, 41 fact, ti limiting dimertalen of.wha6 coenstfUtes reflective'thought.

Tp te' extent that ehose)in pT,Ter,feel secltre with those limits .is the extent

to,whieh they will4ermit the ust or, the method of reflective' thinking.

%/-7- The./underlying philosophy1Whfch permits this,apprOach is; as,tfie authors
-J

. .

128
.

. .
I,

contend, that of, Dewey, ,Bode,,Hullfiah and Griffin 128 might furth95 sur-
0

liaise that they perhaps',t theibest, pecially of beweY and Bode toave aken

. "N

delineate their positidt. It was, atter all ewey's contention in The Public

and Its,Problems, (1?27 ) that "method" was, the key to the development 'of his
----'

ar

_ dreath ofa free public. One of th many pr

as it was appliedto the social iss es oof

where that philosophy intersected with power b

blems-z this liberal philosophy,

he time, was no only the problem of

the extent to which the liberal

reconseruction'of democracy and positive freedom c uld be used to move easily

from the conception of a positive liberal state to a modern totalitarian state.

Tr his regard, Metcalf and Hunt, in placing the emphasis on method and keeping kix

open the. idea of choice, not only developed the best in Dewey's libe'LlisM, but

stopped short of the totalitarian vonception of the state which tends to dominate

,currentmuch of the ,current literature in citizenship ,education. The Metcalf -Hunt work,,

then, can be viewed as I kind of benchmark from which others in the 196O's anti

1970's have worked-.

In the decades of the s ties and, severities a variety of citizenship educa-

tion prepbsals were created ut o curriculum development centers at Teachers

College Columbia, Amherst, U iversity of Southern California at Los Angeles,



. 41:
. ..1

q

Carnegle-Meflon,-HarvAtd,..Thdignak!ts and o exall''.:baS$Sad

'direction of these prOpqals.w6uld'qreuIre a c 9PPrehensive'researCh'll ject in
...

itself. Our analysis,

tendencies'whin tend to cut

citizenship oducation.

Many social studies

is thereforeJimite

across many

educators 'irk the

Edgar Wesley's definition of

"129.
for- .pedagogical purposes. 'Rey

o only a fe.4 f broader

differet.propotala in the area of

schonlp.in the 1960s

social studies as "tom

tended to follow' 3',

social sciences

studiesenera.,11Tthought of Social,

of geography,:"tory, economics, Onciology and civics.; and /or
e . .

. benatIon of subje tS. Still otifers. moved away from the discip

simplified

in terms

a variety' of

Edward..

This te-ext wis"Krug
.

and :.James-QuilleA did in Living In Our-Commuilities..
130

an outcome. of Krug'sand'QuIllen's involvement in the Stgnford 5

.

Education Study financed by the General Education Board.

ities came fairly close,to.a modified life adjustment approach-,

this text reveals, for'example a, thirty page chaPLerdevoted to

.Time" as-opposed to two pages devoted to describing the federal

On the oth r side, the work. of Jerome S. Brunner in The-Process

nes, as

i

Social

n OUr Commun-

An analysis of

year

"Having Godd,

judicial system.

of Education,

emphasizing the "discovAty method" as well X Edwin Fenton's work in the 1960s

which utilized a "Mode of inquiry" approach med to c'ut closer to the.

tional disciplines than Hunt and MetCalf had done.

By'the late 1960s Toolitical 'scientists began to once again becoMe more act- ,

ively interested in the public schools and produced a variety of literature

131
on the p ?litical socialization of children. While much of this litei.n Lure

and research has produced some interesting and helpful material on how children

learn political concepts, for the most part, these studies are basically des-

criptive surveys of what was ven time. They are not ex-

perimental; exercising rigid controls and therefore, can be relied on

suggestive of what was going on. To universalize these findings is a serious

mistake, For example, to APY that all children can conceptualize

1,r

the Principles



in the. Declaration of Independence at a given grade level because our sample of
J 4

1.500 cases indicates this-to be true, and therefore we ought to create a cur-
,

111Um,irogram accordingly,.is commit the same error whic

411 eduCation in the19?9-1950s did .When tfleY univelsalli$d their findings based
0

,i-.-19n.limited samples. _However,. even .if the saMple is Adequate, the.problem of

curricular experts

Onfusing-what is with what, can bey and indeed, wflat_oge4,0.he, remains.

double error is thus committed when one Tropodes that study of the Principles
"

°I freedom ought- to be restricted to a particular age level when, first of all,

SUCIPpt4oSaiS are based Gil questionable sampling procdur0, and secondly; even

if the procedures eseriptive nfttdre t: the study of what',.are soUnd, the static 'a--

,

'could be.is does not and cannot describe what only a carefully
1

experimental

worked- through

and 'controlled' study can answer that ,44estion. Most of the political

st3cialization ,literature fails 'into these areas

should only be taken as su ggest

This problem is further compOudded when some,

of description and therefore

,.

such as Lawrence Kohlberg,.

c°11fuse conceptual development 14th a -prefabr icated hierarchical scheme

'development., The mistake is'73.4arther comPe linded lien Edwin

"These stages are naturastepg in ethical development, not

°r invented.",132 Invoking the of Psupport -Ilatureu to what amounts
,

theory without hard experimental evidence is to say the vekT least, highly

of moral-

Fenton claibs that,'

something artificial

to a very shaky

tionable. While Kohlberg' work is

Of more Careful ,and critical

credibility of,research at the

heuristically interesting and suggestive

controlled research and experimentation, the

si

d)present level hardly warrants building a soci.

isto.,studies curriculum 4.0Und ,it as 'Fenton proposes, To do so, it seen is

.

succumb to the bandWagon

in this area in the past,

fect which so often hag caricatured curricular efforts

There .area vumber of political 'socialization studies which are suggestive

and do warrant

that which was

further more extensive, ,intensive

done 17 Edgar Litt,

/

ent

treatment, 41e such, study was

Education, ComMunity Norms,
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and4Political.Indectrination." LoolOmg at 'the citizenship
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,,- ..-:-

education program

ticiPation.
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'11.upper class,
) .

to be signifiqant difference0.

In PuCational tre4"nt' , .---came to the level anekind of par-

. t.
he eb, s study does 110 -6vide sufficient empirical evidence upon.

M.Au0gments(ar it does snPPort theur

schoolia7hh ,ye made with.i440ttltWtheir

that a differen4 t

judgment

suspicions,

d\-barrteuliit-rti th = 411pa do s, in fact, exist. such, a ,

situation- exist
'

further suspect that a cetil},

If

'' research project in..this-

such a conditl4On. 134 1

,.c.nl

.16
.

%this- ar.ea ofhnsive

citizenship education2i .'likely to reveal thit we have

ferentiatec(curriculum for 'some,time.

I

a

been using a class dif -'



VIII

Educating the Man or the Citize

Richard Remy in "The Challenge 'of Citizenship Ed

summary, I.n:part, by remarking,

caZion,' concluded his
rt"

,

The task of citizenship education in a'demodra y involves pavadOxes.
Can such education instill orientaCions,suppOr ive of American de-
mocrac3'r and also teach critical thinking ski). ? Can such education
teach-participation skills which are both eff ctive and acceptable to
the majority of citizens and their representa ivesin government?135

'The paradox he found came to the fore in the Viet am. War protests and the civil

;

. .

rights movement when effective participation required "vidlation of generally
.

l36 t
held norms for acceptable' citizen action% This problem is lecessarily

paradoxical only when one ultiMately holds divided loyalities to the individual

and the state. There is no paradox when one holds that one's ultimate loyalty

is to the individual, as Humboldt,and John/Stuart-Mill argued, "The,grand,

leading pr41c4-ple,, towards which every argument hitherto unfOlded in these

pagesAireCtiy:OnVerges, is the absolute and essential. importance of human

AevelopMent:in its richest diversi6r.. as T oreau put it, think, that

we should be men first, and subjects afterwards It is not desirable to cuP-

tivate a respect for law, so much as for the ritit:" Or, as Martin Luther King
, ..

said in his letter from the Birmingham jail, that respect ought to be paid to
/

the right law, the just lawc, but not to, thd just law. How does one deterMine
,

/

.

the difference?
I

An-unjust law isatodt%that is,Out-OtarinOn:with:the moral law. To
putl it in the terms of. Saint ThoMasYAqU4nas: An unjust idw id. :a human

Jay: that is-'not, rooted in eternalandnatarni law. 'Any law that uplifts

human personality is,jst. Any law that degrades huMad,personality is
unjust. 137

There was no paradoxical problem here, .Tha,Appeal was to a higher law than the

..,''stake law and the test of that laW was human dignity.

Without oversimplifying a very difftltand complicated process, one should

,recognize that there is a very.diferent Conception of Citizenshiip at work here.

/,)



-The 'individual and state are not balanced. as equals,: blitratherthe state is

'only a; necessary expedient against which'one.must forever be on guard. The

right of revolution indeed ultimately violent revolution, mast be preserved it

this conception.ofHcitiienshi0. No stateVought to hAve,irohclad-guaranteep

that its :citizenry will not.takev.hp arMS:against it. The citizeh, as Jefferson

argued,. ought to be so, educated as-to recognize tyranny and be able to revolt

-against it. To be sure, the price of revolution is costly and as a rule, people

do not take upArms agaihst their government for light, transitory reasons, as

Jefferson wrote in the Declaration of Independence._ The right of revolution, as

a last resort, however, must be preServed'. Givens then, the ideas of citizenship

that Humboldt beautifully analyzed in The Limits of State A tion and the ideas

reflected by John Stuart Mill, .Thoreau, EMerSoh, Martin Luthei King and many

others, ooe cannot help ..recognizing; when' looking at `the course. of American-

history,that Nerica has witnessed a profound expansive development in the

power, of the state overthe individual. While one might recognize the politicalm,

social, economic and practical problems that have given rise to the expansion,of

those powers, and at times seemed to justify that. expansion,
.

ogniie the tenuous, problematic nature of individUal feeedom

one might.Alsorec-

',-

AAAMeridatoday..

moved from a merchant state 6i.an industrial state, we created a corporate liberal,

, ,

pOsitive state whiciChas.produeedf-in'the.name of-pOc 1l welfare, a conception'of.

,n1

the e-relationship between the individual and the star c which no longer paradoxi-

cally balances the individual and the suite -as many liberals, such as Richard

Remy have cine,':but more often conceives of 'the right.of the state as being so

'superior that there can IT seen no reasonable grounds Upon which the state,edu-
.

..cational authority ought to be- limited: Thus, glie state is given 'aj.ree hand to

manipulate iteOcittzens ih'education to whatever extent the market will bear-
.

Without a guiding educational, philoOphical ideal, the end comes to'justify the

t
J



, ,
Means as drugs, "tithe-out," 6olitary confinement hoXes, as well as all

kinds,of psychic thanipulatiFpn techniques take their place yn the schools.

Earlier in the cenary,'dharles Edward Merriam, a leading liberal4efdithei

of citizenship education programs, argue40:that our new knowledge of person-

ality development must be used in the schools because, in the end, all 'UAW-
,.

'ledge is useful to the race.' As.he saw it one should not take;a stand against

progress. In 1931, before Buchenwald,-Dachau, Belsen, Hiroshima and My Lai, he

It may be said'that_an unsCrupulous_or corrupt overnmentendowed'with
these far- reaching powersto shape'personaXity might inflict lacalCulable

injury upon the race:and:set it far hack, But thesathe'argumenimay be'

made as to ;high explosives of anysort, capable of use against thb very

\, intelligence thatunearthedtheir secret.- The Inventions'of mechanism
either material or of social andpoliticaI'ednerol will:not'stop be-

cause they may be . turned to anti-social uses;lor.in the iongjuig.the

assumption must be that they are'useful for the race.138.:

.

Merriam had crossed over rather early to a totalitarian view ofthe individual

and the state when. he. said,
.

r

The anti: - social and non-or:apolitical tyPeS are a centrarTroblem,ta.
politicalandsocial edUCatton, and :they betimftted in any scheme

of political education whetherin,ehe school or.without it is.not,

'merely the enemy or the criminaloutlaw_who obStructs the development.

ofiorderly relation of co-operation among men, but also the type who.

is neither; who maybe called a disorganizer, a nonconductor, a resis7.

tant to the general process of socialization± How to deal with him,

and how to integrate him into the political community without. destroy-

ing the individuality and the.:.eccentricitY that may border upon genius,

is one pWthe:central problems of modern social and political education;

.and.unless this is solved,. .relatively littlejtogress can be made in

.
other'dIvections. .This iihe limiting faCtOrin'the construction of

the citizen.139

The citizen's per/ sonality must be constructed so that he fits into the "democratic"

communicy. His thinking must be engineered sothat he will become a valued con-

fi
tributor tohe community. Edward Bernays, once honored by the American,Psy-

chological Association for his contribution to science and society reflected a

similar'totalitarfan view tu PV/ when he said that engineering'pf consent,



. . .quite simply means the application of scientific principles
..,and tried practices7to the task-Of gptting'peopfe to support ideas
And prograink . . ..The engineering ofconsent is the:veryessence
Of theAeMoCiatie proCess, the freedom to. persuade and suggest

loader frequently cannot wait for the people' to arrive at:even
,general understanding... ..'demodratic jeaders'must play their;part,
--in. . .ehgineering:p .Consent to socially-constructive: goals and
vAlues.140 410

.

Within the.contexts Of the 'decline of bOththe cIassICAl and'..114e0-:ChtiAtiAn

'traditiOn's, and a terresponding emergence of the compulsory secular state, the,

notion 6f the totalitarian society was'born.:iWith it a new totalitarian person.

was born whose 'satisfactions, warita,.jeelings,.:.ideas, indeed whose very will was

to.be'engineered, In the. process, words were made%to take on nab and different

meanings. Freedom meAnt'cOntrelwhile ayord like democracy, no tenger meant rdle

by the People, but rather how human beings came to-relatetO;each other in groUps.
O

PartiCipation was, be measuredr9ffective not on'the basis of real political '
...,

, .

,

,...
. - . .

..

. . .., ,

difference such participation achieved,.:-but by the psikhologiCal feilitig of :,,,

, .

,belonging that it produced in the;pArticipants. The problem of-freedom and in

tegri"ty of the individual in the modern totalitarian world is Ptefoundly.dif,

-fic.ulti and:thua, the education of the citizen Fin such a--world is no less dif-''
i

.".
,

. , 4

ficult. -Erich:Fromm capsulated the problem when he said that,:

Llsuccesaful manipulation ofthe mind the per'Son is no lOnget...
saying thefOOPoSite of what hethiNca, bUt he...thinks the opposite-of
is true.. Thus, for' instanee,'Afhe has surrendered his independence and`,:-
his integrity completely; if Wexperiences,himself as a thing which'be
longWeither to the State; the party or the core ration then two plus
tWO:are five, or 'Slavery is Freedom,' and he fe s free because there

no longer any awareness of the discrepancy een truth and false

Given the conditions of the modern world, Rousseau Oght have:been correct

when he sad, "Forced to combat ..Iither,nfiture or society, you must make your

-choice between the man and the citizen, you cannot train both." Perhaps Humboldt

was even more correct when he said, "The grand, leading printiple, toWardi7WhiO

every nrgument,,JO.Lberennnfolded in these pages directly converges, is the.absoI7-

ute andessential. importAnCe'of human deyelopMcint in its richest diversity."
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EDUCATI FOR CITIZENSHIP

AA inI,azerson*

There is probably:,no better place,thana schOolroOM to
fudge :of the charact r Ora people;....Whatever
'weaknesses may bee tailed upon thii, will show themeelvea
..kherawithoat they h poptiay of advs,090 age, and Whatever
virtue. they may pos reflectodYWithout admixture-of
viCe-and corruptio In so hunibWaplace as.a schoolroom

' may be'read.the cb ntaries on the:Mstand the history
of the fiiture development of a nation.

Francis.T. GrUnd, 1837

Introduction

Americans have 'never been comfortable with the concept of pluralism.

On the one hand they admit that their society is heterogeneous, built

upon different peoples With-different cultural backgrounds. Indeed,

it is this diversity, they claim, which has madeJAmerica strong, given

it the flexibility and vitality to meet'new challenges,and

worlds. But their treatment of diversity has alWays been conditional
,.

..
0,,

. ..

and tempered.. Diversity l's acceptable Onlyap it rontribUtei to *4ty

and Ooimon,cilzenship. Lt. must ConiOrii to established' patterns of

.4behayiour p enter the melting pot to be shaped,to an American identity.

If individuals could be different, their eccentricity acceptable.in a
a

society which applauded individualism, groups could not. A society

,built and -depenclent-U0On- heterogeneity has tended to .reject a conceptual).

framework for allowing groUpdifferences to flourish,, America has,been

a pluralist society refusing to.acknOwledge the meaning of its own

pluralism.

*Mar4in-Lazerson is Professor of Education. University of British Columbia.
This pipir was prepared for Research for Better Schools Inc.
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Since the Ameritan,RevolutiOn schools have played an important

role in reflecting and shaping these vie f citizenship. Popular

educatio&and citizenship, schooling and social cohesiOn have gone hand
,(

in hand. The expansion of Outaiional opportunityWas deeied essential,'

-to the fibre of democratic life, enhancing the republic by teaching4tv

dividualsthe essentials of citizenship-and forgingtommon values among

heterogenous people. Unlike eighteenth and nineteenth century Europeans,

Americans did not debate whether education for the: m4saes.was'a.gpod,

thing, but rather assumed that.it,:waa7netOdhary... Whereai Englishmen

'conflicted OverArhOthei.e0cation mould unfit the lower classes for their

'occupationnl,and subserVie t social.roles, Americans assumed that education

was essential for a republic to function. About education,. one historian

has.nOted of the early nineteenth century, there was.a "wide-spread con-
-

sensus among American elites about its desirability. Unlike the Enaih

Tories, conservative. Americans generally advocated schooling for social

' stability. They feared ignorance, not instruction.' The
V

more skeptical

they were hbout the hurvival of the republic, the.., more.,. favott WI mass
fs'

education:" (Kaestie, 1976)

The consensus that schooling was a good thing was intensified during

periods of social and'economit instability, at times when traditional

instttutions.like the family and t eemed less effectivesocializers-
4

,'mow;.:

than'previously. Where Morality sOemed decline,:mhete-,.class or eihniC

dOnflict 4as deveAoping, the schobl hid: a role:, as ana'gehatabilliation.

SchOoling wa67,thus essential to, citizenship and crucial to the development

of moral character for social stability.



But schooling has also been viewed ai a means og social mObility,

, -
partially destabilizing process. Especially after the mid-n3 Oteent

educational opportunity and economic,advaOcement'were conceived of as

synonymoua.. What 'was learned in school, behavioral and:alitudinal traits,

libltracy uPational skills furthered economic. rogress for the indi-

f

and sodiety.. Certain that schools were'necessa y for social

bility. Americans also viewed them as vehieles of social opportunity, the
. .

means iiheregy4ons 'did better than their father, daughterCAttlieved more
.."

.
. r" .

than theirjitithers, and'fhe.- childienOf:minotities surmounted their limi-

fations; and discriiinations against their group.. Schools have,t6S been

`suppotted'because they are believed crucial to political socialization and
. -

economic advancement; they preserve the social order by converting dif-

f. - ,

ferentes into "commonalities, quebtions of social reform aged the distri-

bution of economical rewards into eduCational problems. Reforming

school and:providing greater opportunities. to, attend schoOl have become

;

the dominant'American response to sociaI,instability and to ethnic, class,

and racialtensions.

While fSith iO''sphooling has.been widespread, the consensuSh4t(

.tglwayS been-besetby conflicts and ambiguities. What.politital.homogen-

,

eity maantand how to educate fotoit have always beenopen to questPq
,,

Not until the twentieth century'wes schooli Ibidught essentiSignough

all states to make attendance Compulsory. Ethnic, groups have been

at odd4 with governmental and educational authorities over the teaching

Of alternative cultural valuesj-often,tentering on the questions of

bilingualism and biculturalismen applied to black slaves, education

in the detade before the Civil.War was seen by Southern whites as Az-
,

they tejedted the



theAdeithat schooling for blacks enhanced Spcial,stability.',Inst010

they argued, education would unfit blaclts for their place in the social

hierArchy. For women, c enship,was often tied.to "domesticity." Women

4

- *fere lese titizeds'than the methers of future citieneWhos.g role watiAO.

protect the home, inccur the'male, and rear children.,. Social class dif-'

ferences,have also caused divisions over thetypes oil education to be offered.,

and ;over the'benefits to. be derived from expanding educatiOnai opportunity.

.Ves**0* have been raised over who should control the schools,and

whatc4triCulbm.andpedagogy best teach citizen44p.'and assure economic

advancement. Although often argued in political and4edagogical terms;:

these .confliCts went beyond questiona of schooling, for theytouChed

fundamental assumptiOns 4bopttheAinited States as a melting.pbt,i-

nature of opporttnity'in:AnerUat.abCietyiand the rolg:pf formal eduCat

in'the creation of citizens.

.ThefiOrginfOf Citizenship Education
AS 7

,vo

'Although it had4eCelved attention earlier, the expected relshiatihi

between citizenship at&education was most explicitly formulated 'following

American Revolution. On.one level the RevolUtion had been, as John

Adams believed; effected before the ontbreknf war, an event aligadY

0
created in th04nds and. hearts of the-pebPle." At another level, the

process of cre ing and!fighting the'Revolution created a cultural cause.

The.Committegii'of Correapondence, the Sons of iiberty, the handbills, .t

pamphlets, and newspapers

(CreMdln! 107)

taught the colonists what it meant to. be American.
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But independence.and a sense of being American stood alongside the tenuousness

of the experiment in republican government; and revolUtionary leaders turned

to forging institutional structures to insure social stability and cultural

unity. "We have changed our forms of government," wrote Benjamin Rush, a

gigner of the Declaration of Independence, "but it remains yet to effect a

revolution in Principles, opinions,,and manners so as to accommodate them to

the forms of government we have adopted." (Tyack, 1967)

The accommodation took place in a variety of ways: new constitutional

structures at the federal and state levels, the forging of political parties,

an ideology of equality for whites and slavery for blacks, a search for a

peculiarly American culture. Schools, too, had a special role in the dis-

semination of republican citizenship. By 1800 seven of the fourteen states that

adopted new constitutions had provided for public aid to education, while

the American Philosophical Society ran a contest in 1795 on proposals for

a national system of education. An "American-centered" education was urged

on the populace. George Washington and Thomas Jefferson opposed European

study as leading not only to "habits of dissipation and extravagance, but [to]

principals unfriendly to republic OveNment, and to the true and genuine

liberties of mankind." In his last annual message to Congress in 1796,

Washington proposed a national university under federal sponsorship to train

the nation's leaders, and he ultimately bequeathed land for that purpose.

The state of Geotgia took steps to reduce foreign study and thus alien

influences when in 1785 it disbarred from civic office for an equivalent

number of years anyone who had studied abroad. Old World textbooks met

similar hostility. Suc11,.hooks, Noah Webster, AmeTica'S first major textbook



authox, wrote, would,"stamp the wrinkles of decrepit age upon the.bloom

Of youth and...plant the seeds of decay in a Vigorous constitution."

(Tyick, 1967)

6

Fear of Old World contamination, the call. for a distinctive Aaleiica,

chaiaCter based on an American language and literature, was reinforced by

the notion that a republic placed greater responsibilities upon the individual.

A society dependent upon the franchise would always be menaced by an ignoir,

ant and unsocialiied citizenry, Education, Jefferson wrote, was thus "the

most certain and most legitimate engine of government. Educate and inform

the whole mass of the people, enable them to see, that it is their interest

to preserve peace and order, and they will preserve it, and it requires no

very high degree of education to convince them of this." (Weltex, 1962)

The educational necessities varied. Noah Webster believed the need was

for a national identity through a national language. Benjamin Rubh found

that "the form of government we have assumed," required us to lay "foundations

for nurseries of wise and good men, to adapt our modes of teaching to the

peculiar form of our government." A prize-winning essay..in'1795 on the

most suitable plan of education concluded 'that a national curriculum should

be developed with uniform texts, lessons, fees, and administrative procedures.

"An entire, general uniform national plan" would produce "not only harmony

of sentiments, unity of taste and, manners, but also, the patriotic principles

of genuine Federalism amongst the scattered and:iiariegated citizens of this
;)

,

extensive republic." (Rudolph, 1965)

Such proposals reflected a belief in youthful malleability. Drawing

upon ideas made current by John Locke, Americans defended the necessity



for earlyLedutition as a sure means of' 'oCialization. "Theprinci le of

patriotism, stands in need of the reinforcement of prejudice, and i

we4 known that our strongept prejudices in favour,of our country re

formedAn'the first one and twenty years of our lives," Rush,aasertd.

Noah.Webster reaffirmed that argument: "The impressions received fn

early life, usually form the characters of individuals." (Tyack; 1,967)
I

These .concerns--the uniqueness .and tenuousness of the American experi-

went,' the need to escape.from Old World Corruptions,. to establish a unified

natidn.and a national character, and the expectation that youthfdl. per-
,

fences shaped later behavior and beliefs--fostered numerous propOsal for

institutions to assure the creation'of patriotic citizens. Although a

national system of education was never, formalized4-the Revolution of r all

had been fought against the expansion of state power--schools thejnsel es

toolon greater significance. Whether one viewed universal suffrage d

republican government with pegsimism or optimism, schools seemed exce lent

agents of political socialization. The concern,was neither unique to

America nor a unique function of schooling. European countries in the

process of nationalization showed similar interests. Between 1763 and

1797 France engaged in numerous debates over a national identity. Pleas

for a uniquely American literature, art, and architecture Were common. But

increasingly the school became a focus for patriotism, the institution

where indiViduals would learn how to become citizens.

This was one of the great innovations 'of the nineteenth century. Diring

the colonlal era, Americans had viewed schooling in much less exal,..ed terms,

as wkrt of a configuration of educational institutions within which children

1 m



and youth 'were socialized. Seventeenth century' English colonists had

1.

41X4ive& in the new world'With the underutanding that schools were important to

the advancement of liteiacy,4social mobility, and religious enthueiasm.

But they also assumed that the family'was the primary ?educatbr; in-an

economy which saw work organized around the household.and family farm,

youth learned their essential social roles within families, ones own

as welL,..as someone else's. The church's role as educator was. subordinate

to the family, but was nonetheless essential:in a society in which religious

beliefs and denominational distinctions were importdht. Through the church,

public and private responsibility were blended together, the moral values

of the community transmitted and held. Schools were considered more

marginal in these educational endeavors. Most children never attended

school; most of those who did went'for brief'periods'to learn a bit of

reading and writing. Tmvery,small but increasing number of sixteenth and

seventeenth century English youth, however, schools were,a route to economic

and social success, a development not lost on the colonial settlers. (Cremin,

1970)

The tranference of English institutions to the colonies and their

transformation varied from place to place. New England Puritan villages

fostered mutually, reinforcing educational'institutions in ways that the

population or 401e heterogenous cities of.New York and

;Philadelphia could not. As the immigration of non-English peoples multiplied,

the pattern of English institutions was itself challenged. Pennsylvania

Germans, for example, threatened English Quakers and Anglicans: forcing

compromises around °questions of schooling and church allegiances. Denominational

1 A
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/compeeltion forced an uneasy.acceptnnce of voluntarism in religion, the

freedom of individuals to affiliate with the church of their choice with-

out government coercion. But for all the complexities of socialization' in

seventeenth and eighteenth century America, one theme stands.out: the

expectation that children and youth'wOuld learn_their social roles as

"citizens" through the interaction of(familial and community institutions.

While schools increased in number and importance in the decades before the

Revolution, theyswere usually extensions of church 'responsibilities, adjuncts

to apprenticesh4s, agents orcharity to the poor, or, legs often, the organi-

zed wishes of homogenous communitiese Youth might go to school, but before

the nineteenth century, there was little expectation that what was learned

there was strikingly different from or more important than what was learned

in other parts of the community.

Protestantism and Patriotism

The expansion of and systemization of schooling after 1800 was'closely

tied to an emering consensus on the importance of Protestantism to national

identity. Although Americans had no formal state religion--the heterogeneity

and competitiveness of religious denominations had forced them to reject a

state supported dhurch-:-they 'nonetheless expected their society to be religious,

and Protestant. Freedom from the coercion of an established church, it was

argued, Would allow each individual to voluntarily choose his or her religious

affiliation. With denominations flourishing by choice,, individuals would be

affected more intensively by religion than had previously been trt . Although

the jeremiads and revivals of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries revealed

1 V
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considerable concern over whether religion was indeed advancing, most

Arians bi.1820 actipted.the assumptions undetlying disestabliahment and
(

,veluntlity Church organizations,and there was never:,any perceptible movetibl-i

;

nt toward an established 'church.
.,i ,

Voluntarism, however, confused the means whereby theyoung.would be

inculcated with religious and ethical values. It raised questions about'

how institutions outside the gamily, would teach morality, whether:morality

Could be separated from the doctrinal tenets of particular denominations.

In terms of schooling, th question was simply put: how could religious

and.thus moral values be assured in the schools .when the state was committed

. to non-sectarianism? The answer led to a reassessment of the relationship

between theology and morality which distinguished betWeen denominational

A k

tenets and generalized moral valuies. Being a good citizen meant upholding

common n de rules" whiCh tied AMericahs together no matter whet their

religious affiliation. Out

Protestantism which minima

the public school emerged as

antiam and patriotism synon

and its association with nat

to becoie Americans by identi

meant that groups which found

to morality, most prominently

or reject the dogmas of public

f thiscotpr6mise, the acceptance of a common

d the importance of doctrinal distinctions,

America's established church, making Protest

us.- The forging of a common Protestantism

onal identity thus allowed'non-Protestants

fying with Protestant values. But it also

their particular religious doctrines essential.;

Roman Catholics, would be forced to challenge, modify,

education.

The nature of the consens s over Protestantism in the common school

and the conflicts which ft engendered were 'apparent by the raid-nineteenth

14
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century. The underlying assumption was that morality could be taught on a

non, or more accurately, interdenominational basis, aRcicould thus be dis-

'tinguished from theological practices associated with particular denomina-
,

tions. The process. appeared first among religious charity organizations.

In urban areas; denoMinations turned o'irk_kesponsibility for schooling the

poor to Protestant interdenomAtional missionary.societies. By-the 1840's,

these had begun to transfer their educational work to public authorities,
4

With little substantive change in the Protebtant orientatiOn,of the educational

system.

Protestant cooperation also occurred on the frontier,. and in small

towns where ministers worked to establish schools which perved the whble

community. Often the most educated their communities, clerics found
L.

their pastotal and educational dutiesNiAseparable. Church and school served

similar functions; the task was to gather in "if pOseible young and old,

and learn them, to read," Ministers petitioned state legislatures for funds

to establish p,i %c schools 'In many areas, they were the teachers, superin-

,tendents, ancr;textbook 'authors. 'On a larger scale, the American Home and

Baptist Missionary Societies crossed denominational lines to organi,fe Sunday

Schools and dis ribute Bibles. Protestant colleges in the Midwest stresse

the training of teachers for the common Schools. Since the 6olleges drew

primarily from local areas and needed whatever tuition paying students they

could find, they frequently moderated the partieular denominational basis

upon which most were founded. "By-their establishment and control of both

public and private schools," Timothy Smith concludes, "churchmen stamped upon

neighborhoods., states, and nation an interdenominatiOnal Protestant ideology
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'which nurtured dreams of personal and social RFogress. By the middle of

the, nineteenth.'century, leading citizens assumed that Americanism and Pro-
.

testantism were synonyMoue and that education and Protestantismwete allies.r.

;One minister asserted that "primary instruction in the United States owes

almost everything to. Religion as the most efficient of all the principles

that prompts to its promotion," while the _Congregational minister Lyman

11
Beecher lasedaged it even more succinctly, calling .for "a Bible'for'every family,

a school for every district, and a pastor for every ueand souls.

(Smith, 1967;Tyack, 1966)

. The organization of common schools in the nineteenth century was thus

part of a broader movement to evangelize society wh ch included'missionary,

. .Bible and temperance societies, Sunday Schools, religious revivals, as well

:as common schools. In homogenous Protestant communities this.questfor a'

common Christianity was accomplished harmoniously y blurring denominational

distinctions and creating a kind of pan - Protestantism. Americans there

.achieved a consensus On such issues'as Bible reading, prayers, and holiday

je?.Observances- In more polyglot. urban areas; where loeal,schools virtually

functioned as independent enties, a strong majority with common religious

beliefs could aehieve.a similar consensus on the' relationship between

religion 'and schooling. But in these more heterogenous communites, this

association between Protestantism and patriotism could evoke sharp conflict.

Events in New Xoti City during the 18j0's and early 1840's provide 'a striking

example.

Between 1806 and the 1840's,the.Public
School Society of New York, an

1 AT



interdenominatiOnal Protestant o ganization,'received public

13

funds to school-

the city's poor children. The Sofjety's educational program was predicated

Upoh the, assumption that moral values could be taught.sewated froM religious,

doctrines and theology, thereby) allowing schools to overcome divisive religi-

ous sectarianism. Although the Public School Society Was run by dself-

5
egUlating, self-perpetuating board of trusteep, the Close association of

interdenominational PrOtestantism and citizenship education, the Society's

near monopoly on public educational,funds, and thelarge number of children

enrolled in its schools, more than twenty thousand by 1839, made the Society

the foremost provider of free schooling in the city. After 1830, however,

its position came Under heated attack, especially among leaders of the

F

g win'g Irish Catholic community. Initially, Catholics sou ht a compromise

0,
whereby they would play a greater role ip the educatio,' Cathojlic-children

in the Sooiety's schools. Rejected, Catholicsi und the leadership of

Bishop John Hughes, escalated their demands attacking:, the Society and seek-"

ing publIcfunds for their own, schools.

The ensuing, conflict of the early 1840's was bitter and complicated,

\pitting the affluent philanthropists of the Public School Society against a largely

immigrant poor Catholic church, nativists against foreign born, and'Democrats

against Whigs. Repeated in various ways in countless communities across

the nation, theqqew York conflict revealed some of'themost fundamental

tensions of mid-nineteenth century citizenship education. In their fight

against the Society, Catholics claiMed that the before the 1820! s public

funds were apportioned to church schools which were relponsive to parental

yalues, that religion and education were inseparable, and that' theSocIety's
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achools),pere,,simultaneousiy infidel (failing to teach religion) and'sectarian

(Protestant). The Society,-they argued, had-"labelled iheitichools as if

they belonged to the community at 1pirge, Public"Schools' ..'.they are merely

called 'public school',
6

bUt tbeybelongto a private corporation h have

crept up: into ,high favor with the powers that be and haVe assumed the

exclusive right of monopolizing. the education of youth." Condemning the

anti - Catholic books used by the society and use of'the King Jame Bible,

the Catholics asserted that-theif children Were being deprived of an edu,,

cation because parentd refuse to, send them to biased Protestanc,scho la.
,

(Ravitch 1974)

The Catholic attack was met by attempts to show that the sectarian

division of public funds would undermine'the basis for a common citizenship,

and that a common moral code could be taught separate from religion. The

society implied, moreover, that it,was dangerous t give contro1.4,spopla

to the agents of the immigrant poor. The conflict, quickly got caught. up '

in municipal and state politics, d its outcome only partially resolved

the issues. In 1842, the state legis ture.dilsted the Public School Socie y

of its publiclund monoPoly,'but t ctecthe Church's appeal for fundd.

Education explicitly in the interests of sectarian aims was not to be.'scpported

with public money which was instead to be given to locslly elected school

officials. What was taught was. now: explicitly open to 'the political process.

The rejection of public funds for church schools sharpened the distinctton

between public and private education, a distinction only haphazarlpr made

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Minority groups that lacked

sufficient political power to force:compromises: n the Public system could resort
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their own'schoola but they uould no longer'claimi,hey'functioned in the

public interest acid therefore should receive public funds. During the

nineteenth century, immigrant Catholics as well as other. denoMinational

groups determined to keep control over their. uhildren's schooling and were

active in eStablishingt4Oir own schools. They,.along withasmall but

influential grOup of high tuition schools for wealthy Protestants, were
F

the major alternatives to the rapidly\ expandinp public school System.:

'That 'public education intriootely tied Protestantism t 10etriotism,. . ..

seems to have suited the views es'f' the-majority of nineteenth century Americans

Since, as D vid Tyack has noted, "God had chosen America to be the Christian.

nation," iienship meant being a moral individual in a Christian comr

munuty. Th nation wlp a state of mind; its central educational concern

lay in the development of character, the nurturing of Christian, republican

individuals. Such a view was especially.congenial.to themen who emerged:

SS:the leaders of American education in the 19th and-early 20th centuries.

Overwhelmingly native born, Anglo- Saxpn, Protestant, and raised in homo-

geneous small towns, the white males who became superintendents of schools

viewed themselves, like the ministers of_ttieir era, as being imbued with'

a value'system that was self-eVidently American. The curriculum,',textbooks,

and pedagogy whose implementation they' supervised manifested similar assump-,

tiona. (Tyack,'1976)

J

A prime example were school textbooks. Until well into the twentieth

century, these were often the sole curriculum and pedagogical guides avail-
,

able to the inexperienced and transient individuals who comprised ae

teaching force. The texts were for schbol children to memorize and recite,

1



and their most constant thealeAfas nation -pi unity. Despite momentit

of dissent :the:United,,States, studen0-were told,. had achieved'

r .
. .

consensus oe..all moral, political, and economic issues. To salgton-:
4

tiateEthiC schoolbooks discussed and indeed, created folk heroes
!

men who stood above the disputes of their time;ethe RevolUtionar

,heroes, the selfmade Franklin, the toleiant Lincoln, and above all,

Washington--resembling Christ--were the models for America's youth.

One 'text told its 'eaders,,.."Begin with the infant in-his cradle /Let

the first worehe libps be WASHINGTON."

The textbooks placed America's national destiny on adiVine

Americans were the chosen people'. Thenstituti9ii and.the Mosaic

code were treated analogously. God acted directly in the American

Revolution, preparing Washington for his role and Americafor its

destiny. A one history.of the United States concluded,."We cannot

buts, feel thatCod haS worked in a mysterious way.to bring good out

of evil. It was He, And not man; who saw andAirecte&the end from

the beginning." This was an ethical. rather than a theological God,

concerned with moral behavior and linked almost exclusively with

ProtestantisM. Even as the texts became more secular,, this intimacy

between God and nation:persisted.- The Revolution thus stood arthe

preeminent event of American history. As an act of creation it,seemed

a logical extension of Genesis. 'OthOr societies might be praised,

but Am rico was the "Freest, the most enlightened, and the most prosper -

ous" in '-the world's history. (Elson, 1964)
dl.

)
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The imperatives which a divine national identity placed upon

education were apparent in the.Treatment of racial, Teligiatis, and

nationality groups: 'Mankind was diyided into separate.immittable

with inherent,characteristics. In thi'Atierarchy of races, NegiOes

.were the most degradedr day, thoughtless, unintelligent, and.aublect

to violent passions. WhileAaVerYWas usually regarded as atievik

especially in textbooks,published after the Civil War, Negroes con-I

I

tinued to be seen as inferior, lacking those qualities necessary for

full' citizenship. Native Indians wereaimilarly inferior to whites;

they,were either "noble savage's" or,.if they resisted the march of

progress., were simply savageS. In either case, the extinction was'
,

- .

presented as inevitable. Catholicism was Condemned as a false religion.
\

Subversive of the state, inimical to morality, 'the Church,-fostered-

.tyranny, SuPerstitution, and greed. The image of Jews changed during

u.

the nineteenth 'century from a distinctly religious to a racial groUp%

By the century's end, they were pottrged as incapable of full assimi-

lation into the American melting pot. Their quest; for material goods

had taken on ainister oveTt#es, identifiedrWith'Urban vices and'con-

trasted to rural morality.

The national identity of countries outside the UnitedStates was

similarly viewed as a product of racial characteristics. The Irish

were impulsive, quick tempered, violent, fond pf drink, and impovdrished.

The French were,more complicated: frivolous and Catholic, yet the home

of Lafayette and Napoleon. Worst of all were the Southern Europeans:

racially homogenous, indolent, and Catholic. Italy was avast ruin



ruled by supers

the hate: of the

itution and.tde .papacy; Spain and. PortUgal bigoted,

While,other4tion$4,0#Pecially England

and Germany received more, generous treatment, nineteentiCcentuty
1%1;

textbooks" taught Anerican children Marsh stereotypes"' of the newcomers

,
populatingtheir land with increasing frequency.. Ihelesson was clear:

.

inAinerichere'existed a hierarchy of Anericaniam... In their class-

rooms, children'learned that the best Ante White Male, Ang10-4-

Saxon;-and 'Protestant.
.

The lessons of the classrOoM'

cultural pluralisM, and throughout

of public education was to reject

and.-naticinalityvalues.

did -.neat reccignizel the validity:of

the nineteenth-century the threat`

the logit0iiief6f distinctive ethnic,

In New York City, the Publi.SChool,

Society which virtually:ran theeity's schOOls before the mid-4840's

abolished a school -established forGernan childieri. and rejected appeals
4

for one for Italians, "When foreigners are,in the habit of Cengrega-
11 ".

,ting_together they'retain their national customs, prejudices and -feel-
,

ings," the Society report and are thus "not as good members of

society as they would otherwise be," Children in the German school

"retain their national costume, manners And feelings, while `those

German children who mingle promiscuously in other schools lose all
.

trace of nationality." (And, indeed; this was the highest'goal of the

schools: to eliminate all traces of nationality. In isolated rural:-

areas or where an immigrant gro4 gained' ]itical control over the

local school system, distinctive cultura alues might be taught or
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Aloreign language accepted as the language'of instruction. Invariably,
4,

however, pressure often from fotmer imAligrant groups themselves, built

to eliminate Or prevent any allegiance to dials-anti or "non-American"
-4

values. Teachingcin Germanin the public schools, example, was

discontinued after 1875 in St. Louis, Louisville, Paul, and San

Francisco. A number of states passed' egislation making English the

requited language of instruction in public schools and occasionally

private schools, The assumption that cultural uniformity, waS the only
.

.basia upon which pubs educati:n could exist 'made private)schooling

the only aitern4ive open to dissentera, and:even this was frequently

opposed. Cultural-homogenization was not the exclusile purpose of

schooling, but as the historian Carl' Kaestle suggests, "it dominated

the thinking of schoOlmen." (Knestle, 1974)

Americanization and Schooling

The drive toward cultural homogeneity in the public Schools

reached its fullest expreasiOn in the Americanization movement of the

decades surrounding World War I. The movement was a1 complex phenomenon,

incorporating'e trends of the previous, century, enlarged upon by urban

\and industrial i tability and the tensions of war, but also invoking

the desires of minorities, black and white to become part of the American

/mainstream. Americanization's basic theme wasthe danger to society posed

by those who fail to assimilte and who thus effectively manifested their

disloyalty. The xenophobia of these years was no aberration, for as John

Higham has written, it "illuminates darkely some of the large )ntours of the

American past," mirroring American's national anxieties and its bounds of

tolerance. (Higham, 1966)

157
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The attacks on Immigrants during the first decades of the 20th

century reinforced the notion that national group identity'was in- .

compatible with citizenship. The outbreak of hostilities id Europe

had seen many immigrants return to defend their homelands, or those

who stayed organized in support of their countrymen's effortliTlie
I

initial concern in the, United States was, that these activities would

draw America into a European conflict. As the country moved toward

involvement, however, old world, allegiances were lookeddpon as threat

to preparedness and the war effort; the hyplienate problem became.a

test of national unity; Fear that foreigners would corrupt American
f

valuetfand would act as centers of anti-Americanism were not new.

What was novel to the nativism of,the early,20th century, however,
0

was the application of racial categories to Eurbpean nationality groups. \

The years 1890 to 1915 saw a sharp increase in foreign born new-

comers, the 15 million arrivals almost equalling the total number for:

the rest of the 19th century. But more striking, since the percentage

of foieign born in the populiition remainedstationary,was,the geographical

shift in the sources of migration. Whereas the British Isles, Germany,

and Scandinavia had been the largest contributors, now the majority

of immigrants came from Austro-Hungary, Italy, Russia; Greece, and

other southeastern European dountries. By 1900, the differenceS

between the old immigration--northern and western Europe, largely

Protestant, and often dispersed in midwestern and rural parts of the

United States--and th new--southern and eastern European, Catholic

or Jewish, and heavily congregated in northeastern cities--had become



a prime topic of social science research and popular investigation.

"Everywhere,". 'john iligham writes, "the thought of European immigra-

tion now suggested stump images of Mediteranean, Slavic, and Jewish

types( rather,than the familiar German, Irishman, or ScandinaVian."

1HIgiiam, 1966)
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The social implications of these images were remarkably summarized

d propagated by the U.S. Immigration Commission, appointed in 1907 to

study the effects of immigration on American life. The Commission's

report issued in 1911 in 42 volumes offered statistics on ocoupations,

school achievement, illiteracy, diaease, crime, child-bearing, rates

of assimilation and naturalization, The Commission's.data were remarkably

complex. The Commissidn's summary was remarkably clear: the immi-

grants from southeastern Europe were innately inferior to the old

immigration from northwestern Europe,. and the newer group was less.

capable of being Ameridanlzed. The old immigrants were presumed to

have come to settle;- the new were "birds of passage" having little

interest in America and simply desiring an economic stake to return
.

home with. The new immigration, the Commission argUed, showed a high

propensity to crime and high rates of illiteracy,marks of their in-

herent racial characteristics. Southern and eastern Europeans were

more unskilled, less suited for work in the industrial society thanot

previous immigrants. Their willingness to accept low wages and,to

live in impoverished conditiOns' pushed the native born out of work,

increased the industrial accident rate, underminelwape scales, and

generally led to a deterioration in the conditions of labor. In sum,



the old immigration had strengthened America; the newNwm leading to

unmitigated disaster. (U.S. Immigration Commission,.1911)

Ideas such as these laid the basis for the campaign for 100 percent
4

Americinism in the schools, at work, and at leisure. Although never

attormal system: of ideas, 100 percentism demanded conformity and

national loyalty,,requiring an evangelical commitment toduty. Oppo-

sition or'doubts about government, policy was seen as nn immediate threat

to the,"American way of life."-In the schools this meant a renewed 1

emphasis upon the shaping of the foreign born)and their children to

a\ predefined notion of citizenship. "The educatioft of the, immigrant,"

repcirted one U.S. Bureau of Education publication, was "not primarily

for the sake of the immigrant, but... a most necessary step tomake

democracy secure." In countless communities', special classroom Americani-

zation activities occurred, evening English and citizenship classes

were open:or expanded, and 'special school-based community programs

begun. Becoming an American meant speaking, reading and writing EnglEsh

with a knowledge of the rights, duties, and privileges of American

citizenship dependent upon that language. During the/War, these concerns

intensified. Schools became overtly. political and ideological. Child-

ren were extensions of the war effort, raising farm crops in "victory

gardens': saving scrap metal, newspapers anchmagazines'and taW.ng physical

education'or military drill as part of the preparedness campaign. ,In

Milwaukee.; where Germans and socialism were strong, public school.

teachers were forced to sign loyalty oaths and foreign languages were

elliminated from the elementary school'curriculum. By 1919, fifteen

states had Made English the sole language of construction in all. public

4



and private elementary schools. New York and other state's required

that all public school teachers be citizens; Nebraska extended the

46
legislation to private schools. (Hartmann, 1948)

,Many states began funding evening AmericanizatiOn classes, either

for the first time or on a greatly expanded basis. New York'and other

states made evening school attendance of non - English speaking persons

'between the ages of 16 and 21 compulsoiy. In Detroit, the boaid of

education called the evening school the most important place for foteigne
, .4!

to ",meet a?d learn American ideals and political life." Between 1914

and 1916 that city more than doubled its evening school expnditures

.,and.enrollment. Cooperating with the U.S. Buteau of Naturalization,

Detroit's Board Of Commerce and other loCal industrialists, the Detroit

SchOO1 Board had handbills and posters, distributed in factories, placed

appeals to attend evening classes in pay envelopes, and asked

ministers and priests to participate in the drive to boost attendance.

Some employers made night school a condition of ,work or promotion, or

otherwise strongly urged their employees. to attend. The Board of

Commerce published a free textbook on local government, while the

federal courts lc -rsuaded to accept satisfactOry completion of

the citizenship courses as partially sufficient for naturalization.

What was taught in these naturalization and evening classes was

an extension of what had already become common to the public school

curriculum. "Textbooks for immigrants," David Fyack writes, "stressed

cleanliness to the point of obsession, implying the readers had never

known soap, a tooth brush, or a hair brush!' Immigrant women were

2,
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told "dirty windows are bad. Evening school readers.presented an

,array oflob opportunities, xplaining the requirements. of the work,

the benefits to be dAlved, d the necessary, steps to apply for a

i4"

job. TIOwever, the occupation presented tended tOlje those avail-
.

J
Ale in rural and small town -r-ica rather than those of the-city;

blacksmiths, Cobblersi.and tai ors leaped out of the books as examples

of oppOrtuni0 for.the newCtae In evening schools, the foreign

born were warned to avoid the c rruption of the political machine and

the ward boss, while importuned to Move from the city to take advan-

tage of small town and rural rica.'_Instruction in behavior *as in-
-.

variablyreinforCed by inspiratio al ifiscussions. One lesson began:

"This country is the United States of$America. It is the land of:.

freedom and liberty, beCause the p opt le govern themselves. All citi-

zens love their country, because th y know that this freedom was

earned by men who gave their lives it." (Tyack; 1974; Lazersoni

The AMericanization of the forei: -born at least implied that most

the newcomers could eventually ent r the melting pot, becoming

c tizens provided they chose to be Americans. For ice's black

o ulation, the prospects were bleaker. Harsh stej9 and discrim-

-,
n tion, Jim Crow legis;ation,,and the a plication of4Pseudo-scientific

fin ings institutionalized' second class itizenship for blacks. By

the irst decades of the 20th-century, th public schooling of black

chil ren often incorporated the following assumptions:

170
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Educet*al tests StkoWed that black.chil4ren had low mental
1 .. leve18-and'therefor4'were,unfit for ,rigorous academic learn-

ing. '

Economic discrimination meant that blaciWcouldsnOt'get
good Jobe, Slack education should thus be for jobs actu-
ally 'Etraiiable in, the lebot.market: domestic service for

:girls and unskille'd menial labor for boys.

The immoral environments and families in which black child -
ren grew up meant that education for blacks should emphasize.
basic moral values:

(Tyack, 1974)

These assumptions were never accepted by the black community. While

blackleaders divided aver what constitutedthe.most appropriate-educa-

tion for 'blacks, they were often outspoken in their rejection of the

notion that all education forthat children should be for second. class

citizenship. An intense commitment to black colleges and a few black

schools over which they had control were the bases for the creation of

a liddle class ou464 which came many of the leaden in the fight .for

equal citizenship of the mid 20th century. At local levels, conflict

over what education was most applicable for the citizenship of blacks

Often evolved around whether public schools were to\be integrated or

segregated. Sometimes the issue was phrased in terms of integration

of black children into white schools as the essential basis upon which

black would be treated equally. with whites, and the only means of pre-

paring both races for a more integrated society. Sometimes howeverj

blacks fought for separate but equal schools, places where their

children could be. taught,by black teachers and where they would be

free from the hostility and prejudices of white, children and white

teachera. The politics of these conflicts varied greatly; c.c.rt action

(

against school boards, pleas directed at the public, lobbying oelegis-

latures, and school boycotts were all used to force a citizenship education

based on equal opportunity and equal citizenshipjfor non whites. (Meier.&-

Rudwick, 1976
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The assumptions of 100 perCent,Ampricanization and discrimination.

against haacks were harsh; the measures implemented sometimes extreme,

particularly in.communities where groups like the resurgent Klu Klux Klan

Or-the early 1920's gained prOMinence. But it would be a mistake to

uadersiand Americanization and second class citilikship simply as.

imposed phenomena. any educators resisted the harsh stereotyping.,

the tendency towardodhaiply differentiating between the unacceptable

past and,the'A#erican future1 between black and white; as well as the

creation of ftelings of shame among their students. In any given class-

roomroom what citizenship meant could be7c6mplicated. ,While textbooks

might portray one set of values or a denigrate a particular ethnic

or racial group, students and teachers might acknowledge other codes

or reject the lessons of the curriculum. Often allegiance to common

values was part of the compromise which allowed Polish, Irish, Jewish,

Italian, Chinese, Slovak', Black, and WASP youth and teachers to share .

the same school and classroom. The decentralized structure of American

education in the 19th century opensischoola to informal community.

pressures. As groups gained political and economic power and as their

numbers became prominent as teachers during the 20th century, they

successfully erased the most flagrant examples of stereotyping and

discrimination, toward their own group at least.

Moreover, many native an foreign born saw schooling for citizen-

ship as essential to minority achievement. In the midst of a heated

Controversy over the teaching7-0&.16Ccig; languages, in 18890the governer

of Wisconsin raised issues of immediate concern to all minorities:



"/ want the little Gentian boy and giri, the little Norwegian, the

little Bohemian and' little Pole, he chdren all foreign -born

Parenta, to have the same chance m life as my children. WithoUt'
*

the knowledge:of.Enslish language they cannot have this Chance..:

I plead for the children Of fore g4-born parents for the reason that

ryersonailyknow many who were orn in this country whOare handi-.

capped by ignorance of the langu ge of the country....Advancement

in life for them is:out a the_q estion WithoutamoWledge of the

language of',the country'." (Welter, 1971) It was. - clear that success

required competence in languag .- and.numbers, an ability and willing-

nees to follow time schedules aid fill out forms, and adopt styles
1

of thinking congruent with Amer can industrialism. For White'andtion

I./bite together, as David Tyack uggests, "the urban public'schools-

with-their sfress on language and Mathematica, theil norms of Punctu-

ality and standardized performance -- helped to:bridge.the rural folk

cultures of their parents and the expectations of those who held
_.-..',

power in.AmericaM society." '(Tyack, 1974).

Minorities in America rarely rejected the advice or the suggestion

that they should become as much like their neighhOrs as ossible.

What they sought were mechanisms which provided access t America's
t

material benefits without being forced to denigrate their past; in

the sociologist W.I.Ihomas terms:they wished an Athericanization

which did not require the "destruction of memories." (GUtMan, 1973).

Ethnic leaders were thus often in the forefront of the less harsh,

1 9
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"softer" Americanization measures. Through the1ethnic press and

voluntary societies,. they urged the learning of English, attendance

at public day and evening schOol, and the internalization of an Indus-

trial work ethic. Black Aterlcaps presse'd for better facilities,

boycotting inferior Segregatetheducation and discrimination within

integrated schools., Especially through support' or black Colleges;_
.

th y clIllengedassumptiond that then race could not learn. Tor.

white and black minorities, how t be ethnic and AmeriCan, in

W.E.B. DuBois''words, how to black and American'did not seem int-

-possible. But it was also not, easy. (Heir and Rudwick, 1976, DuBois

1903)



Citizenship and Work,

Education for work, preparation for What was once understood as

"calling," had not been central. to 17th &..18th century schooling..

Well into the 19th ceniury 'schosZ:were'not closely tied to the world

of work. They were only one of a number of routes to occupational
1.*

entry,, 4p4 rarely the. best or most ttequently followed; apprectice-. ,

ships arid on-the-job experidgc.es in a household based economy,remained

the most commonforusf vocational training. "The way to occupational

; success for the ordinary man,". as Cap.1, Kaestle has pOinied out for18th

century New York, "was not through, the schoplhouse dobr,' but in the

workshop of a skilled artisan." (Kaestle, 1974) Where' schoolmasters

taught vocationally - oriented subjects, accounting, navigation, survey-

ing, for example, they competed with the other ways of gaining that

knowledge. Nor were the skills learned in school necessarily useful.

Even literacy was not required for school success at many 18 & 19th
4

century occupations.. For the wealthy, extended schooling was a re-

flection of leadership, neither required no functionally related to

vocaiconal ends, except for ministers, to a much lesser extent,.

lawyers. :Schools taught habits of good conduct and morality that would

translate into later success. The key were the habits. and values,

not the fact that one learned them in school.

,During the 19th century these assumptions were modified, as

Americans adapted to the demand's of industrial capitalism, and the

schools mediated between rural,, preindustrial populations and'the

urban-industrial work place. Preindustrial work patterns were casual,



in agriculture dependent Upon'the seasons and land', among artisans

upon independent Control over hours. Lind products. Household and group

cohesion dominated expectatione, These-shaped the rhythm of labor.

Intense involvement waS followed by.idienesn, a ho'pt: of -rituals, and

festivals'interupted work schedules. These, were the patterns that

native 'Migrants, European immigrants, black slaves', and Atheritan

Indians earriedwith theM.

Industria4capitalism, however, demanded a new morality, one thai

Aependedupon consistency and regularity and the indiVidualisi eehic

of self-control, self-discipline, and self-improvement. Many of the

phrases that described this morality were not new; liheir meanings were

Once
4

the-term industry simply- referred to hard work. By the mid,19

century It wascoming to mean "devotion to a methodical work routi

As Oscar Handlin,has hoted, "the dictatorship of the clock and'schedule (Dawley &
Faler, 119

became absolute," a fact poignantly described by a New York City garment

worker at the turn of the century:

The Clock in the workshop, --it rests not a moment;,
It points on, and ticks on; eternity--time;
Once someone told me the clock had a meaning,
In poiny.ng and ticking had reason and rhyme.'..
The reason of old--the old meaning is gone!
The maddening pendulum Urges me forwar&
To labor and still labor on...
The clock - -I shudder--Dost hear hOW-it draws me?
It calls me:1Machine" and it cries [tot me' "sew!"

(Gutman, 1973; Lazerson, 1971)
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Induetrial capitalism did not triumph,immediatelyer without

.conliot. The-implementat1,94-0*101ggy and c4P.1311140'119Ciel.

reletions of.vroduction over' time and from place to,plece.
. .

Traditional' Work' patterhe thut continued.incertein.regiopa, among.-

particular ,group, and within ottupitions.- (McLaughlin, 1977) More-

!Otrer,..the new ethic,was contradictory: individualism and

versus subservience of self to, the production needsachievement

of industrial work settings. On the one hand, family and group was

subordinated to individual achieVement.; on the other hand the sub-

AA

servien ) e Of self to the requirements of the workplace would enhance

such achievement. And, since America's labor force was constantly

being renewed by premodern migrants to the cities, industrial work

routines were always in conflidt with the values of significant

numers of workers.
.

,

Critics called the tensions thus engendered the disorganization

of working class and mirant Ale. This was only partially accurate,

for the conflicts were complicated by the-vtiy strength of non- indus-

trialized families and culture, the "tough familial and kin ties ,(that)

made possiblelthe transmission and adoption of European working-class

cultural patterns beliefs to industriali2ing America." (Gutman,"1973)

Social disorder, street gangs, youth neither at work nor at school,

industrial protest, andoctasional food riots were mc4e than assorted

acts of criminality, more than simply the moral failings of the poor.

They revealed rather the conflicts between strong cultural traditions

and the functioning of the economic system. They we part of a process'
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that included benevolent societies, ethnic and racial churches and

'political organizations, working class saloons and communal festivals

41 cushions againit ke demands cif the industrialvorkplace.

This,cultural conflict was al cadential basis for the expansion

of schooling during the 19th and e4rly 20th centuries. For those who

viewed themselves as morel;steWirtid,Of society or were its7econoUIC,'

leaders, schools became,a,echanielito.create an inner-directed sober

and diferential workforce of the ;ttture. Simultaneously for those
. i

ne,

who aspired to success, adoptirk more acceptable codes of conduct was

imperatiye. For their children, schools provided a means of occupa-

°tional success: But like the messages of individual achievement and

subservience in work settings, the message of schooling was often

'contradictory. Urged to seize Opporthnity and be aggressive and self

centered, school children were Simultaneously told to be obedient and

Xlearn their place in the hierarchical society. Caught in the contra-

dictions of an economic system that demanded both individualism and
b.

subservience, which Separated self development from work, the school's

role as a cultural mediator requiNed-that it simultaneously socialize.

the young to individual self development and prepare them for work

environments which discounted individuaLgrowth. MoreoVer, schools

had to:rationalize the system in which hard work and thrift where

4
necessary for success but didtiot guarantee it in which some would

beeconoMically successful and others not. 'As the most widely -used

school texi, the McGuffey .Reader phrased it:
, i
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Work, work my boy, be not afraid;
Look labor boldly in the face;
Take 4 the hammer or the spade,
And Mush not for your humble place.

(Elson, 1964)

By the beginning of the 20th century, preparation for work as an

essential feature of citizenship education and the school's respon-

sibility for that preparation were fundamental assumptions of American

education. They received their fullest expression in the vocational edu-

cation,movement. Education for work as an essential g al of school-

ing was not new to the early decades of the 20th centur But the

notion of work had, during 'the latter part of the 19th century, under-

gone dramatic alteratiOn. The expansion of industry,the factory speciali-

zation of,labor, and the appearanTA ce of what to many observers looked

to be aTermanent proletariat rised conqiderable question about

the self fulfillment to he found in the occupational structure and

the degree of opportunity in that structure. What emerged Was a

belief that Americans could no longer rely on the work place as a

source of training in adequate social values or as a jumping of

place for social and occupational mobility. Nor, it was argued,

could schools assume that generalized training in thrift, industry,

-and porseverence would naturally lead to appropriate behayior at the

workplace. Work which had once been thought of as the essential basis

of an ethical and aspiring society was fnereasinglybeeoming to be

thought of in terms of lobs which wer0 not satisfying in thewseives

itnd ware as often l(miflag rather than expandini; Eur the dual.

(Gilbert, 1977; Bowles and (iptis, 1976)
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Vocationalism was only one of a number of mechanisms for Combat-

ing the dilemmas caused by work in a modern society. But in trying

to teach job skills and in articulating a belief that the value of

schooling lay in its ability to prepare youth for the job market the

vocational education movement reshaped the assumptions of American

education, akld the appropriate ways schools trained citizens, That

the concern was with citizenship as much as with productivity could be

seen in the report of the Commission on National Aid to Vocational

Education of 1914, the most influencial document of the movement.

"It is safe to say," the commission declared,: "that industry in its

highly organized form with its intense specialization, is in the

main narrowing to the individual worker,Pnd while 'handsl:alone may satisfy

the immediate demands of industry, the failure to recognize and

provide for human progress and development is producing a restless

and discontented people. Out of this unrest comes a demand for a

mare practical education for those who toil...Everywhere'it is the

opinion of those who are studying the conditions of society that the

'z lack of practical education is one of the primary causes of social

and industrial discontent." (Lazerson & Grubb, 1974)

Citizenship in a Pluto list World

In the decades since 1940 AMericans have partially modified their.

views as to what the nature 'of citizenship education !;gould be,. They

have moderated the fierce Americanization of the World War I era, their

resistance to recognition of the ethnic background of students, and
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the sharp dichotomies between education for citizenship for blacks

and that for whites. One aspect of that modification was the emergence

Of the "intercultural education" movement of the 1930's and

1940's.

There were,as Nathan Glazer has pointed out, two themes in the

intercultural education movement. The first centered on the assump-

tion that one should not be ashdmed of one's heritage. .The second

assumption was that we should all be tolerant of racial,religious,

and cultural differences. "in effect, intercultural education was

America's answer to Hitler's preaching of group hatred." In the

movement, the theme of tolerance outweighed that of the celebration

of heritage and diversity. (Glazer, 1977) Interculturaleducation was

the basis for a wave,of interest in intercultural organizations,

curricula, and publications. In once sense of course,

was defensive, an attempt to portray the United States as a society

the movement

which was inherently different and superior to the Nazism of the 1930's

and 1940's. It was alSo clear that the movement did not invision

a commitment by the public schools to present or preserve a complete

vision of America's varied'ethalc cultures. It was a middle ground

mhich 'triedto combine the commonalities of American life and an un-

willingness to allow minorities to "cling to ways of living which

are incongruent to democratic practice " with the recognition that

individuals "should be free to practice and perpetuate such of their

group's traditional values, folkways and customs as do not conflict

with democratic principles." The stress was thus on the past contrihutions

I
, A
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of ethnic groups and the vulnerability of American socie*\as a strong

national entity to ethnic and racial discrimination. The inter-

cultural movement was thus committed to national unity, but it argued

in an organized way for a larger sense of America, one which made the

citizenship education of the schools dependent upon a recognition that

America had been created out of diverse origins. (GoodenOw, 4975)

The intercultural education movement was difficult to sustain

during the Cold War atmosphere of the 1950's. Whatever attention

was paid to America's past in the schools had to be limited by a.

recognition that differences wereDno longer to be a feature of American

life and thacabbve all else the test of a free society required unity

and loyalty. There were challenges to those assumptions, mainly

in the efforts bY:black Americans to establish equality for themselves.

But much of this continued to be predicated on earlier assuittions,

the desirability And necessity of having all people, regardless of

race or ethnic background, integrated into the mainstream of American

life. The message through the 1950's remained the desirability of

conformity to accepted patterns of'behavior., This is not meant. to

underplay the significance which access had for those discriminated

against; AS the tensions and conflicts of the decade showed, integra-

tion into the mainstream for blacks could taken as A possible radical

restructuring of American society.

But not until the 1960's did an ideology emerge which articulated

ap1urallst vision of society that stood in sharicontrast to''those

.S0

1



of previous generations. The issue has gone beyond tolerance to

become one of a positive assertion of multi ethnic differences. As

a curriculum guideline prepared .b the National Council for Social

Studies puts it:

Ethnic diversity should be recognized and respected at
individual, group, and societal levels.

Ethnic diversity piovides a basis for societal cohesiveness
and survival.

Equality of opportunity should be afforded to members of
all ethnic groups,

Ethnic identification should be optional tor individuals.

(Glazer, '1977)

37'

This asser6Con that ethnic diverSity should be the essential basis

upon which citizenship education takes place represents a itstantially

new theme in American nal history. It is based on an intensi-

fied self awareness a 'i, ancy among ethnic groups and is motivated

by a strong sense that the educational system bas failed minorities.

its major emphasis is upon the importance of group identity for the

cohesiveness of the group and the mental health and the achievement of

the individual.' And, it seeks state:support for its goals.

While much within the' multicultural citizenship education move-

ment has roots in the past, it is nonetheless a significant modifies-

tton in the theory if sot,yet the practices of American education.

Legislation at the federal. and state leyels as well as informal responses \-

to pressure have Led to a growing concern that the study of ethnic

be an integral part of'one's education. When added to the growing

1
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movement for bilingual education, one has a sense o something new

iglyhe horizon. Whecher such proposals and the assu tions.which under-

lay them will in fact result in a redefined view of h w citizens are

be,educated and what, indeed, constitutes ettizensh p remains to

be seen. Certainly the current movement in multicultural education

is fraught with complexities and ambiguities. Many of the movement's

leaders themselves are ambivalent about how far a stress\on group roots

and the continuities of group traditions into the present should be

pressed. Moreover, groups are hardly the same in their relationship

between their past and present. The dilemmas created by federal and

state legislation which tends to treat very different groups in similar

ways will not be easy to resolve. But most important the complex

relationship among American commonalities, ethnic and racial distinc-

tiveness, voluntary organizations, state involvement, and individual

choice are clearly in a state of flux. How these are to be integrated

into American notions of citizenship remain open. That they are in a

state of flux, however, in itself is a good sign.
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COLLOQUIUM

HISTORY OF CITIZEN EDUCATION

ck,

April 19 and 20, 1978
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sponsored by Research for Better Schools, Inc.

AGENDA

EXCEPT FOR WEDNESDAY DINNER, ALL FUNCTIONS WILL BE HELD
IN THE CONYNGHAM ROOM, HOLIDAY INN

April 19

4-5 p.m. Registration and check-in

4:15-5:15 p.m. Refreshments

5:15-5:45 p.m. Tour

6-7:30 p.m. Dinner City Tavern, 2nd '& Walnut Streets

7:30-8 p.m. At restaurant: Overview of CE program; synopsis of
colloquium objectives and participants' roles. Return
to Holiday Inn.

8-8:30 p.m. Summary presentation of first paper

8:30-9 p.m. Reaction of review panel to first paper

9-9:15 p.m. Dialogue among review panel and paper presenters
concerning first paper

9:15-9:45 p.m. Summary presentation of second paper

9:45-10:15 p.m. Reaction of review panel to second paper

10:15 -10:30 p.m. Dialogue among review panel and paper presenters
concerning second paper

April 20

8:30-9 a.m.

9-9:30 a.m.

S mmary presentation of third paper

1R action of review;` panel to third per

9:30-9:45 a.m. Dialogue among review panel and per presenters
concerning third paper

9:45-10 a.m. Coffee break

10-11 a..m. Dialogue among review panel and paper presenters
,considering ;wets as'a group

11-12 noon Continued dial gue, with-focus shifting to colloquium
'objectives and how the papers and proceedings relate
to them

12-1 p.m.

1-2:15 p.m.

2:15-3:30 p.m.

3:36-3:45 p.m.

4 p.m.

Lunch

Formulation of'recommendations, for the development
of CE programs, including caveats

a.

Identification of priority issues calling for further
exploration and research

Concluding business

Adjournment

fr.)
(1 A
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Philadelphia, Pa.

Sponsored by Research for Better Schools, Inc.

R. Freeman Butts
Department of Education
San, Jose University

Preliminary Attendance Lift,

Authors

Clarence J. Karier
Department of.History
University oVtllinois

'Marvin Lazerson
Department of Education
University of British Columbia

Reviewers

John H. Best
Department of Education
The Pennsylvania State University

William W. Cutler, III
Department of Educational

Foundations
Temple University

,Allen F. Davis
Department of History
Temple University

Michael B. Katz
Department of History
York University (Torbnto)

Christopher Lucas
Learned Societies in Education
University of Missouri

Observers

Max Beck
Informatidn Analyst
Citizen Education
Research for Better SchoOls, Inc.

'Florence Davis
Document Coordinator/Editor
Citizen Education
Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Elizabeth Farquhar
Education Program Specialist
U.S. Office of Education

Shirley B. Heath
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania
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Donald R. Knouse
Stat4 Supervisor of Social Studies
Delaware Department of Public

Instruction.

Louis M. Maguire
_Director of Development
.Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Kathryn Morgan
Department of History
Swarthmore College

Barbara Z. Presseisen
Director, Citizen Education
Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Ernst L. Presseisen
\\

Depart t of History
Temple iversity

Nicholas M. Sanders
Research Coordinator
Citizen Education
Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Robert G. Scanlon
Executive Director
Research for Better Schools, Inc.

4

'Joan D. Wallace
Editor, Citizen Education
Research for Better Schools, inc.

Judith Wilson
Instructional Materials Coordinator
Citizen Education
Research for Better Schools,unc.

Moderator .

Russell A. Hill
Senior Research-` Fellow
Citizen Education -

Research for Better. Schools, Inc.
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April 19 and 20, 1978
Philadelphia, Pa.

Biographical Sketches of Colloquium Authors and Reviewers

John H. Best is director of the Division of.Education Policy Studies and
professor of history of education at The Pennsylvania State University.
He holds degrees in history and education from Duke University and the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. His interest in education and
historiography developed over the years in his work with graduate students
in history of education as well as with undergraduates in teacher educa-
tion at both Rutgers University and Georgia State University, Atlanta.
He has served as book review editor of the History of Education Quarterly,
as archivist of the John Dewey Society, and AA a consulting editor of
Educational Studies. He is author and editor of Benjamin Franklin on
Education (Teachers College, Columbia'UniversitY,1962) and of The Ameri-
can Lejacy of Learning (Lippincott, 1967). This year Dr. Best is presi-
dent of the American Educational Studies Association. He is currently
interested in the development of a national assessment of archival materi-
als in education.

R. Freeman Butts is Distinguished Professor of Education at San Jose Uni-";
versity and Visiting Scholar at Stanford University. He received the M.A.
degree in educational administration from the University of Wisconsin in
1932 and the Ph.D. degree in history of education from the same university

. in 1935. Following a year of postdoctoral study (history, philosophy,
education) at Columbia University, Dr. Butts joine4 the faculty there, his
Columbia career culminating in his appointment as William F. Russell Pro-
fessor in the Foundations of Education and as associate dean for interna-
tional studies. The recipient of many honors for his professional dis-
tinction, he is a member of legion learned societies, a consultant/advisor
to many organizations, and a much-published author and editor.

William W. Cutler, III, is associate professor of history and foundations
of education at-Temple University, where hehas taughtteince 1968. He re-
ceived the B.A. degree from Harard University and the Ph.D. degree from
Cornell University in 1968. He has published articles, review essays, and,
reviews in several journals, includilg American Quarterly, Educational
Theory, History of Education Quarterty, Journal of American History, and
Urban Education. He was an NDEA fellow at Cornell and the recipient of
the American Quarterly Award for 1972. He is presently coediting and pre-
paring a chapter for a book entitled The Divided Metropolis: The Social
and gpatial Dimensione of Philadelphia, 1R00-1970.

P.ti frac



Allen F. Davis WeroleisOr of history at Temple/University. Following. hie
'undergraduate etU, es4it-barimouth College, he received the M.A. degree from
the University ofe chltsitr.4nd the Ph. D. degree from the University of
Wisconsin. He haiValig6 at the University of Wisconsin, Wayne State Univer-
sity, and the Uni4tsity of Missouri; From 1912 to 1977 he was'the executive
director of the AleVcan Stutlies Association. Dr. Davis is the author of
Spearheads for RefOril:The Social Settlements and the Progressive Movement
(Oxford Press, 1967); "American Heroine: The Life and Legend of Jane AddaMia.
(Oxford Press, 101);!Conflict. and Consensus in American History (D. C. HeEltri
4th edition, 19.70; Generations: Your Family in Modern American History
(Alfred A. Knopic_2nd edition, 1978); as well as other publications. His
primary intereolt is,AMerican cultural history, with special concern for the
.history of reform-:aogial welfare, and the family.

Clarence J. Karier i84rpfessor of history at the University of'Illinois. He

.

.

received the B.S. degree4n history from Wisconsin State Teachers College; the
'M.S. degree in:eglol adiiniatration from the University of Wisconsin; and, in
196O, the Tih.D:. degree4m history of education from the University of Wiscon7,,
sin.: Following Service in thKorean war, he taught citizenship and history
imOunior,high 1 at Marinette, Wisconsin, for 4 years. Dr. Karier held
a. int appOint in history and education at the University of Rochesterii..
-where he helped lop the history of education program. In 1967 -68 he was
visitingprofesio f history and educational policy at the University of
Wisconsin. He jOi the University of Illinois faculty in 1969, serving as

.'chairman of::tbe Department of Educational Policy Studies for 4 years and
later ai prOfessof ofhistory of education. Currently Dr. Karier is president
OfAheHistorly of Education Society. The author of.Man, Society and Education

Shaping tha'Educational State and coauthor of Roots: of Crisis, Dr. Karier
s published widely in such areas as American liberalism, thatesting move-

ment, elite values in American culture, and psychoanalysis and education. His
current resaOrth interest concerns the relationship between literature, art,
psychology, and educational thought and practice in 20th century America.

Michael B. Katz is currently' professor of history at York University (Toronto)
and the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship. He received the W.A. degree in

-from Harvard University. Past president of the History of Education Society,

education in 1962 and the Ed E,R degree in,history of'aeucation in 1966, both

he also hadbeen a member of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,.
N.J. Starting in July 19784 Or. Katz will become professor of education AIN
history at the University StsPennsylvania. His major publications are:. The
Irony of Early School Reform: .Educational Innovation in Mid-Nineteenth Cen-
tury Massachusetts; Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools: The Illusion of Educa-
tional . (tional Change in America; and The People of Canada West: Family
and Class in a)Mid-Ninetheenth Century City. He is completing a book on the
social organization of earl .industrial,capitalism in North America as well
ai beginning studiei of the fertility transition in America and of the demog-
reOby Of inmate populations in nineteenth-century New York.
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Marvin Lazerson is professor of education.at the pniversity.of British
ColUMb1a. He is also a consultant to the Childhodod and Geyernment project,
UnitersitYorCalifornia Law School, Berkeley. Heholds the A.B.,and.M.A.
degrees from Columbia.UniversitS and received the Ph.D. in historfrom
(Harvard University in 1970. While at Harvard he was a Samuel Stauffer 1

Yellow at the Warvard-1.I.T. joint Center for Urban Studies, and subsequent
ly taught in the EchicqkiOn.and Social Policy program at the.Harvard Graduate
School. of Education. Ale has Aldo been a Visiting profesSor at Stanford Uni-'
'varsity and the'Univeakty of Washington. Dr. Lazerson is the author or
Coauthof1of Origins of Sehool Public Elms.s.Vjanlallastilashusetts
(1971),. American Education &led Vocationalism (1974)4. "Rilly"Round the Work

. Place; Continuities and Fallacies pf Career' Education" (1975);, "Shild Care,'
GOvernmentMnancing, and the Public Schools:, Lessons from California's
"Childrenlit'Centers" (1977); and,"linderstanahg American Catholic Bducational
Histery",(1977). He is cur5vnily working on 4historical study of ethnicity
and educati6n and on t6 development of famill-based social 'policies.

Christopher J. Lucas is'professor ,of educationond area 'coordinatcii, Social-
Philosophic. POundations of. Education at the. UnIversity of MissouriColumbia.
Hexeceived his B.A. degree in psychology at Syracuse University (magna cum
laude) in 1962r a M.A.T. degree in Engli'sh and edueation at Northwestern
University in 1964; and Ole Ph.D. degree ,in piid:leimphy and education from
Ohio State University ill 1967. He has worked as a research assistant in

psychology at Syracus, as a secondary schdol:.teachet,of English in Chicago,
aili,teching associate at ()hid SPIte, and as codirector of the International
Summer,CourseWdt the University: cif. Salzburg, Austtia,1966771. Author of
What Is Philasonhv of Education? (1969); Our Western Educational Heritage
(1972), and Challen e-and,Choice in COntem orai .Education (1976), TT. Luaab
has published widely including contributions-to nvarikety of academic and
professional journals.' He is currently preparing a boOk on'meticultural/
multiethnic,educaiion in the United States. Or. Uucas is a member of A
number' of organizations; is the immediate past president of The
American Educational Studits Association; and presently serves' asexecutive
secretary of the Coordinating Council for Learned Sodieties in Education.
His professional interests include Chinege history, and culture, ancient.
educational history, the.philosophy of,education,international and compara-,

-tive eduCationaldtvelopment, and the politics bf.education.
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CITIZEN' EDUCATION OBJECTIVES

The goal of Citizen EdUcatiom is toprepare students fot current and
future redponsibilities in their interpersonal, community, and political
liv6s by fostering the acquisition of the following knowledge, skills,
and dispositions leading to personal satisfaction and the realization
of democratic principles:

Knowledge

Knowledge of the.dynamic institutions and systems thatexert, influence
in our society -- law, economics, politics, religion', international
relations, and technology

Knowledge of,the historical and contemporary context of recurring social
'issues related to the above institutions

Knowledge of the major issues and problems forecast for the-abov .areas
and others that may emerge

a

Skills

Inquiry skills -- which enable learners to select, organize,-evaluatd,
and use information, with special, but not exclusive, reference to
problem-solving. and decision-making,

Interpersonal skills which enable learners to engage in communication,
st,cooperatively, exercise leadership, and take, part in arbitration

.

Action skills --which enable leakneri to formulate'proble gentrart
'alternatives, set goals, plan'strategies, ,consider consecide s and

- evaluate coursesof action

V
Dispositions

Respect and daring for others ;.0

Commitment toequality of all persons
Commitment-to rationality

's Commitment to action and participation
Commitment to personal freeddm limited only by the commitments above

ND Ident ation with positive primary groups and local, 'irlagional, and
wort sties

4.
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CITIZEN EDUCATION

CITIZEN EDUCATION is a component of the Development Division of
Research for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS), a nonprofit educational research
laboratory in Philadelphia,,Pennsyylania. The Citizen Education component,
funded by a grant from, the National Institute of Education, is the focal
point of RBS'a.endeavors to advocate and promote' quality citizen education
efforts in the tri-state region (Delaware, New...Tersey, and Pennsylvania)
served by. "the laboratory.

RBS' CONCEPTION OF CITIZEN EDUCATION

Traditional citizen education programs have'focused on the study of
civics and American government. Recently, however, declining performande
on citizenship measures and deficits in the degree of social involvement
on the part of the citizen/,have indicated that the principles of a
demodratic society are not400ing transmitted effectively to our nation's
youth. Interest in citizen education, therefore, has been renewed and the
field has been strengthened by new dimensions. National conferences and
task forces hive called for programs in citizep education that address a
variety'of social issues. Having examined'the recommendations of these and
other sources, RBS conceives of citizen education as "a synthesis of what an
effective citizen should know froth the following areas of knowledge: civics,
community education, economics, environmental and energy.education,'family.
life education, global education, law-related education, moral/values edu-
cation, multicultural education, political participation,'ocial and personal
development and social studies."

The RBS approach to citizen eduA tion is.eclectic, going beyond the
traditional areas of curriculum and i struction. It encompasses knowledge
fiommady fields, such as social development and school governance theory,
and addresses'the social climate of the institution as a whole.

RBS GOALS IN' CITIZEN EDUCATION

Citizen Education at RBS seeks to.dispose and enable individuals to
be more effective participants in democratic-society., The goal of the
Citizen Bducation component is to prepare students.for current and future
responsibilities in their interpersonal, community, and political lives,
by, fostering the acquisitions of the knowiedges, skills, and dispogations
that lead to effective civic participation:



'Knomladge\of the dynamic political, legAl and social institutions
of our society, including related issues and problems.

Skills that enable lindividuals to make informed'decisions, solve
problems, a t.cooperlatively, exercise leadership, set.realiettc
goalis, and r asonabliy evaluate various courses of action.

Dispositions that stress respect for others and commitment,to,
equality, 'rationality, conscience, and the historic princiPles of

**o,
liberty, justice, mercy and pluralism of our society.

w

FOCUS FOR CITIZEN EDUCATION AT RBS.

The Citizen Education comPonent of RBS is seeking to establish a
partnership with state, intermediate, and local district educational'
agencies in the tri-state region. Working within the context of school
improvement programsw,RBS assists the states in developing and implement-
ing quality citizeebducation programs. Planning groups established in
each state include' representatives from the State department of education,
RBS personnel and representatives of other in,terested public and private
organizatiOns -

In conjunction with, the state planning groups, RBS is among 'other

activities :

conducting a survey of citizen education interests, nee'de, and
practices;

'6 determining citizen education needs statements, objectives, and
. intervention Strategies;

is establishing,reference fileenn citizen' ducation materials,
measures objectives, organizations and programs.

The aim is the development of prototype models of citizen education
for all grade levelh. 'Putting the models to work in selected local schools
in the three states will involve both the school and"its larger community,
including such institutional/social sectors as business and industry;
leborvlaw','and government. 4

e

Unlike mathematics, citizen educition has nq standard curriculum. ! (IL

ti
Therefore, RBS will work with the state plann g groups to determine the ,f,
Program content of the models and effective i sotruetional techniques. A
knoWledge base is being developed to this end,,,w1hopecial attention to:.
instruction, evaluation, and teacher preparation. Research and evaluation
of the programs and their implementation willbf-conducted jointly by RBS
and the school,site improvement teams:. In allAts activities, RBS will be
responsive to local community needs and perceptions, of citizen education,
designing objectives and programs that can be adapted to the goals of local
school districts.


